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Summary 
 
 
 
 
Wastewater effluent is a good target for water reclamation for industrial and agricultural uses 
as municipal wastewater is a continuous source. However, biologically treated secondary 
effluent (BTSE) contains polysaccharides, proteins, amino-sugars, organic acids, humic 
materials, inorganics, particulate matter, and cell components which require further treatment 
to eliminate associated hazards and risks. Low pressure membrane processes (microfiltration 
and ultrafiltration) are frequently employed for tertiary treatment due to their great selectivity 
in pollutant removal, and high mechanical and chemical stability. However, a major issue in 
the operation of membrane filtration is fouling which leads to reduced water productivity 
necessitating membrane cleaning, and eventually causes membrane attrition and decreases 
the membrane life span. The deposition of the foregoing organic components causes 
membrane fouling which limits the efficiency of the reclamation process, therefore these 
components need to be removed to enable the sustainability of these processes.  
 
The application of biological processes is a simple and cost effective treatment for the 
removal of organic matter from wastewater. They can lead to the removal and/or breakdown 
of high MW organics to lower MW substances, and hence reduce membrane fouling. 
Therefore, pre-treatment of BTSE using lab-scale biological activated carbon (BAC) was 
investigated in continuous down flow mode to control organic fouling of microfiltration 
membrane (0.1 µm polyvinylidene fluoride) via single- and multi-cycle filtration approaches.  
 
BAC treatment of the BTSE resulted in a marked improvement in permeate flux which was 
attributed to the effective removal of organic foulants and particulates. Although the BAC 
removed significantly less dissolved organic carbon (DOC) when compared with granular 
activated carbon (GAC, sodium azide was added to the feed to the GAC column to inhibit 
microbial growth) treatment, it led to a markedly greater flux. This was attributed to the 
effective removal of the very high molecular weight (MW) substances such as biopolymers 
(MW≥20,000 Da which includes proteins, protein-like material, polysaccharides, 
polysaccharide-like material, amino sugars) by the BAC through biodegradation and 
2 
 
adsorption of those molecules. Size exclusion chromatography showed the BAC treatment 
led to approximately 30% reduction in these substances, whereas the GAC did not greatly 
remove these molecules. A mass balance for the organic content in the system confirmed that 
BAC led to greater reduction in both reversible and irreversible foulants than GAC treatment. 
The increase in the flux decline with successive filtration cycles was attributed largely to the 
protein content of the feedwater, which accumulated on and inside the membrane. The 
carbohydrate content contributed more to the hydraulically reversible fouling than the 
proteins. This was likely due to the sieving effect as polysaccharides are generally larger than 
protein molecules. Moreover, longer empty bed contact time (60 min cf. 40 min cf. 20 min) 
gave greater organics removal for both treatments and led to improved microfiltration 
performance. Conventional coagulation with 5 mg Al
3+
/L, which was used as the benchmark 
for comparison with BAC and GAC, gave less flux improvement in terms of unified 
membrane fouling index (UMFI) than GAC or BAC treatment, with reduction efficiency for 
the 1
st
 filtration cycle of 12% for coagulation, 31% and 54% for GAC and BAC (20 min 
EBCT) treatment, respectively. 
 
Reverse osmosis (RO) is being used increasingly to reclaim BTSE for producing recycled 
wastewater for irrigation purposes. However, membrane fouling remains a major barrier for 
the sustainable application of RO for the treatment of BTSE. Therefore, BAC was also 
investigated in the present work as a pre-treatment to reduce the organic fouling and 
biofouling potential of RO membranes for the desalination of a moderately saline BTSE to 
produce the water suitable for agricultural purposes. The BAC effectively reduced the 
organic content (25% of DOC) and biofouling potential component in terms of biodegradable 
dissolved organic carbon (92%) and assimilable organic carbon contents (58%), and the 
bacterial regrowth potential (65%), thus confirming its potential for mitigating biofouling of 
the RO membrane. BAC followed by MF was even more effective for reducing the organic 
and biofouling potential components. As RO led to almost complete removal of the inorganic 
content from the BTSE, it was therefore suggested that the RO permeate can be blended with 
untreated water to produce a product with a suitable inorganic content for irrigation of the 
target market garden crops. 
 
The impact of cyanobacterial blooms (exemplified by Microcystis aeruginosa) in wastewater 
stabilisation lagoons on the BAC treatment of the BTSE and the resultant performance of the 
microfiltration process was evaluated by the addition of algal organic matter (AOM) derived 
3 
 
from M. aeruginosa cultures to the BTSE. The AOM was produced under different nutrient 
conditions, i.e., in MLA growth medium and in BTSE, to evaluate the impact of the 
composition of the organics in the AOM. More humic substances and markedly more 
biopolymers were released per cell when grown in MLA medium. Although the DOC 
concentration was the same, the BTSE containing AOM from the MLA culture had a higher 
flux decline than AOM from the growth in the BTSE due to higher biopolymer content. BAC 
treatment substantially reduced the fouling potential of the BTSE containing either AOM 
preparation. When the BTSE was spiked with microcystin, the toxin produced by M. 
aeruginosa, BAC effectively reduced the microcystin concentration (by more than 90%).  
 
Over long term operation of the BAC system, high MW biopolymers were consistently 
degraded by the microorganisms (decreasing only slightly), whereas the removal efficiency 
for humic substances decreased from 52% to 25% after two years of BAC operation due to 
the reduction in adsorption capacity of the activated carbon; this led to decrease in UMFI (i. 
e., flux improvement) from 78% to 43% indicating that humics also played an important role 
in microfiltration membrane fouling. Therefore, coagulation (5 mg Al
3+ 
or Fe
3+
/L) and 
magnetic ion exchange resin (MIEX) pre-treatment for BAC were compared for enhancement 
of microfiltration performance. It was found that MIEX (10 mL/L) followed by BAC led to 
markedly greater organics and fouling reduction (93%) than coagulation combined with BAC 
(65% for alum + BAC and 70% for ferric chloride + BAC). This was shown to be due to the 
greater removal of humic substances by the MIEX.  
 
This study demonstrated that BAC is potentially a promising pre-treatment system for 
enhancing the performance of microfiltration and RO in the reclamation of BTSE. BAC 
treatment could lead to a significant reduction in the operating costs of membrane systems by 
maintaining economic flux/operating pressure, and reducing the frequency of backwash and 
chemical cleaning. Moreover, this BAC pre-treatment can be operated at different scales and 
so can be used in centralised and decentralised systems. BAC use obviates the need to use 
coagulants and the resulting chemical sludge management issues. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1. Project background 
 
The worldwide water supply-to-demand gap is expected to reach approximately 40% by 2030 
unless improvements in the efficiency of water treatment technology can be made (Schouppe, 
2010). Australia has faced severe droughts in the past few decades and it is expected that 
droughts will become more frequent in the near future (Australian Government-Bureau of 
Meteorology, 2008). Therefore, wastewater reuse is a potential solution for reducing the 
current and future scarcity of water as municipal wastewater is a continuous source. Over the 
past decade, biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) has been used increasingly as a 
source of water for industrial and particularly for irrigation purposes. However, the 
contaminants in BTSE pose a risk to sustainable reuse as they comprise dissolved organics 
(polysaccharides, proteins, amino-sugars, nucleic acids, organic acids, humic materials), 
inorganic compounds, particulate matter, and cell components and refractory synthetic 
organic products (e.g., pharmaceuticals and personal care products) (Barker et al., 2000; 
Jarusutthirak et al., 2002).  
 
Of the many processes for drinking water treatment and wastewater reuse, low pressure 
membrane (LPM) filtration is an attractive and reliable process for producing high quality 
drinking water and upgrading the quality of secondary effluent for reuse or safe release to the 
environment. It has the advantages of small footprint, economic feasibility, high pollutant 
removal efficiency, easy maintenance and capacity extension (Clever et al., 2000). Such 
membrane processes may also be used to pre-treat the secondary effluent prior to reverse 
osmosis, depending on the characteristics of the feed water and the intended use of the 
reclaimed product. However, the organics in secondary effluent cause severe fouling of 
LPMs which leads to increases in energy consumption, and maintenance and operating costs 
for membrane cleaning, and also decrease in the lifespan of the membrane.  
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Studies have shown that humic substances and biopolymers are generally considered as the 
most problematic organic foulants for LPMs (Shon et al., 2006; Fan et al., 2008; Nguyen and 
Roddick, 2010; Shang et al., 2015). However, confirmation of the organics responsible for 
hydraulically reversible and irreversible fouling is required for identifying their role in 
membrane fouling and thus developing techniques to reduce membrane fouling. Kimura et al. 
(2004; 2008) found that the polysaccharide content in surface water was responsible for the 
irreversible fouling of UF and MF membranes. Ao et al. (2015) also found that 
polysaccharides in surface water were the predominant substances responsible for irreversible 
fouling of UF membrane. On the other hand, Peldszus et al. (2011) reported that the protein-
like content in surface water caused irreversible fouling of UF membrane. Peiris et al. (2013) 
reported that both humic and protein-like substances in drinking water contributed to 
hydraulically irreversible fouling of UF membranes. Shang et al. (2015) also found that both 
humic substances and biopolymers in drinking water led to irreversible fouling on ceramic 
MF/UF membranes. These varying results were likely due to the heterogeneity of natural 
organic matter and the diversity of the types of membrane used.  
 
Feedwater pre-treatment has been commonly used to remove the high fouling potential 
components and to alter the characteristics of the organics, and consequently mitigate the 
fouling propensity. The use of coagulation, ozonation, adsorption by granular activated 
carbon (GAC), powdered activated carbon (PAC), anion exchange resin (AER) or slow sand 
filtration has been investigated to improve LPM performance in drinking water and 
secondary effluent treatment. Fan et al. (2008) found that coagulation could improve the flux 
performance of secondary effluent treatment. This was due to the removal of major foulants 
such as biopolymers and humic substances. Wray and Andrews (2014) investigated the 
coagulation process to control fouling in the UF of three different surface water sources and 
found that coagulation could effectively reduce both reversible and irreversible fouling of the 
UF membrane. Goh et al. (2011) also noted that coagulation could improve the filterability of 
a secondary effluent containing the algal organic matter (AOM) derived from Microcystis 
aeruginosa for a polymeric MF membrane. Campinas and Rosa (2010) assessed the impact of 
PAC for control of organic fouling in UF for drinking water treatment and found that PAC 
neither promoted nor reduced the membrane fouling. Nguyen and Roddick (2013) found that 
PAC treatment could remove dissolved organic matter but did not improve the flux 
performance of MF. This was due to its ineffectiveness in removing high fouling potential 
compounds such as biopolymers as the pore size of the PAC being too small and not allowing 
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penetration of high MW biopolymers into the pores. Song et al. (2015) also investigated the 
effect of PAC on MF membrane performance for drinking water treatment, and they found 
that PAC could not reduce membrane fouling as it was not effective for removing organics 
with molecular weight more than 3,000 Da. Nguyen and Roddick (2013) found that AER 
could not improve the MF flux as it was not effective for removing biopolymers, this was 
most likely due to their lack of negatively charged functional groups at neutral pH (Humbert 
et al., 2007). 
 
The application of biological processes such as biological aerated filtration (BAF) and slow 
sand filtration (SSF) has been demonstrated to improve the performance of low pressure 
membranes. Biological pre-treatment has several benefits such as removal of readily 
biodegradable organic matter which limits the growth of biofilm on the membrane surface, 
simple operation and maintenance, and absence of requirement for chemical use for drinking 
water and wastewater treatment. Marco et al. (1997) noted that the capital and operating costs 
of biological treatment processes are 5-20 and 3-10 times cheaper than chemical processes, 
respectively. These processes lead to the breakdown of high MW organics to lower MW 
substances, and so when used as a pre-treatment reduce filtration resistance and membrane 
fouling. Huang et al. (2011) studied a biological aerated filter (BAF) as a pre-treatment for 
polymeric UF membrane filtration for a drinking water and found that BAF could decrease 
the biopolymers by 42% which contributed to improvement in flux. They noted that this 
process was not very effective for removing humic-like organics as the media does not have a 
capacity for adsorption of these organics.  all  et al   200   studied the impact of 
biofiltration (anthracite placed over sand which was further supported by gravel) prior to UF 
of drinking water treatment and they found that biofiltration could reduce both the 
hydraulically reversible and irreversible fouling. A similar observation was made by Zheng et 
al. (2009) who utilised a slow sand filter as a pre-treatment for a secondary effluent prior to 
UF. They showed that biopolymers were removed which improved the flux. They also noted 
that other important foulants such as humic substances were not greatly removed by the pre-
treatment which was likely due to the low surface area and thus low adsorption capacity of 
the sand media. Therefore, biological activated carbon (BAC) could be a suitable process for 
the removal of effective foulants since it utilises simultaneous physico-chemical adsorption 
of humic substances by the activated carbon and biodegradation of biopolymers by the 
bacteria attached to the carbon particles.  
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Nguyen and Roddick (2010) studied the effect of the combination of ozonation and BAC 
prior to UF for secondary effluent treatment. They found that ozonation could break down the 
high MW organics to lower MW components which were effectively utilized by the micro-
organisms in the BAC processes, thus the flux was improved. However, ozonation decreases 
the adsorption of the organic compounds to the activated carbon due to their increased 
polarity (Camel and Bermond, 1998). Yapsakli and Çeçen (2010) suggested that ozonation 
can be avoided if the BAC treatment has a sufficiently long contact time to achieve 
biodegradation of slowly biodegradable organics, which would be a simple and more cost-
effective pre-treatment system. Aryal et al. (2015) investigated BAC pre-treatment prior to 
nanofiltration (NF) for secondary effluent treatment and found that BAC could improve the 
NF flux. They explained that BAC converted low MW organics into high MW organics and 
noted that the reduction in fouling was attributed to this effect, and is discussed further in 
section 2.3.3.2.3 (Chapter 2). 
 
As can be seen, standalone BAC filtration has not been studied as a pre-treatment for 
microfiltration in secondary effluent treatment. In addition, to date, the effect of the BAC 
process for pre-treatment when wastewater lagoons have been impacted by an algal bloom 
has not been investigated. 
 
 
1.2. Aim 
 
The aim of this study was to establish the applicability of BAC treatment for enhancing 
microfiltration performance for wastewater reclamation. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
 
 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the impact of BAC pre-treatment for reducing the 
organic fouling of microfiltration membrane in the treatment of a biologically treated 
secondary effluent (BTSE) from a municipal wastewater treatment plant. A comprehensive 
literature review was conducted in order to identify the knowledge gaps and to develop the 
critical research questions for this study. This chapter provides an understanding of (a) LPM 
filtration in water and wastewater treatment, (b) the characteristics of the membrane foulants 
in drinking water and secondary effluent (c) the mechanisms of various pre-treatment 
processes for organics removal, and (d) the application of pre-treatment processes to secure 
better membrane performance and good effluent quality.  
 
 
2.1.   Membrane filtration in water and wastewater treatment 
 
Membrane filtration is a physical separation process which involves the passage of water and 
wastewater through a semi-permeable membrane, separating a wide range of organic and 
inorganic contaminants, particulate matter, trace organics including micropollutants, and 
microorganisms. The performance of membrane processes depends on their type, properties 
and operation mode. 
 
 
2.1.1.    Membrane classification 
 
Membranes are usually classified according to their pore size (or molecular weight cut-off 
(MWCO)) and the applied driving force. Table 2.1 shows an overview of the classification of 
membrane processes available in water treatment. Microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), 
nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) have been used to treat water and wastewater. 
MF and UF membranes are porous membranes that can be operated at low pressures. For this 
reason, MF and UF membranes are referred to as low-pressure membranes (LPMs). High-
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pressure membrane processes include NF and RO. The pore size is one of the most important 
properties of a membrane as it largely determines the selectivity as well as the permeability 
of a membrane. Generally, the selection of a membrane depends on the materials targeted to 
be removed and the quality of the feed water. LPMs have been used to separate dissolved 
macromolecules, suspended particulates, and bacteria and some viruses from feed waters. NF 
and RO have been used for the removal of trace organics such as emerging pollutants, 
inorganics, and low to high MW organics from water and wastewater. LPMs are also used as 
a pre-treatment for high-pressure membranes (Schafer, 2001). Based on water affinity, 
membranes can also be divided into two groups, namely hydrophobic membranes and 
hydrophilic membranes (Mulder, 1996). 
 
 
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the membrane types (Stephenson et al., 2000) 
 
Characteristics MF UF NF RO 
MWCO (Da) >100,000 >2,000-100,000 300-1000 100-200 
Pore Size (µm) 0.1-10 0.01-0.1 0.001-0.01 <0.001 
Operating pressure (kPa) 7-202 20-550 480-1500 5500-8250 
Separation mechanism Sieve Sieve Sieve + diffusion + 
exclusion 
Diffusion + 
exclusion 
 
 
2.1.2. Membrane materials  
 
Membrane permeability, selectivity, mechanical stability, chemical resistance, and thermal 
stability are dependent on the type of membrane material (Rautenbach and Albrecht, 1989). 
Generally, the material of the membrane is selected based on the prevention of fouling 
(Stephenson et al., 2000). Materials such as polymers, ceramic, carbon and glass are used to 
make the membranes. Among these, polymeric (organic) materials are the most popular for 
membrane fabrication. The polymeric materials most often used are the hydrophobic 
polyvinylidene fluoride, polypropylene, polytetrafluoroethylene, and the hydrophilic 
materials cellulose esters, polycarbonate, polysulfone/polyethersulfone, polyimide/polyether 
imide, aliphatic polyamide, and polyetheretherketone. Polymeric membranes are widely used 
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in water treatment to remove organics, particulates and pathogens from drinking water and 
wastewater.  
 
On the other hand, nowadays, the application of ceramic membranes in the water industry is 
gaining popularity as they can be operated for up to 15 years whereas polymeric membranes 
only for 3-5 years (Owen et al., 1995; Heijman and Bakker, 2007).  This is due to the superior 
chemical, thermal, and mechanical stability of the ceramic membranes. The base materials 
for the preparation of ceramic membranes are alumina, titania, silica, and zirconia. Chemical 
cleaning can completely recover the flux of ceramic membrane with a low risk of membrane 
degradation (Bottino et al., 2001). The major drawback of ceramic membranes is that they are 
more expensive than polymeric membranes, thus their use in water and municipal wastewater 
treatment is still limited. 
 
 
2.1.3. Operation modes of membrane processes 
 
LPMs are operated in two main modes known as cross-flow and dead-end filtration (Figure 
2.1). In cross-flow mode, the feed water flows in parallel over the membrane surface. During 
operation, a portion of the feed water passes through the membrane which becomes permeate, 
and the other concentrate. This mode usually offers high cross-flow velocity which reduces 
cake layer development on the membrane and also provides stable filtration rates. Limitations 
of the cross-flow mode are (i) it produces concentrate that requires further treatment (ii) it 
requires extra energy to generate crossflow, and (iii) poor filtration efficiency when the feed 
contains high levels of suspended solids. In dead-end mode, the feed is passed through the 
membrane perpendicularly and the solids and contaminants are retained on the membrane 
surface. There is no concentrate produced during this process. The limitation of the dead-end 
mode is that the filtration rate drops quickly which requires a periodic backwashing or 
replacement of membrane, and this process is not suitable when the feed contains high levels 
of suspended solids. As the energy consumption in dead-end mode with backwashing is 
lower than that in cross-flow mode (Li et al., 2008) most LPM systems are operated in dead-
end mode.  
 
Membrane systems can be operated at either constant flux or constant transmembrane 
pressure (TMP). In constant flux mode, TMP is increased to maintain constant permeate flux 
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as the membrane fouls, and it requires changing the applied pressure to maintain a constant 
permeate flux. During constant pressure filtration, the TMP is maintained constant but the 
productivity decreases continuously as a result of fouling. In practical operation, membrane 
systems are commonly operated at constant flux. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Operation mode of LPM systems (a) dead-end mode and (b) cross-flow mode 
(Mulder, 1996) 
 
 
2.2. Membrane fouling in drinking water and secondary effluent treatment 
 
The term membrane fouling generally refers to decline in flux due to clogging of membrane 
pores by undesirable deposits of both organic and inorganic matter on and inside the pores. 
Therefore, membrane fouling can occur due to organic fouling, inorganic fouling, particulate 
fouling, biofouling, and combinations of these. The fouling of LPMs leads to reduced water 
productivity, increased maintenance and operating costs for membrane cleaning, and 
eventually decreased lifespan of the membranes. 
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Membrane 
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2.2.1. Particulate and inorganic fouling/scaling 
 
The presence of suspended solids in the feedwater can lead to particulate fouling, and as the 
particles are usually larger than the pores of the LPM, they form a cake layer on the 
membrane surface and lead to a sharp flux decline. Elevated concentrations of suspended 
solids increase the water viscosity and so can reduce the shear forces near the membrane 
surface (Kim et al., 2013). Particulate fouling is generally removed by physical cleaning but 
it may also cause irreversible fouling in some cases if the particles are trapped within the 
membrane structure.  
 
Inorganic fouling/scaling occurs due to the deposition of inorganic scale such as BaSO4, 
CaSO4 and CaCO3 into the pores of the membrane and/or on the membrane surface and it 
causes flux decline, damage to the membrane and increases operating costs. Scaling is 
sometimes described as crystallization or precipitation fouling (Bott, 1995). It occurs 
particularly in high pressure membrane operations, where the concentrations of dissolved 
salts are increased 4-10 times compared with the feed water (Van de Lisdonk et al., 2000) and 
if they exceed the solubility limit, salts may precipitate on the membrane surface (Van de 
Lisdonk et al., 2000). This type of fouling is much less important for LPM than high pressure 
membranes (nano-filtration and reverse osmosis) but can occur due to interactions between 
ions and organic foulants via chemical bonding (Costa et al., 2006).  
 
 
2.2.2. Biofouling 
 
Biofouling involves the colonization and proliferation of bacteria which develops into a 
biofilm on the membrane surface, it occurs over long term operation. There are two different 
phases for accumulation of bacteria on the membrane surface: attachment (bioadhesion and 
bioadsorption) and growth (multiplication) (Ivnitsky et al., 2005), leading to the bacterial 
biofilm. The bacteria are transported to the membrane surface by fluid dynamic forces. The 
attachment of the microorganisms to the membrane surface is due to electrokinetic and 
hydrophobic interactions (Bendinger et al., 1993) and depends on the characteristics of its 
surface. A rough surface has greater surface area and allows more bacteria to colonise it than 
a smooth surface (Vrijenhoek et al., 2001). In addition, extracellular polymeric substances 
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(EPS) (excreted by the microorganisms) accumulation leads to the development of the 
biofilm on the membrane surface; it eventually forms a gel layer and leads to irreversible 
fouling (Xu and Chellam, 2005). EPS decrease the turbulent flows close to the membrane 
surface, resulting in significant decrease in permeate flux (Herzberg et al., 2009). The 
presence of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon) in the feedwater also promotes the 
growth of microorganisms on the membrane surface (Peterson et al., 2006). 
 
 
2.2.3. Organic fouling 
 
In LPM treatment of drinking water, organic fouling is usually caused by natural organic 
matter (NOM) which is composed of structurally complex and heterogeneous compounds 
including aromatic and aliphatic components. The compounds in NOM have a wide range of 
molecular weight (up to 50,000 Da) and functional groups (phenolic, hydroxyl, carbonyl 
groups and carboxylic acids) (Thurman, 1985). It comprises humic substances, 
polysaccharides, amino acids, proteins, fatty acids, phenols, carboxylic acids, lignins, 
carbohydrates, alcohols, resins, and inorganic components such as silica, iron and aluminium, 
as well as suspended solids and microorganisms (Zularisam et al., 2006). Humic substances 
(humic and fulvic acids) usually constitute the major fraction of NOM (Fan et al., 2001) and 
are mainly responsible for the yellowish-brown colour in natural waters.  
 
The organic content in municipal secondary effluent, termed effluent organic matter (EfOM), 
comprises the residual NOM from drinking water sources, soluble microbial products (SMPs) 
resulting from bacteria in the secondary wastewater treatment process, and synthetic organic 
compounds such as solvents, pesticides, pharmaceuticals and personal care products from 
domestic and industrial sources (Drewes and Fox, 1999; Jarusutthirak and Amy, 2006). 
Consequently, it includes substances with low to high molecular weight (MW) such as 
proteins, polysaccharides, humic substances, lipids, nucleic acids, amino acids, phenols, 
carboxylic acids and carbohydrates (Barker et al., 2000; Jarusutthirak et al., 2002).  
 
SMPs are a significant component of EfOM and they are similar to soluble extracelluar 
polymeric substances (EPS) (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002). Both soluble and bound EPS are 
released by microbes during substrate metabolism, biomass growth and biomass decay 
(Jarusutthirak and Amy, 2006). SMPs are high MW metabolites and consist of proteins, 
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protein-like substances, polysaccharides, polysaccharide-like substances, and some humic-
like materials, structural components of cells and products of energy metabolism (Barker and 
Stuckey, 1999; Jarusutthirak and Amy, 2006). These compounds cause more severe fouling 
than low MW organic fractions. According to Shon et al. (2004), SMPs have been identified 
as the major organic foulants in irreversible fouling arising from the LPM filtration of 
biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE). Xiao et al. (2012) also found that SMP-like 
substances from drinking water played a significant role in the accumulation of irreversible 
fouling for UF membranes. These substances occur in both macromolecular and colloidal 
forms.  
 
Organic matter can be separated into hydrophobic (HPO), hydrophilic (HPI) and transphilic 
(TPI) fractions to study their impact on water treatment processes. The HPO fraction consists 
mainly of humic substances (high content of aromatic and carboxylic groups), the TPI 
fraction contains low UV-absorbing molecules, and the HPI fraction is comprised of low MW 
neutrals, carbohydrates, proteins and/or amino sugars (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Some 
studies reported that the HPO fraction led to fouling in the LPM treatment of drinking water 
(Yoon et al., 2005) and secondary effluent (Shon et al., 2006). Others reported that the HPI 
organic fraction caused flux decline in drinking water treatment (Carroll et al., 2000; Fan et 
al. 2001) and secondary effluent treatment (Zheng et al., 2010). Miao et al. (2014) reported 
that the HPI fraction in EfOM was the potential foulant responsible for UF membrane fouling 
in the initial (0-20 min) filtration strage, and the HPO fraction in the later (20-120 min) 
filtration strage. They attributed the flux decline by the HPI fraction mainly to the strong 
adhesion force between the membrane and the HPI organics, and the flux decline by the HPO 
fraction to intrahydrophobic fraction interaction forces. Although there have been several 
studies of EfOM and NOM in relation to the fouling of LPMs, there is no consistency as to 
which fractions are responsible for fouling. This is due to the complexity and diversity of 
NOM and EfOM, which vary according to source and therefore interact with the membrane 
in different ways. It may also be due to the properties of the different membranes used. Table 
2.2 shows the organic compounds in drinking water and secondary effluent which have been 
reported to foul LPMs. 
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Table 2.2: Types of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in NOM/EfOM and their effect on 
membrane fouling 
 
Type of organic matter and 
membrane 
Membrane fouling Cause Reference 
NOM fractions on 
hydrophobic polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) MF 
membrane 
Hydrophilic 
neutral>hydrophobic 
acids>transphilic 
acids>hydrophilic charged. 
Membrane fouling by the 
hydrophilic neutral NOM fraction 
involves a combination of 
adsorption of small molecules on 
the membrane pore wall and pore 
blockage by colloidal organics 
within the membrane pore 
structure. 
 
Fan et al. (2001) 
EfOM on polyamide UF 
membrane 
Colloidal>hydrophobic/ 
Transphilic 
Pore blockage.  
 
Jarusutthirak et 
al. (2002) 
 
NOM fractions on 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic 
PVDF 
MF membrane 
 Hydrophilic  > 
hydrophobic/transphilic 
Adsorption of NOM around 
membrane pores by smaller 
molecules (pore constriction) 
and/or pore blockage by larger 
molecules and/or colloids. 
 
Lee et al. (2004) 
 
NOM fractions on 
hydrophobic  
polyethersulfone (PES) UF 
membrane 
Hydrophobic > transphilic 
/hydrophilic 
 
Electrostatic exclusion from the 
negatively charged membranes 
and hydrophobic interactions 
(adsorption). 
 
Yoon et al. 
(2005) 
 BTSE fractions on 
sulfonated polysulfones 
UF membrane 
Hydrophobic> transphilic 
>hydrophilic 
High flux decline by hydrophobic 
fraction due to pore blocking, 
cake/gel layer and/or pore 
constriction by the large 
molecular weight compounds 
present in the hydrophobic 
fraction. 
 
Shon et al. 
(2006) 
NOM fractions on PVDF UF 
membrane 
 
Hydrophobic acid>hydrophilic 
neutral 
Hydrophobic fraction of NOM 
deposited on the pores or on the 
surface of the membrane in UF, 
resultant cake layer formed on the 
Dong et al. 
(2007) 
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surface 
 
EfOM fractions on 
hydrophilic PES UF 
membrane 
Hydrophobic/hydrophilic acid 
in EfOM contributes mostly.  
Electrostatic repulsion between 
negatively charged PES UF and 
the anionic acids. 
  
Kim and 
Dempsey (2008)  
Synthetic wastewater 
fractions on polysulfone UF 
membrane 
 
Hydrophilic>hydrophobic Adsorption and pore blocking Yu et al. (2008) 
NOM  fractions on 
polysulfone UF membrane 
Hydrophilic acid>humic 
acid>fulvic acid 
Complete pore blocking of the 
membrane 
Bessiere et al. 
(2009) 
 
Extracellular organic matter 
(EOM) fractions from algae 
on hydrophobic PES UF 
membranes 
 
Hydrophilic>hydrophobic Cake layer formation, 
hydrophobic adhesion and pore 
plugging  
Qu et al. (2012) 
EfOM fractions on 
hydrophilic PES UF 
membrane 
Colloids>hydrophobic 
organics>hydrophilic acid and 
neutral 
Internal pore blockage 
 
Zheng and 
Croue (2012) 
EfOM fractions on PVDF 
UF 
Hydrophobic > hydrophilic 
>transphilic 
Adsorption and pore blocking Miao et al. 
(2014) 
NOM fractions on 
PVDF/PES UF 
Hydrophilic>hydrophobic Pore blocking Yamamura et al. 
(2014) 
 
 
The organic molecules can be categorised based on molecular size as biopolymers (proteins, 
protein-like material, polysaccharides, polysaccharide-like material, amino sugars, ≥20,000 
Da), humic substances (1,000-20,000 Da), building blocks (breakdown products of humic 
substances, 350-500 Da), and low MW organics (<350 Da). The performance of the 
membrane depends on the molecular size of the organics and membrane pore size. If the 
molecular size of the organics is smaller than the membrane pore size, pore blocking is 
expected, whereas organics with larger molecules than the membrane pores form a cake layer 
on the membrane surface. Lankes et al. (2008) found that high MW organics 
(polysaccharides and long-chain aliphatic compounds) could be retained by a UF membrane 
whereas aromatic compounds of medium MW (lignin or tannic acid) could pass through the 
membrane more easily. Lee et al. (2004) showed that colloidal and hydrophilic organic 
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macromolecules in NOM formed a cake layer on the membrane surface and resulted in rapid 
decline of the LPM flux. A similar finding that organics with macromolecules >30,000 Da 
mainly caused rapid flux decline for MF membrane (0.22 µm) was reported by Fan et al. 
(2001). Chen et al. (2014) noted that biopolymers were major contributors to the total fouling 
in UF for drinking water treatment. Another study conducted by Song et al. (2015) also found 
that the organics with MW more than 3,000 Da contributed to the fouling in MF for drinking 
water treatment. In contrast, Li and Chen (2004) found that small MW organics (<3,000 Da) 
were responsible for severe UF membrane fouling. Hence both high and low MW organics 
play a role in fouling.  
 
The interaction between these organic molecules and LPMs can lead to hydraulically 
reversible and irreversible fouling. Reversible fouling can be reduced to a large extent by 
hydraulic backwashing (the organics are loosely attached to the membrane), whereas 
irreversible fouling cannot and requires chemical cleaning to restore the membrane flux (the 
oganics are tightly bound to the membrane). Fan et al. (2001) found that irreversible fouling 
resistance was caused by the HPI fraction of NOM in drinking water which contributed 64% 
of the total resistance for a hydrophobic MF membrane. This indicated the higher binding 
capacity of these molecules within the membrane pore structure. Zheng et al. (2009) showed 
in their study of UF (MWCO 150,000 Da, i.e., equivalent to 0.01 µm pore diameter) of 
secondary effluent that large dissolved organic molecules (0.026-0.45 µm) were  more 
responsible for fouling than particles, large colloids and other dissolved substances, and they 
contributed to more than 50% of the total fouling resistance. Ao et al. (2015) found that 
polysaccharide constituents of biopolymers in drinking water were responsible for total 
fouling of UF membrane. They noted that membrane fouling was due to only some of the 
polysaccharides present in the feed water. Peldszus et al. (2011) found that high MW 
substances such as protein-like materials in drinking water caused irreversible fouling; these 
substances were first loosely attached to the UF membrane surface after which they led to 
irreversible fouling with filtration time. Consistent with the findings of Peldszus et al. (2011), 
Tian et al. (2015) noted that tyrosine-like proteins made a considerably larger contribution to 
the irreversible fouling of UF membrane than humic-like substances.  
 
In some cases, the interactions between colloidal/particulate matter together with humics and 
protein-like substances contribute to the formation of irreversible fouling for UF membrane 
(Peiris et al., 2013). However, Ao et al. (2015) found that the interaction between inorganic 
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particles and polysaccharides in the feed water significantly contributed to UF fouling and 
they also noted that the combined fouling was largely reversible. Other studies reported by 
 a erkam   200   an   ite      all  et al   200   s o e  t at hydraulically irreversible 
fouling in UF of secondary effluent was associated with protein-like substances, and 
hydraulically reversible fouling was associated with polysaccharide-like substances. Shao et 
al. (2014) also found that irreversible fouling of UF membrane was highly correlated with 
protein-like components. It is possible that some smaller polysaccharides are able to enter the 
pores and so may also contribute to hydraulically irreversible fouling for UF membrane 
( all  et al , 200  . The interaction between proteins and polysaccharides with the membrane 
can be via different mechanisms. Polysaccharide-like foulants can interact with a membrane 
through hydrogen bonding due to their neutral character, whereas protein-like foulants attach 
to the membrane by dipole interactions (Amy, 2008). Both foulants may contribute to a 
cake/gel layer on the membrane surface.  
 
Whether organic adsorption or cake formation on the membrane occurs depends on the 
interaction of organic molecules and the membrane surface properties. Hydrophobic 
membranes are generally regarded to be more prone to fouling than hydrophilic membranes 
(Nakatsuka et al., 1996; Fan et al., 2001). This is mainly attributed to the hydrophobic 
interactions between the organic molecules and the membrane materials (Kelly et al., 1993), 
the hydrophobic molecules can easily adsorb and deposit on the hydrophobic membranes, 
leading to severe membrane fouling.  
 
Fouling is also affected by electrostatic interactions between organic molecules and the 
membrane surface which depends on the solution chemistry such as the presence of 
multivalent (such as calcium) ions, pH and ionic strength. Solution chemistry changes the 
conformation and stability of the organic molecules and thus their propensity to deposit on 
the membrane surface, and can also change the charges of the molecules and the membrane 
surface. Calcium ions enhance the adsorption of NOM by reducing its solubility due to the 
formation of intermolecular bridges between the negatively charged NOM and the UF 
membrane surface (Jucker and Clark, 1994). Tian et al. (2013) investigated the effect of 
divalent calcium ions on UF membrane fouling behaviour by NOM and found that the 
presence of calcium ions in NOM significantly increased both the total fouling resistance and 
fouling irreversibility. Lin et al. (2015) investigated the influence of humic acid in the 
presence of calcium ions on fouling of UF membrane and they found that membrane fouling 
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was aggravated when the concentration of calcium ions was increased due to their chelation 
with humic acid. Membrane fouling by NOM is increased at low pH due to decline in the 
charge density and so reduction of the electrostatic repulsive forces leading to greater 
adsorption (Jucker and Clark, 1994). It has been reported that electrostatic repulsion was 
reduced at higher ionic strength due to decrease in the zeta-potential of the UF membrane 
(Cho et al., 2000). Lin et al. (2015) also found that UF membrane fouling by interaction 
between calcium ions and humic acid is reduced at high pH due to increase in the total 
interaction energy. 
 
Blooms of harmful algae such as cyanobacteria occur in many aquatic systems, resulting in a 
large amount of algal organic matter (AOM) and cyanotoxins, such as microcystins, entering 
the water treatment processes and hence seriously decrease the water quality (Babel and 
Takizawa, 2010). However, the quantity and composition of AOM depends on factors such as 
the algal species and their growth phase, and the nutrient conditions. Henderson et al. (2008) 
characterized the AOM isolated from different algal species such as Microcystis aeruginosa, 
Chlorella vulgaris, Asterionella formosa and Melosira sp. They found that the characteristics 
of the AOM from the different algal species were different in terms of DOC, fluorescence, 
hydrophobicity, molecular weight, carbohydrate and protein concentration. However, as 
noted by Her et al. (2004), the AOM comprises mainly high molecular weight protein-like 
and polysaccharide-like substances. 
 
Studies have demonstrated that AOM can cause severe membrane fouling for LPM systems 
and leads to decrease in membrane permeability (Lee et al., 2006; Qu et al., 2012). The 
presence of AOM in addition to the effluent organic matter in secondary effluent can further 
reduce the flux of LPM filtration (Goh et al., 2010, 2011). However, as reported in Chapter 1, 
some studies reported that the polysaccharides in surface water were responsible for 
irreversible fouling, whereas others reported that humics and/or protein-like materials in 
surface water caused irreversible fouling of UF membrane. Henderson et al. (2008) 
demonstrated that the characteristics of AOM are different from those of organic matter in 
drinking water, so the components responsible for the fouling of membranes may be different 
in BTSE containing AOM.  
 
Overall, it has been found that both hydrophilic substances such as biopolymers and 
hydrophobic substances such as humics in feedwater played an important role in the fouling 
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of LPMs. Considering the long term application in practice, confirmation of the foulants in 
feed water responsible for reversible and irreversible fouling of membrane is essential for 
understanding their role and mitigating membrane fouling. To date, the organics in drinking 
water responsible for the hydraulically irreversible fouling of UF have been widely studied, 
but there has been only limited investigation of the organics in secondary effluent responsible 
for fouling during MF. In addition, there has been no detailed study the component(s) 
responsible for fouling of LPMs when wastewater lagoons have been impacted by algal 
blooms. 
 
 
2.3. Feed water pre-treatment   
 
Pre-treatment has been used to remove the organics from feed water and to alter the 
characteristics of the organics, which can improve the performance of membrane filtration. 
Conventional water treatment processes such as coagulation, ozonation, adsorption by 
granular activated carbon (GAC), powdered activated carbon (PAC), anion exchange resin 
(AER) and slow sand filtration have been studied for improving the treatment performance of 
LPM processes 
 
 
2.3.1. Feed water pre-treatment using coagulation process 
2.3.1.1. Mechanism of coagulation process for organics removal 
 
Coagulation, as a physico-chemical treatment process, is widely used for water and 
wastewater treatment due to its low cost and relatively easy operation. Aluminium sulphate, 
polyaluminium chloride (PACl), poly (aluminium) chlorohydrate (ACH) and ferric salts are 
commonly used as coagulants in water and wastewater treatment. According to Vigneswaran 
and Visvanathan (1995), the mechanisms involved in coagulation are (a) charge 
neutralization occurs due to chemical reaction between the negatively charged organic matter 
(mainly humic compounds) and positively-charged coagulants or sweep flocculation occurs 
when the coagulant is overdosed, and (b) adsorption of organic matter on the metal 
hydroxide. The major mechanism is charge neutralisation of negatively charged organic 
matter by cationic hydrolysis products (Duan and Gregory, 2003). The effectiveness of 
organics removal depends on the type and dosage of coagulant, and the characteristics of the 
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feed water (Kabsch-Korbutowicz, 2005). pH adjustment is generally practised when optimal 
removal of organic matter is required (Water Environment Federation, 2006).  
 
 
2.3.1.2. Removal of membrane foulants using coagulation process 
 
Chemical coagulation has been commonly used to mitigate membrane fouling during 
drinking water and secondary effluent treatment. Carroll et al. (2000) investigated the effect 
of alum as coagulant during the MF of drinking water. They found that alum coagulation 
contributed to improvement in flux, and that alum preferentially removed hydrophobic rather 
than hydrophilic substances from feed water. A similar observation was made by Lai et al. 
(2015) who reported that alum coagulation could improve the UF flux for the removal of 
NOM from drinking water and they noted that alum coagulation gave greater removal of 
large MW organics, such as biopolymers and humic substances, than low MW acids. Fan et 
al. (2008) found that both alum and ferric chloride could reduce both reversible and 
irreversible membrane fouling in the MF of secondary effluent. Goh et al. (2011) also 
reported that alum coagulation could improve the MF flux for the treatment of AOM-
containing secondary effluent. The mechanisms of fouling mitigation by coagulation are (a) 
the reduction of the organic load to the membrane (Kim et al., 2005); (b) the removal of high 
fouling potential biopolymer and humic compounds (Shon et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2008; Lai 
et al., 2015); and (c) increase in the particle size of organics which could transfer membrane 
fouling from pore blocking to cake filtration, leading to less irreversible fouling (Huang et al., 
2009). 
 
On the other hand, coagulation can also have adverse effects on membrane flux performance. 
Studies found that in-line coagulation (low dosages) had a negative impact on membrane 
performance (Karimi et al., 1999; Shorney et al., 2001) since it aggregates particles into 
larger masses and hence leads to greater filter cake resistance. A similar observation was 
made by Howe and Clark (2006) who found that under-dosing coagulant led to greater 
fouling of MF than when no pre-treatment was used for surface water. Ma et al. (2014) 
investigated the effect of alum coagulation of synthetic wastewater on UF membrane 
performance and found that low dosages of coagulant could cause dramatic flux reduction by 
blocking the membrane pores. A different result was found by Kabsch-Korbutowicz (2005) 
who studied the effects of three types of coagulants (in-line coagulation) as a pre-treatment 
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for UF for drinking water; they found low dosage of coagulant could decrease the organic 
matter concentration which contributed to some improvement in flux. However, different 
types of coagulant lead to different distinct floc characteristics under various operating 
conditions, and so may lead to different impacts on the membrane filtration performance. 
 
 
2.3.2. Feed water pre-treatment using MIEX 
2.3.2.1. Mechanism of MIEX process for organics removal 
 
Recently, ion-exchange processes based on magnetic ion exchange resin (MIEX) have 
received considerable attention for organics removal from water and wastewater. The 
properties of the MIEX resin are significantly different from conventional ion exchange resin. 
The MIEX resin is micro-sized, macroporous, strongly basic, and has a magnetic component 
incorporated into its polymeric structure; it is used for the removal of negatively charged 
organic ions. Hamm and Bourke (2002) noted that the MIEX resin beads are much smaller 
than conventional resin beads, and so provide greater external surface area, greater organics 
exchange capacity and more rapid exchange kinetics. Drinking water and secondary effluent 
contains a heterogeneous mixture of organics which are predominantly negatively charged. 
During operation of the process, the removal of organics is attributed to (a) adsorption of 
organics by the resin, and (b) the negatively charged organic molecules are contacted with the 
cationic functional group of the resin, thus allowing ion-exchange of organics onto the resin. 
 
The efficiency of organics removal in ion-exchange processes depends on the contact time 
and dosage of resin, and the properties of organic matter components (charge, molecular 
weight). MIEX resin preferentially removes humic substances from drinking and wastewater. 
This is because the humic compounds behave as negatively charged organics at neutral pH 
due to the abundance of ionized hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxylic (-COOH) functional groups 
(Kabsch-Korbutowicz et al., 2008). The properties of the resins also influence organics 
removal. The resins based on styrene show a greater affinity towards aromatic components 
than those based on acrylic (Humbert et al., 2005). It is also reported that the macroporous-
type resins remove more organics than gel-type resins (Bolto et al., 2002). This is due to the 
easy diffusion of negatively charged humic acids within a macroporous structure.  
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2.3.2.2. Removal of membrane foulants using MIEX 
 
MIEX has been used to remove organic compounds and so contribute to improved membrane 
performance. It has been demonstrated that MIEX is more effective for removing UV-
absorbing substances than alum coagulation by Boyer et al. (2005). Wolska (2015) also 
reported that MIEX resin was highly effective for removing aromatic non-biodegradable 
organic substances from drinking water. As mentioned in section 2.2.3, as hydrophobic 
organics can lead to fouling in the LPM treatment of drinking water and secondary effluent 
treatment, MIEX would most likely be suitable as a pre-treatment for membrane fouling 
reduction. Fabris et al. (2007) investigated standalone MIEX, and combination of MIEX and 
alum coagulation as pre-treatment for MF of drinking water. They found that standalone 
MIEX contributed to less improvement in flux than the combination of MIEX and 
coagulation treatment. This was because standalone MIEX removed less high MW organics 
than the combined treatment. Dixon et al. (2010) reported on long term (2 years) application 
of MIEX pre-treatment for MF fouling reduction for drinking water. They found that MIEX 
pre-treatment could reduce the hydraulically irreversible fouling of an MF membrane, 
resulting in less frequent chemical cleaning. Myat et al. (2012) found that MIEX could 
improve the filterability of MF membrane for secondary effluent treatment. On the other 
hand, Humbert et al. (2007) reported that there was no effect on fouling for UF after MIEX 
treatment of drinking water. Filloux et al. (2012) also reported that pre-treatment with AER 
did not improve the permeate flux for either MF or UF fibre membranes for secondary 
effluent. Fan et al. (2008) found that AER removed more than 50% of EfOM but did not 
improve the flux for both MF and UF membranes. Similar results were reported by Nguyen 
and Roddick (2013) who found that AER could remove dissolved organic matter but did not 
affect the MF flux. This was due to its ineffectiveness for removing high fouling potential 
compounds such as biopolymers which was likely due to their lack of negatively charged 
functional groups at neutral pH (Humbert et al., 2007). However, these differences in results 
are due to the complexity of the organics in the feed water which vary according to source, 
and different characteristics of the resins, and therefore different impacts on organics 
removal. 
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2.3.3. Feed water pre-treatment using biological processes  
2.3.3.1. Mechanism of biological filtration systems for organics removal 
 
Some biological treatment systems such as SSF and BAC have been studied to remove 
organic foulants and so improve the performance of LPM processes. These systems comprise 
a packing medium, which may have adsorptive properties (e.g., BAC), on which a biofilm 
grows by utilising the organic compounds in the feed water. The formation of the biofilm on 
the filter medium may be negatively impacted when insufficient nutrient is available in the 
feed. Therefore, a regular source of organic substances and other nutrients is required for the 
consistent and effective operation of the filter. The bacterial activity mostly occurs in the 
upper part of the filter-bed and gradually decreases with depth as the nutrients become 
depleted.  
 
 
2.3.3.1.1. Slow sand filtration 
 
Although slow sand filtration (SSF) is an effective, sustainable and adaptable process for 
drinking water and secondary effluent treatment, it requires a large space which is a major 
limitation to this technology. The organic matter removal mechanism may be considered as a 
combination of biodegradation, adsorption and physical straining (Collins et al., 1992). Most 
of the removal of organic matter occurs due to biological activity (Linlin et al., 2011). The 
biofilm develops in the top few centimetres of the media and this biologically active area 
which breaks down the organic matter is known as the schmutzdecke  German for ‘ irt  
la er’   T e  evelo ment of schmutzdecke requires one week to a month, depending on the 
feed quality and the temperature (SW, 2005). The schmutzdecke is removed when the head 
loss becomes excessive and the outflow rate becomes too low. In adsorption, organic 
molecules are generally retained on the biofilm on the sand grain. Straining occurs when 
particles are larger than the media grains and so become trapped within the filter bed.  
 
 
2.3.3.1.2. Biological activated carbon filtration 
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The BAC process, which utilises granular activated carbon, was developed in the 1970s and 
has been used extensively for the removal of dissolved organic matter from drinking water 
and wastewater (Xiaojian et al., 1991). BAC enables the removal of organic matter by 
simultaneous adsorption by the activated carbon and biodegradation by bacteria attached to 
the activated carbon particles (Simpson, 2008). It should be taken into account that the 
activated carbon particles gradually disintegrate with operating time resulting in reduction of 
surface area. Furthermore, the effectiveness of BAC systems depends on contaminant type, 
concentration, and type of activated carbon used. 
 
The establishment of BAC filters can be divided into three steps. Firstly, a significant amount 
of organic matter is removed by adsorption by the activated carbon as the bacteria in the 
nascent biofilms are in an acclimation phase; then the biofilm increases, becoming 
biologically active and also leading to reduction in the adsorption capacity of the carbon. 
Eventually, the rate of DOC removal reaches a relatively steady state and in this phase 
biological oxidation is the predominant mechanism for DOC removal. Consequently, the 
effectiveness of the BAC system depends on the adsorption and biodegradability of the 
organic molecules. Several studies reported the efficiency of BAC for the removal of organic 
compounds, but the individual contributions of adsorption and biodegradation to this process 
have not been reported. The removal efficiency of organic matter from secondary effluent by 
BAC is usually lower than by GAC filters (Rattier et al., 2012).   
 
The biodegradation of organic molecules depends in part on their molecular size. The high 
MW organics such as biopolymers are less biodegradable (Velten et al., 2011) and humics are 
generally regarded as non-biodegradable (Rodríguez et al., 2004). Low MW organics have 
greater biodegradability than high MW organics, which is due to their greater tendency to be 
attacked by enzymes (Leisinger et al., 1981). 
 
The adsorption of organic molecules depends on the size and other properties of the 
molecules and the activated carbon. In general, humic substances, building blocks and low 
MW organi s are  etter a sor e   ue to t e formation of π-π  on s  it  t e  asal  lanes of 
the activated carbon (Ridder, 2012), whereas high MW substances such as biopolymers have 
less access to the carbon pores due to size exclusion (Summers and Roberts, 1988). The 
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molecules attach to the activated carbon through physical (van der Waals and electrostatic 
forces) and/or chemical forces.  
 
 
2.3.3.2.   Removal of membrane foulants from water and wastewater using biological 
processes  
2.3.3.2.1. Slow sand filtration treatment 
 
SSF is a relatively simple pre-treatment method for the reduction of reversible and 
irreversible membrane fouling, but it is a space-consuming system. Mosqueda-Jimenez and 
Huck (2006a) studied the impact of biofiltration (anthracite placed over sand which was 
further supported by gravel) of synthetic wastewater prior to UF. They noted that biofiltration 
effectively reduced the concentration of DOC (36 ± 3%) in the feed solution which decreased 
the deposition of organics on the membrane surface by approximately half. A similar 
biofiltration process was used by  all  et al   200   in  om ination  it  a roug ing filter for 
pre-treatment of drinking water to reduce the fouling of a polymeric UF membrane. They 
found that the removal of biopolymers by biofiltration reduced both the hydraulically 
reversible and irreversible fouling. They showed that biopolymer concentration was directly 
proportional to hydraulically reversible fouling whereas irreversible fouling was not. They 
also made an inference based on Haberkamp (2008) that the composition of biopolymers 
played an important role in the fouling of UF membrane, and noted the reduction in protein 
leading to reduced irreversible fouling.  all  et al   200   noted that biofiltration with longer 
contact time gave greater reduction of foulants. Biopolymers were significantly removed 
whereas there was less removal of humic substances. This was likely due to the low surface 
area of the sand media resulting in little adsorption of the humic substances.   
 
Xie et al. (2008) found that pre-treatment of secondary effluent by SSF played a significant 
role in extending the operational time for MF. They attributed this mainly to the removal of 
suspended solids by the SSF, thereby reducing the load to the MF membrane. Sperlich et al. 
(2008) showed that SSF effectively reduced the biopolymer concentration of lake water and 
improved its filterability by reducing the fouling and thus the operational costs of polymeric 
UF membranes. Zheng et al. (2010) investigated the impact of SSF on the fouling of a 
polymeric UF membrane by a secondary effluent and showed that the flux was significantly 
improved. They noted that the removal of organic fouling indicators (i.e., proteins, 
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carbohydrates, and biopolymers) by SSF was significantly higher at 0.25 m/h than 0.5 m/h 
filter loading rate, which contributed the improvement in flux. The average reductions in 
biopolymers, UVA254 and DOC in secondary effluent were 48%, 5.5%, and 10.2% for 0.25 
m/h and 45%, 4.7% and 9.4% for 0.50 m/h filter loading rates, respectively. The reduction of 
foulant was higher for the lower filtration rate because it increases the hydraulic retention 
time in the biologically active area and reduces the fluid shear on deposited organic 
molecules, as noted by Cleary (2005).  They also reported that the removal of biopolymers in 
secondary effluent using SSF was increased from approximately 34% to 65% when the 
temperature increased from 16ºC to 22ºC. Tem eratures ≥15°C  rovi e greater removal 
efficiency due to greater rates of decomposition of organic matter due to higher enzyme 
activities and higher uptake rates of organics by the microorganisms (  all  et al , 200   
Zheng et al., 2010).   
 
Haberkamp et al. (2011) examined SSF as a pre-treatment for reduction of the fouling 
potential of secondary effluent. They found that there was no irreversible fouling in UF after 
SSF and noted that the reduction of irreversible fouling resistance was likely due to a lower 
concentration of protein-like substances interacting with the membrane. The greater reduction 
of protein than polysaccharide-like substances in the biopolymer fraction was attributed to the 
greater biodegradability of extracellular proteins than polysaccharide-like substances, as 
reported by Flemming and Wingender (2002). Rahman et al. (2013) evaluated the 
effectiveness of biofiltration (sand/anthracite) pre-treatment for the reduction of UF 
membrane fouling using a pilot system for drinking water with different characteristics. They 
found that biofilters removed an average of 21% biopolymers from the water and there was 
no substantial removal of humic substances. Biofiltration reduced the hydraulically 
irreversible and reversible fouling by 14-68% and 8-55%, respectively. They also noted that 
the greater the proportion of biopolymer reduction, the greater the reduction in both 
irreversible and reversible fouling.  
 
 
2.3.3.2.2   Iron oxide-coated media biofilters (IOCMB) and biological aerated filters 
(BAF) treatment  
 
Other pre-treatment processes such as iron oxide-coated media biofilters (IOCMB) and 
biological aerated filters (BAF) have been studied as pre-treatment options to reduce LPM 
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fouling. Studies show that IOCMB may be a better choice for removal of natural organic 
matter which can reduce the fouling of LPM (Owen et al., 1995). Chang and Benjamin 
(1996) demonstrated that IOCMB treatment of drinking water prior to hollow fiber UF 
membranes greatly reduced fouling by organic matter. They explained that the organic matter 
was preferentially attached to the iron oxide particles and biodegraded. A study by Park et al. 
(2002) who investigated a pilot scale biofilter packed with polypropylene pellets prior to MF 
found that membrane fouling was reduced due to removal of turbidity from drinking water. 
They also mentioned that this process was ineffective for reducing DOC and UVA254, which 
are indicators of organic foulants. Huang et al. (2011) found that BAF was effective prior to a 
polymeric UF membrane for drinking water treatment. They noted that 42% and 59% of 
biopolymers were removed by the BAF and the sequence of BAF and UF, respectively, and 
this led to improved flux. They showed that more protein-like substances and polysaccharides 
than humic-like substances were eliminated by the microorganisms since the media did not 
have a capacity for adsorption of the humic organics. 
 
 
2.3.3.2.3   Biological activated carbon treatment 
 
The major advantage of the BAC process is high capacity for removal of organic substances 
even at low concentrations (Kalkan et al., 2011). Initially, BAC was utilized in the pre-
treatment of drinking water. Laine et al. (1990) demonstrated that BAC reduced the 
concentration of the organic matter in drinking water and was a potential pre-treatment prior 
to UF. Tsujimoto et al. (1998) used a GAC filter prior to polymeric UF membrane treatment 
of drinking water for 530 days without chemical cleaning; the GAC (which would have 
essentially acted as a BAC filter over most of that period due to the development of a 
biofilm) was effective for preventing irreversible fouling and led to stable operation. Wend et 
al. (2003) found that the fouling of a MF membrane was significantly reduced for more than 
365 days when the humic-laden feedwater was pre-treated through a BAC filter; presumably 
this was largely due to the adsorption of humics. Wang et al. (2004) considered that GAC 
treatment effectively reduced membrane fouling in the MF of drinking water. As in the work 
of Tsujimoto et al. (1998), this was most likely due to the adsorption of hydrophobic organics 
such as humic substances by the activated carbon while the microbes in the biofilm growing 
on the carbon surface probably consumed and so reduced the hydrophilic organics such as 
biopolymers in the GAC filter, hence it would have operated as a BAC filter. As BAC and 
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GAC led to reduced fouling of LPMs in potable water treatment, they were then applied to 
other water sources. Areerachakul et al. (2009) investigated the impact of BAC pre-treatment 
on fouling for the MF of rainwater. They found that BAC was effective in terms of flux 
improvement as shown by the membrane fouling index (MFI) values decreasing from 863 to 
360 s/L
2
, and improved the water quality as shown by the DOC removal increasing by up to 
15%, 35% and 40% for bed filter depths of 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm, respectively, (GAC was 
transformed to BAC after 30 days then BAC was operated for 70 days). Kim et al. (2009) 
investigated the effects of GAC treatment of secondary effluent prior to MF performance. 
They found that the removal efficiency of UVA260  and DOC was about 60% and 46% 
compared with 30% and 11%, respectively, by MF alone, and the rate of decrease in 
membrane permeability was much less than that for MF alone. Aryal et al. (2015) 
investigated a BAC system as a pre-treatment for reducing fouling in the NF of secondary 
effluent and noted that the microbial activity in BAC changed the nature of organic matter 
which increased the average Stokes radius of organic matter, suggesting an increase in 
molecular size, and noted that the reduction in fouling was attributed to this effect. A 
summary of the studies on biological treatment processes as a pre-treatment for LPM 
filtration is shown in Table 2.3.   
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             Table 2.3: Summary of the studies on biological treatment systems for enhancing the performance of low pressure membranes 
Source Treatment processes Membrane properties Identified major foulants Removal of major foulants (%) Reference 
DOC UVA254 Biopolymers 
Drinking 
water 
 
BAC+UF Hollow fiber, Cellulose acetate, 
150kDa 
 
NOM, iron, and manganese. 29.17 20.51 - Tsujimoto et al. 
(1998) 
BAC +MF - Turbidity  40 - Wang et al. 
(2004) 
 
GAC + UF Polyvinyl chloride alloy, 0.01 
µm 
Organic matter 55 86 
 
 
 Qiao et al. 
(2012)  
BAC + MF Polycarbonate (PCTE), 0.22 µm 
 
Humic substances 4-38 70 - Wend et al. 
(2003) 
 
O3/BAC +UF Polyethersulfone (PES), 10 kDa Turbidity - 94 - Yang et al. 
(2010) 
 
SSF + UF PES, 100 kD 
 
 
Biopolymers - 15.62 32-65 
(depends on 
flow rate) 
 
Sperlich et al. 
(2008) 
Roughing filter (gravel) + Biofilters (top 
layer of anthracite and a bottom layer of 
sand over a support layer of gravel) + UF 
Hollow fiber, polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF), 400 kDa (20 
nm) 
Biopolymers 61 - 11  all  et al. 
(2009) 
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Roughing filter (gravel) + Biofilters (top 
layer of anthracite and a bottom layer of 
sand over a support layer of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 400 kDa Protein-like substances and 
particulate/colloidal matter 
- - - Peldszus et al. 
(2011) 
 
Rapid biofiltration  (top layer of 
anthracite and a bottom layer of sand 
over a support layer of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 0.04µm Biopolymers - - - Huck et al. 
(2011) 
Rapid biofiltration 
(top layer of anthracite and a bottom 
layer of sand over a support layer of 
gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 400 kDa Biopolymers <15 - - Peldszus et al. 
(2012) 
Biofilters (top layer of anthracite and a 
bottom layer of sand over a support layer 
of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 0.04µm Biopolymers 2.4 1.6 21 Rahman et al. 
(2013) 
Biofilter (Iron oxide coated) + MF PCTE, 0.22 µm 
 
Humic substances 4-38 70 - Wend et al. 
(2003) 
 
Biofilter (Iron oxide adsorbents) + UF PVDF with 40 nm pore size, 
PES with 20 nm pore size 
NOM 20 75 - Cui and Choo 
(2013) 
 
Biofilter (Coarse polypropylene tube) + 
MF 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 
Pol et  lene, 0 1 μm 
Turbidity, and metal oxides 1.5 1.1 - Park et al. 
(2002) 
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BAF + UF 
 
 ollo  fi er, PVDF, 0 01 μm Biopolymers 50.8 
(TOC) 
37.1 59 Huang et al. 
(2011) 
 
Ozone + biofiltration (media not given) 
+UF 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 0.04 µm Turbidity 28 63 - Osterhus et al. 
(2007) 
 
Ozone+ biofiltration 
(filled with four different media: 
anthracite, calcium carbonate, activated 
carbon and KaldnesTM K1 
carrier)  + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, PVDF, 
0.04 µm 
Turbidity - - - Azrague et al. 
(2009) 
Rain water 
 
BAC + MF Hollow fiber, PVDF, 0.1 µm DOC 40   Areerachakul et 
al. (2009) 
 
GAC+ UF Polysulfone (PS), 0.1 µm Turbidity, DOC and heavy 
meals 
9.5  56 Kus et al. 
(2013) 
 
Synthetic 
feed 
 
Biofilter (top layer of anthracite and a 
bottom layer of sand over a support layer 
of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, 0.035 µm     Basu and Huck 
(2004) 
Biofilter (top layer of anthracite and a 
bottom layer of sand over a support layer 
of gravel) + MF 
Hollow fiber, 400 kDa Organic matter, and 
microorganisms 
- - - Mosqueda-
Jimenez and 
Huck (2006a) 
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Biofilter (top layer of anthracite and a 
bottom layer of sand over a support layer 
of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, 
400 kDa 
Organic matter 36 - - Mosqueda-
Jimenez and 
Huck (2006b) 
Biofilter (top layer of anthracite and a 
bottom layer of sand over a support layer 
of gravel) + UF 
 
Hollow fiber, 
400 kDa 
Humic-acid 26.3 - - Mosqueda-
Jimenez et al. 
(2008) 
biological powdered activated carbon + 
MF 
Hollow fiber, polypropylene, 
0.2 µm 
Humic substances, 
carbohydrates 
83   Seo et al. (1996) 
 
Textile 
wastewater 
Ozone + BAF + UF 
 
PVDF, 100 kDa - 72.7 
(COD) 
65.1 - Qi et al. (2011) 
 
 
Secondary 
effluent 
GAC + Flat-sheet cellulosic membrane Cellulosic membrane, 0.22 µm EPS, polysaccharides and 
humic substances 
   Fang et al. 
(2006) 
 
GAC + MF Polyolefin, 0.22 µm Turbidity, and organic matter 42 60 - Kim et al. 
(2009) 
 
Ozone + BAC + UF Hollow fiber, PVDF, 100 kDa, 
 
 
Proteins, polysaccharides, 
protein-like and 
polysaccharide-like materials, 
and humic substances 
 
2.18 44.73 17.9 Nguyen and 
Roddick (2010) 
GAC + MF 0.45 μm micro-filter  Biopolymer 26 53 55 Khorshed et al. 
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(2011) 
 
SSF+ MF PVDF, 0.1 µm Suspended solids    Xie et al. (2008) 
 
SSF (sand over gravel) + UF Flat sheet, PES, 150 kDa, (0.026 
µm) 
 
Biopolymers - - - Zheng et al. 
(2009) 
SSF (sand over gravel) + UF Flat sheet, PES, 150 kDa, (0.026 
µm) 
 
Biopolymers 10 5-6 47 Zheng et al. 
(2010) 
SSF + UF Hollow fiber, PVDF, 0.04 µm Biopolymers, and humic 
substances 
 22 85 Haberkamp et 
al. (2011) 
 
SSF (sand over gravel) + UF Hollow fiber, PES, 100 kDa 
 
Biopolymers 10 3.7 60 Zheng et al. 
(2011) 
 
Anaerobic-oxic- 
anoxic biofilm filtration +  MF 
 
PES, 0.22µm 
 
Suspended solid, and organic 
matter 
- - - Hyun and Lee 
(2009) 
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Ozonation of feedwater can be used prior to biological processes for enhanced reduction of 
organic matter by altering the organic composition. Ozonation converts the aromatic and/or 
hydrophobic organic compounds to more hydrophilic and biodegradable organic compounds 
(Huang et al., 2005), which can then be readily removed in a biological process. Nguyen and 
Roddick (2010) investigated the effect of ozonation followed by BAC on UF for the 
treatment of a secondary effluent and showed that the flux was improved. This was due to the 
partial oxidation of the high MW organics to lower MW components by ozonation, some of 
which were utilized by the microorganisms in the BAC filtration process. Moreover, 
ozonation decreases the adsorption of the organic compounds to the activated carbon due to 
their increased polarity (Camel and Bermond, 1998). This was demonstrated by Kim et al. 
(1997) who showed that the adsorption capacity of BAC for NOM was reduced after the 
NOM had been ozonated. As noted in Chapter 1, Ya saklı an  Çeçen  2010  suggeste  t at 
long empty bed contact time (EBCT) in BAC filtration can lead to the biodegradation of 
slowly biodegradable organic matter, and so avoids the need to use ozonation. 
 
There is limited literature on the biological application of powdered activated carbon (PAC) 
to reduce the fouling of membranes, most studies have utilized the PAC process for fouling 
reduction by adsorption. Li et al. (2005) studied the effect of the addition of biological PAC 
to a membrane bioreactor for treating synthetic wastewater and found that the flux was 
significantly improved. They reported that biological PAC could reduce the total hydraulic 
resistance by 44% which was mainly attributed due to reducing the EPS, and thus cake 
resistance. Markarain et al. (2010) investigated biological PAC prior to UF of drinking water 
and found that a high concentration of PAC (25 g/L) was effective for DOC and 
biodegradable dissolved organic carbon removal, but they made no mention of flux 
improvement. Seo et al. (2005) suggested that developing a biofilm on PAC favors its 
adhesion to the membrane and led to significant fouling in a LPM application. A similar 
observation was made for BAC filters by Gibert et al. (2013) who noted that there was 
production of biopolymers which may have a negative impact on membrane fouling. 
Therefore, proper operation (e.g., periodic backwash) and management of biological filters is 
required to control the production of biopolymers by the microorganisms.  
 
Overall, review of the literature showed that standalone BAC filtration has not been studied 
as a pre-treatment for microfiltration in secondary effluent treatment, although there have 
been  a few studies which investigated the effect of BAC treatment for controlling the fouling 
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of LPMs for drinking water treatment. Moreover, the impact of BAC treatment on 
biopolymers and humic substances has not yet been sufficiently investigated as the majority 
of BAC pre-treatment studies deal with DOC removal as a whole which is less relevant for 
membrane fouling since the major foulants make up only a relatively small proportion of the 
DOC. Hence more work is needed to better understand the mechanism of BAC treatment for 
removing the membrane foulants with a view to process improvement.  
 
2.4. Conclusions 
 
The main organic foulants for LPMs are proteins, protein-like substances, polysaccharides 
and polysaccharide-like substances, and humic substances. Appropriate pre-treatment can 
reduce the concentration of these foulants and improve the performance of the whole system. 
Physicochemical processes such as PAC and AER have been shown to be not very effective 
for removing high fouling potential compounds (particularly biopolymers). Some studies 
showed a positive impact of coagulation while others showed an adverse effect on flux 
performance. However, biological pre-treatment has been demonstrated to lead to 
considerable improvement in the filterability of drinking water and secondary effluent. This 
process leads to the breakdown of high MW biopolymers to lower MW substances and so 
when used as pre-treatment to LPM reduces reversible and irreversible fouling resistance. 
Moreover, the capital and operating costs of biological treatment processes are cheaper than 
those for physicochemical processes.  
 
Different biological pre-treatment processes generally lead to preferential removal of certain 
types of organics or have different effects on membrane fouling. For example, SSF and BAF 
are not suitable for reducing humic substances due to their low adsorption capacity. Of all the 
biological pre-treatments, BAC appears to be the most suitable for the removal of organic 
matter due to simultaneous physicochemical adsorption of humic substances by the activated 
carbon and biodegradation of biopolymers by the bacteria attached to the carbon particles. 
This is due to GAC having a greater surface area and thus a higher capacity for adsorption 
and for the establishment and function of the biofilm hence increasing biodegradation 
activity. Therefore, BAC is more suitable than SSF or BAF for reducing and breaking down 
the organics which can lead to significantly improved flux performance.  
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Optimisation and careful management of the operating conditions of biological processes can 
maximise organic matter reduction and so contribute to reduced membrane fouling. The 
extent of organic matter removal by BAC treatment is affected by operating conditions such 
as EBCT. Increasing contact time leads to increasing reduction in organic matter by 
biodegradation in both drinking water and secondary effluent  Sere  ńska-Sobecka et al., 
2006). Hence, optimisation of the EBCT for the BAC process can maximise organic matter 
removal, and therefore minimise the organic fouling of membranes. The adsorption capacity 
of activated carbon may decrease with time, so consistent reduction of humic substances may 
be an issue which may play an important role in membrane fouling. Therefore, for the 
effective removal of organic foulants and for better permeability, it may be appropriate to 
integrate other pre-treatments (e.g., coagulation, MIEX) with biological processes and 
combine the benefits of each separate pre-treatment.   
 
 
2.5. Research Questions 
 
The following research questions were formulated based on the knowledge gaps in the 
literature: 
 
 Can stan alone BAC treatment of se on ar  effluent remove major mem rane 
foulants su   as  io ol mers an   umi  su stan es an  so im rove MF flux?  
 W at is t e effe t of em t   e   onta t time of t e BAC treatment on fouling 
re u tion? 
 Can BAC remove t e  om onents  it   otential for  iofouling of RO mem ranes? 
 Does BAC treatment re u e t e effe t of mem rane fouling   en a   ano a terial 
 loom o  urs in a  aste ater treatment lagoon? 
 W at is t e long term  erforman e of BAC for organi s removal an  su sequent 
mem rane  erforman e? 
 W at is t e im a t of t e  om ination of MIEX or  oagulation follo e     BAC 
treatment for  ontrolling t e organi  fouling of mi rofiltration mem rane? 
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Chapter 3 
Overview of the thesis 
 
 
 
The aim of this chapter is to describe how the project developed and how the content of each 
paper relates to each other. This thesis is composed largely of journal publications which 
have been presented as chapters. I designed and conducted the experiments, and wrote up the 
draft manuscripts. Prof Felicity Roddick and Dr Linhua Fan were my PhD supervisors, and 
they provided advice on the development of the experiments and editing of the manuscripts. 
Dr Sanghyun Jeong and Prof Saravanamuth Vigneswaran were co-authors of Chapter 6 and 
they contributed by determining the potential of biofouling in terms of assimilable organic 
carbon and bacterial regrowth potential at the Centre for Technology in Water and 
Wastewater, University of Technology Sydney, Australia. 
 
As shown in the literature review, the accumulation of effluent organic matter on the 
membrane causes severe organic fouling which leads to decline in the permeate flux, 
resulting in higher operating costs for membrane cleaning and also decrease in the lifespan of 
the membrane. Therefore, pre-treatment of feed water has been commonly studied to modify 
the characteristics of the organics and to reduce the organic matter load on the membranes, 
and thus reduce membrane fouling. The operation and capital costs of biological treatment 
processes are generally lower than physico-chemical processes, these processes have been 
shown to improve LPM performance. Review of literature suggested that the effect of slow 
sand filtration and biological aerated filter reduced the organic fouling of UF membranes by 
removing biopolymers, whereas non/low-biodegradable humic substances were not greatly 
reduced due to low adsorption capacity of the media. Therefore, BAC could be a better 
solution since it utilises both physico-chemical adsorption and biodegradation as the 
mechanisms for organic matter removal. 
 
The studies reported in the following chapters investigated the potential of BAC treatment for 
fouling reduction with a range of scenarios. 
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Chapter 4: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick and Linhua Fan (2014). Effect of 
biological activated carbon pre-treatment to control organic fouling in the 
microfiltration of biologically treated secondary effluent. Water Research 63, 147-
157. 
 
Chapter 5: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick and Linhua Fan (2015). A 
comparative study of biological activated carbon, granular activated carbon and 
coagulation feed pre-treatment for improving microfiltration performance in 
wastewater reclamation, Journal of Membrane Science 475 (1), 147-155. 
 
Chapter 6: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick, Linhua Fan, Sanghyun Jeong, and 
Saravanamuth Vigneswaran (2015). Assessment of biological activated carbon 
treatment to control membrane fouling in reverse osmosis of secondary effluent for 
reuse in irrigation. Desalination 365, 90-95. 
 
Chapter 7: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick and Linhua Fan (2015). Treatment 
of secondary effluent with biological activated carbon to reduce fouling of 
microfiltration membranes by algal organic matter from Microcystis aeruginosa, 
Journal of Membrane Science 496, 125-131. 
 
Chapter 8: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick and Linhua Fan (2016). Long term 
operation of biological activated carbon pre-treatment for microfiltration of secondary 
effluent: correlation between the organic foulants and fouling potential. Water 
Research 90, 405-414. 
 
Chapter 9: Biplob Kumar Pramanik, Felicity A. Roddick and Linhua Fan (2016). Effect of 
coagulation/MIEX and BAC treatment to control organic fouling in the microfiltration 
of biologically treated secondary effluent. Under preparation for journal submission. 
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Chapter 4: This study investigated the effect of BAC filtration as a pre-treatment for 
reducing the organic fouling of a MF membrane using a single cycle approach in the 
treatment of a BTSE from a municipal wastewater treatment plant. Granular activated carbon 
(GAC) pre-treatment of the BTSE was also conducted as a control for comparison with the 
BAC treatment. The results showed that BAC treatment of the BTSE resulted in a marked 
improvement in permeate flux, which was attributed to the effective removal of organic 
foulants and particulates. Although the BAC removed significantly less DOC (31%) than the 
GAC treatment (74%), it led to a markedly greater flux. This was attributed to the effective 
removal of the very high molecular weight substances such as biopolymers by the BAC 
through biodegradation and adsorption of those molecules on the biofilm. Size exclusion 
chromatography showed the BAC treatment led to approximately 30% reduction in these 
substances, whereas the GAC did not greatly remove these molecules. The BAC treatment 
led to a greater reduction of loosely-attached and firmly-attached membrane surface foulant, 
and this was confirmed by attenuated total reflection-fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
analysis. This study demonstrated the potential of BAC pre-treatment for reducing organic 
fouling and thus improving flux for the microfiltration of BTSE. 
 
 
Chapter 5: In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that BAC could reduce the high MW 
biopolymers by biodegradation and humic substances by adsorption, thereby contributing to 
improvement in flux of MF membrane. The removal efficiency of organic matter will be 
affected by operating conditions of the BAC such as contact time, and so may play a role in 
minimising the organic fouling of membranes such as allowing greater adsorption of humics 
and particularly, biodegradation of biopolymers.  
 
Therefore, this study characterised the effect of EBCT (20, 40 and 60 min) on the BAC and 
GAC as pre-treatments of BTSE for reducing the organic fouling of the MF membrane using 
a multi-cycle filtration approach to better reflect the operation of membrane processes. The 
results were compared with coagulation pre-treatment as it has been widely used in water 
treatment plants. The increase in the flux decline rate with successive filtration cycles was 
attributed largely to the protein content of the feedwater, which accumulated on and inside 
the membrane. The carbohydrate content of the feed made a greater contribution to reversible 
filtration resistance than the protein. Although BAC removed less DOC, protein and 
carbohydrate, it led to greater improvement in flux than GAC due to the breakdown of the 
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biopolymers by the microorganisms and retention of those molecules by the biofilm. A mass 
balance for the organic content in the system confirmed that BAC led to greater reduction in 
both reversible and irreversible foulants than GAC treatment. Longer EBCT (60 min) gave 
greater organics removal for both treatments and led to improved MF performance. With 
increased EBCT, the flux was higher after BAC than after GAC treatment. This was likely 
due to the biodegradation of biopolymers in the BAC process whereas increasing EBCT did 
not increase the reduction of these molecules by GAC treatment. In comparison, coagulation 
(5 mg Al
3+
/L) was least efficient in terms of organics reduction and flux improvement. This 
study demonstrated that BAC with 60 min contact time could lead to a significant reduction 
in the operating costs of membrane systems by maintaining an economic flux/operating 
pressure, and reducing the frequency of backwash and chemical cleaning. 
 
 
Chapter 6: Water reclamation is a potential solution for reducing the current and future 
scarcity of water, particularly for irrigation purposes. BTSE, a source of water for such 
applications, contains dissolved organics, inorganics, particulates and microorganisms. The 
high concentration of salts in the BTSE is particularly a major barrier for long term irrigation 
of a wide range of crops. Therefore, RO could be used for wastewater reclamation as it 
reduces all types of contaminants. However, the membrane fouling remains a major barrier 
for the sustainable application of RO for the treatment of BTSE.  
 
This study evaluated the efficiency of BAC followed by MF prior to RO for the treatment of 
secondary effluent with a view to its long term use for agricultural purposes. The aim was to 
improve the membrane performance by mitigation of the organic and biofouling potential, 
and so increase the productivity of water for irrigation use. The BAC reduced the organic 
content, and subsequent MF further reduced the organic content and thus fouling of the RO 
membrane. The BAC treatment was shown to effectively reduce the biodegradable dissolved 
organic carbon and assimilable organic carbon contents, and the bacterial regrowth potential, 
thus confirming its potential for mitigating biofouling of the RO membrane. The improved 
RO performance demonstrated that this process was effective for reducing the fouling 
propensity of the BTSE to enable its sustainable application for producing an effluent with a 
high reuse potential for irrigation purposes. This study recommended that the RO permeate 
can then be blended with untreated water to produce a product with a suitable inorganic 
content for irrigation. 
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Chapter 7: Wastewater stabilisation lagoons frequently suffer from cyanobacterial blooms, 
resulting in a large amount of AOM and cyanotoxins entering the water which can negatively 
impact subsequent water reclamation processes and water use. Therefore, the impact of BAC 
on reducing the fouling of secondary effluent in the event of an algal bloom was investigated.  
 
AOM, which was extracted from M. aeruginosa under two different nutrient regimes (i.e., in 
MLA growth medium and in BTSE from the municipal wastewater treatment plant), was 
added to BTSE, so had different organic composition. The AOM prepared in MLA was used 
in this study as a positive control and was compared with the fouling propensity of the AOM 
from the cyanobacterium when grown in BTSE. The aim of this study was to understand 
whether the BAC process could remove/break down the organic fouling components within 
the AOM. Determination of the impact of BAC and subsequent MF on microcystin-LR in the 
water sample was also undertaken. Although the DOC concentration was the same, it was 
shown that the feedwater containing AOM from the MLA culture led to a greater flux decline 
than the AOM from the BTSE culture due to its higher biopolymer content. BAC treatment 
substantially reduced the fouling potential of the AOM-containing BTSE. When the BTSE 
was spiked with the cyanotoxin microcystin-LR, the BAC treatment gave a microcystin 
reduction of more than 90%. This study demonstrated the potential of BAC for mitigating the 
impact of AOM and removing cyanotoxin when treating cyanobacterially impacted 
secondary effluent using low pressure membranes. 
 
 
Chapter 8: The adsorption capacity of the activated carbon in BAC gradually decreases with 
service time, leading to potential limitation of the long term use of the process. Therefore, the 
impact of long term (>2 years) treatment with a BAC column for organic matter removal and 
mitigating organic fouling in the MF of BTSE was investigated. Over two years operation the 
removal efficiency for DOC by the BAC treatment was fairly consistent (30±3%), although 
the reduction in UVA254 gradually decreased from 56 to 34%. This was due to the reduction 
in adsorption capacity of the activated carbon with time as confirmed by analysis of its pore 
size distribution. Size exclusion chromatography confirmed that BAC consistently removed 
biopolymers (decreasing only slightly) whereas the removal of humic substances decreased 
from 52 to 25% after 2 years of BAC operation, and thus led to a gradual decrease in UMFI 
from 78 to 43%. This showed that humics also play an important role in membrane fouling. 
Although the mitigation of membrane fouling decreased over time, this study demonstrated 
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that the long term use of BAC pre-treatment of BTSE prior to microfiltration has the potential 
for reduced need for frequent chemical cleaning and increased membrane life span. 
 
 
Chapter 9: It was demonstrated in Chapter 8 that MF flux improvement decreased with the 
service time of the BAC column, which was attributed to decreased removal of humic 
substances due to reduction in the pore size of the activated carbon. Therefore, it is possible 
that coagulation or MIEX treatment followed by BAC filtration could be used for sustainable 
application of LPM processes to secondary effluent, since both coagulation and MIEX 
preferentially remove high MW humic substances.  
 
This work compared the impact of coagulation, MIEX and BAC as standalone, and 
sequential pretreatments for reducing the organic fouling of the MF membrane by BTSE. The 
conditions for maximum removal of DOC by coagulation and MIEX were used to more 
clearly demonstrate the impact of these treatments. Although the MIEX did not remove high 
molecular weight biopolymers, it led to markedly greater flux than coagulation. This was 
attributed to the significantly greater removal of the high MW humic substances by MIEX 
than coagulation. BAC was shown to be more effective for improving the flux than either 
coagulation or MIEX. This was due to the effective breakdown of high MW biopolymers by 
the microorganisms and adsorption of humic substances by the activated carbon. Coagulation 
or MIEX followed by BAC treatment further reduced the problematic foulants and 
significantly improved the flux performance. The UMFI showed that the reduction of 
membrane fouling was 42% by standalone BAC treatment. It improved to 65%, 70%, and 
93% for alum, ferric chloride and MIEX pre-treatment, respectively, when combined with 
BAC treatment. This study demonstrated that the addition of MIEX prior to BAC treatment 
gave a greater removal of organics, hence contributing to greater improvement in flux of the 
MF membrane which can significantly reduce the frequency of membrane cleaning. This 
study also showed that the addition of MIEX treatment could extend the effective lifespan of 
BAC. 
 
 
Chapter 10 provides the conclusions drawn from this study and recommendations for further 
work.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Effect of biological activated carbon pre-treatment to control organic 
fouling in the microfiltration of biologically treated secondary effluent 
 
 
 
The organic fouling of membranes due to the accumulation of effluent organic matter 
remains a major issue limiting the efficiency of the municipal wastewater reclamation 
process. Although various pre-treatments such as adsorption by activated carbon or anion 
exchange resin can reduce the organic matter content of the effluent, they do not greatly 
improve the membrane flux since they do not remove the biopolymers which have high 
fouling potential. Slow sand filters which lead to biodegradation of the biopolymers, and 
partial oxidation of the biopolymers by ozonation prior to BAC, have been shown to result in 
flux improvement. The impact of stand-alone BAC treatment of biologically treated effluent 
prior to microfiltration has not yet been documented. This study investigated BAC to 
biodegrade the biopolymers and to adsorb humic substances and thus enhance the 
microfiltration of biologically treated secondary effluent. The chapter was published in Water 
Research. 
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Biological activated carbon (BAC) filtration was investigated as a pre-treatment for reducing
the organic fouling of a microfiltration membrane (0.1 mm polyvinylidene fluoride) in the
treatment of a biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) from a municipal wastewater
treatment plant. BAC treatment of the BTSE resulted in a marked improvement in
permeate flux, which was attributed to the effective removal of organic foulants and
particulates. Although the BAC removed significantly less dissolved organic carbon than
the granular activated carbon (GAC) treatment which was used as a control for comparison,
it led to a markedly greater flux. This was attributed to the effective removal of the very
high molecular weight substances such as biopolymers by the BAC through biodegradation
and adsorption of those molecules on the biofilm. Size exclusion chromatography showed
the BAC treatment led to approximately 30% reduction in these substances, whereas the
GAC did not greatly remove these molecules. The BAC treatment led to a greater reduction
of loosely-attached and firmly-attached membrane surface foulant, and this was
confirmed by attenuated total reflection-fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis.
This study demonstrated the potential of BAC pre-treatment for reducing organic fouling
and thus improving flux for the microfiltration of BTSE.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The use of low pressure membrane (LPM) technology such as
microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) in municipal
wastewater reclamation has increased over the past decade as
it has many advantages over conventional filtration pro-
cesses, such as high permeate quality, good reliability in
operation and small footprint. However, organic fouling of the
membranes remains a major issue limiting the efficiency of
the reclamation processes. The fouling is usually due to the
accumulation and/or adsorption of organic matter in the
pores and/or on the surface of themembranes, which leads to
the decline of the permeate flux or increase of operating
pressure with processing time, resulting in higher operating
costs. Effluent organic matter (EfOM) is considered to be the
most significant membrane foulant in biologically treated
wastewater effluent (BTSE); it contains polysaccharides, pro-
teins, amino-sugars, nucleic acids, organic acids, humic ma-
terials, and cell components (Barker et al., 2000; Jarusutthirak
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et al., 2002). The interaction between these organics and
membranes leads to hydraulically reversible and irreversible
fouling of the membranes.
Some previous studies reported that hydrophilic organics
caused serious flux decline for LPM treatment of secondary
effluent (Fan et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2010), while other
studies reported that hydrophobic organics were largely
responsible for fouling the membranes (Shon et al., 2006).
Understanding of the organics responsible for the fouling is
not clear due to the diversity and complexity of the foulants
andmembrane properties. In addition, particulate substances
in BTSE may cause flux decline, and membrane permeate flux
usually decreases with increasing turbidity in feed water
(Nakatsuka et al., 1996). Halle et al. (2009) and Peldszus et al.
(2011) found that particulates can also play an important
role in the formation of the fouling layer on membranes
through combination with organic components.
To improve treatment performance, LPM processes may be
coupled with feed pre-treatments such as coagulation, ozon-
ation, adsorption by granular activated carbon (GAC),
powdered activated carbon or anion exchange resin, or slow
sand filtration. Nguyen and Roddick (2013) found that treat-
ment with powdered activated carbon (150 mg/L, 30 min
contact time) or anion exchange resin (10ml/L, 20min contact
time), could remove dissolved organic matter but did not
affect the membrane flux due to their ineffectiveness in
removing highly fouling potential compounds such as bio-
polymers. Biological treatment processes are considered a
possible cost effective pre-treatment (Huck and Sozanski,
2008; Halle et al., 2009) as they can effectively improve LPM
performance. Marco et al. (1997) also noted that capital and
operating costs of biological treatment processes are 5e20 and
3e10 times cheaper than chemical processes, respectively.
Zheng et al. (2009) utilised a slow sand filter as a pre-treatment
for a secondary effluent prior to UF, and showed that the
major foulants (biopolymers such as proteins and poly-
saccharides) were removed and thus the flux was improved.
They also observed that humic substances, which are widely
regarded as important foulants of LPM membranes, were not
greatly removed by the pre-treatment, whichwas likely due to
the low surface area and thus low adsorption capacity of sand
media. Therefore, biological activated carbon (BAC) could be a
better solution for the removal of organic matter due to
simultaneous physico-chemical adsorption of humic sub-
stances by the activated carbon and biodegradation of bio-
polymers by the bacteria attached to the carbon particles. GAC
has a much higher effective surface area than the anthracite
and sand generally used in slow sand filters, and is suitable for
adsorbing contaminant molecules and supporting a biofilm,
increasing the possibility of a high biodegradation rate.
Moreover, BAC is a cost effective process in terms of small
footprint and low energy consumption (Walker and
Weatherley, 1999). Nguyen and Roddick (2010) studied the
effect of BAC after ozonation of effluent from an activated
sludge process on UF and found that the flux was improved.
This was attributed to partial oxidation of the high molecular
weight (MW) organic components to low MW components by
pre-ozonation and the utilization of some of the organics by
the microorganisms in the BAC filtration. Yapsakli and C¸ec¸en
(2010) suggested that the need for ozonationmay be avoided if
the BAC treatment has a sufficiently long contact time to
achieve biodegradation of slowly biodegradable organics,
which could lead to a simpler and more cost-effective pre-
treatment solution. Nevertheless, the impact of stand-alone
BAC treatment of BTSE prior to LPM has not yet been
investigated.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of BAC
treatment of a BTSE from a municipal wastewater treatment
plant for improving the performance of MF. GAC pre-
treatment of the BTSE was also conducted as a control for
comparison with the BAC treatment.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Source of BTSE
The BTSE was collected from a local wastewater treatment
plant which uses activated sludge followed by a lagoon pro-
cess to treat amunicipal wastewater. The sewage is treated by
passing through activated sludge ponds with anoxic and
aerobic zones where bacteria break down the organic matter.
The biologically treated effluent then passes through a clari-
fier and a series of lagoons before it is released to the envi-
ronment. Samples were stored at 4 C and warmed to room
temperature (22 ± 2 C) prior to all tests.
2.2. BAC and GAC column start-up and operation
The BAC and GAC columns were constructed of glass, with an
internal diameter of 2.3 cm and effective bed height of 22 cm.
The columns were operated in a continuous down flow mode
with an empty bed contact time (EBCT) of 40 min. Columns
were backwashed for 10 min every 14 days to reduce physical
clogging of the media.
Prior to packing the BAC column, the activated carbon was
inoculated with activated sludge, aerated and provided with
additional nutrient sources (N, P and C) over 5 days to promote
the growth of biofilm on the surface of the carbon. It was then
washed with Milli-Q water to remove excess biofilm and
transferred to a column, and BTSE feed was commenced. The
reduction in dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was fairly con-
stant (30 ± 3%) after 90 days operation, indicating that
equilibrium had been established. For the control (GAC) col-
umn, sodium azide (0.1 mM) was added to the feed to a col-
umn of washed virgin GAC to inhibit microbial growth. The
DOC removal efficiency was stable after 25 days of operation.
The results reported are for samples collected after 196 days
and 44 days of BAC and GAC operation, respectively.
2.3. Properties of granular activated carbon
Coal-based granular activated carbon (GAC 1300), recom-
mended for BAC use by the supplier (Activated Carbon Tech-
nology), was used in this study. The specific surface area and
pore size distribution of activated carbon samples (virgin,
used GAC and BAC) weremeasured by adsorptionedesorption
isotherms of nitrogen at 77.15 K (Micromeritics ASAP 2000,
USA). Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed
at 250 C for 12 h under vacuum to remove moisture. The
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specific surface area and pore size distribution of the activated
carbons were determined by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) and the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) equations,
respectively, and showed predominantly (>90%) microporous
character (Table 1).
2.4. Microfiltration experiment set-up
Microfiltration was conducted using a stirred cell of dead-end
configuration (Amicon 8050, effective membrane area
13.4 cm2), with hydrophilic polyvinylidene fluoride mem-
branes (0.1 mm, VVLP, Millipore, contact angle 62 ± 2). The
trans-membrane pressurewas 50 kPa andwas regulated using
compressed nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed was 430 rpm. The
permeate weight was continuously measured using a digital
balance (BS210S, Sartorius, Germany) which was connected to
a computer for monitoring the cumulative volumetric flux
(320 mL equivalent to 240 L/m2). A schematic diagram of the
lab-scale dead-end constant-pressure filtration system is
presented in Fig. 1.
New membranes were soaked in Milli-Q water for 2 h to
remove membrane preservatives and then 500 mL of Milli-Q
water was passed through the membrane to compute the
pure water flux. The pure water flux for the virginmembranes
used in the tests varied by 3%. The fouled membranes were
soaked in 20 mL of Milli-Q water for 5 min then manually
agitated using forceps and washed for another 5 min to
determine loosely-attached and firmly-attached surface fou-
lant. Organics detached from the membrane were considered
as loosely-attached surface foulant. The residual organics
attached to and inside the membrane pores were considered
as firmly-attached surface foulant. Duplicate filtration runs
were conducted and the trend for flux was consistent, as the
final flux varied by only 4%.
Pre-filtration of BTSE by 1.6 mm glass micro-fiber filter
(Whatman) was used for removing the particulate matter.
This process was used to determine the impact of particulates
on the flux.
2.5. Analytical methods
DOC and UV254 were determined using a Sievers 820 TOC
analyser and UV/vis spectrophotometer (UV2, Unicam),
respectively. A Hach spectrophotometer (model DR/5000) was
used for determining the colour at 455 nm. Before these ana-
lyses, all samples were filtered (0.45 mm). Turbidity, pH and
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration of the water samples
were measured using a turbidity meter (Hach, 2100P), pH
meter (Mettler Toledo) and DO meter (YSI 5100), respectively.
The fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM) spectra
of water samples were determined using a PerkinElmer
Spectrometer (LS55, PerkinElmer) over excitation and emis-
sion wavelength ranges of 220e465 nm and 280e550 nm,
respectively. The band width for both excitation and emission
was set at 5 nm. The apparent molecular weight distribution
of the samples was analysed using liquid chromatography
with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor)
at the Water Research Centre of the University of New South
Wales (UNSW), Australia. The LC unit separates organic
compounds according to molecular size and the separated
compounds are detected by online detectors. All sampleswere
filtered (0.45 mm cellulose acetate) prior to LC-OCD analysis.
The carbohydrate content of the water samples was
measured using the phenol-sulfuric method (DuBois et al.,
1956) and D-glucose was used as the standard carbohydrate
(Zheng et al., 2009). The concentration of protein was
measured using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) method using a
QPBCA QuantiPro™ BCA Assay Kit (Sigma Aldrich) and bovine
serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich) as the standard protein
(Zheng et al., 2009).
The hydrophobic, transphilic and hydrophilic content of
the EfOM was determined using the non-ionic resins DAX-8
(Supelite, Supelco) and XAD-4 (Amberlite, Supelco) (Lee
et al., 2004). All samples (500 mL) were pre-filtered (0.45 mm
cellulose acetate) and then acidified to pH 2 using 2M HCl
before passing through the DAX-8 then the XAD-4 resin at
3 mL/min. DAX-8 resin adsorbed the hydrophobic (HPO)
fraction whereas the XAD-4 resin adsorbed the transphilic
(TPI) fraction, so that the final effluent contained only hydro-
philic (HPI) organic compounds.
The surface of the fouled membranes was analysed using
attenuated total reflectance-fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) (100 FTIR spectrometer, PerkinElmer). Membranes were
dried overnight at room temperature prior to ATR-FTIR
analysis.
3. Results
3.1. Effect of BAC and GAC treatment on water quality
The characteristics of the feed and treated BTSE are shown in
Table 2. DOC removal efficiency was 31% and 74% for BAC and
GAC treatment, respectively. For BAC treatment, as well as
adsorption of some organic substances, others are biologically
oxidized leading to the eventual formation of gases (e.g., car-
bon dioxide) and water. Greater reduction of UV254 by GAC
than by BAC treatment implied greater reduction of humic
Table 1 e Properties of the activated carbon used in the
columns.
Physical properties Virgin
GAC
Control GAC
(age 56 days)
Used BAC
(age 208 days)
Surface area
(BET m2/g)
1017 847 733
Total pore volume
(cm3/g)
0.716 0.674 0.547
Micropore volume
(cm3/g)
0.297 0.135 0.081
Average micropore
diameter (nm)
1.84 1.81 1.72
Average mesopore
diameter (nm)
13.1 12.9 12.6
Average macropore
diameter (nm)
114 115 123
Micropore content (%) 93 91 91
Mesopore content (%) 5 6 7
Macropore content (%) 2 3 2
Note: Pore size classified as micropores (diameter <2 nm), meso-
pores (diameter 2e50 nm) and macropores (diameter >50 nm).
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substances by GAC. The reduction of colour followed a similar
trend. The specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) value, which
indicates the aromatic content of organic matter, for the BTSE
was 2.8 L/m mg, indicating the organic matter present in the
water was not highly aromatic. BAC and GAC treatment led to
decreased SUVA, from 2.8 L/m mg, to 1.8 and 1.9 L/m mg,
respectively, a decrease of 37% and 34% respectively. These
decreases in SUVA indicate the preferential removal of humic
substances by BAC and GAC.
The DO concentration of the BTSE was significantly lower
after BAC treatment due to biodegradation of organic sub-
stances with the consumption of oxygen as observed by
Zheng et al. (2010), whereas the DO was not greatly decreased
after the GAC treatment due to inhibition of bacterial activity.
Turbidity removal was fairly similar for both BAC (76%) and
GAC (78%) treatment.
3.2. Filterability of the pre-treated effluent
MF flux performance for the variously pre-treated water
samples was evaluated by plotting the normalized flux (J/Jo)
versus specific permeate volume (V) (Fig. 2). During filtration
of the untreated BTSE, the flux dropped rapidly within the
first 10 min and reached a specific volume of 240 L/m2 after
77 min. The flux of the pre-filtered sample (1.6 mm) and the
diluted sample (i.e., BTSE diluted with Milli-Q water to give
DOC of 5.68 mg/L, the same as BAC effluent) also declined
rapidly and reached the same specific volume after 53 min
and 41 min, respectively. Comparison of the flux decline for
the unfiltered and pre-filtered BTSE demonstrated the
contribution to fouling by the dissolved organic matter and
the particulate matter, and indicated that the deposition of
particles (>1.6 mm) had an effect on the flux decline for the
membrane. The diluted sample was used to identify the
effect of concentration of the organic matter on the flux.
Although it had the same DOC concentration as the BAC
effluent, the flux for the diluted sample was still markedly
less than for the BAC-treated sample. On the other hand,
GAC treatment led to improved flux because it retained
particulate matter and removed a large amount of organic
matter by adsorption. BAC performed markedly better than
GAC treatment in enhancing the flux, with the same specific
volume of 240 L/m2 achieved after 14 min for BAC and
26 min for GAC, due to reduction of particulate matter and
DOC content. On reaching the specific volume of 240 L/m2,
the flux was reduced from ~2000 LMH to 68, 84, 89, 159, and
527 LMH for unfiltered, pre-filtered, diluted, GAC- and BAC-
treated BTSE, respectively.
3.3. Impact of BAC and GAC on protein and
carbohydrate content of BTSE
There was greater removal of the protein and carbohydrate
content by GAC than BAC treatment (Fig. 3). For BAC treat-
ment, there was a proportionally greater reduction in protein
than in carbohydrate, and this was considered due to proteins
having significant organic nitrogen content (Zheng et al., 2010;
Meyn, 2011) which is more readily removed in biological pro-
cesses (Chen et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2011).
The rejection of carbohydrate and protein may reveal the
role of the highMW fraction of these substances in the BTSE in
the fouling of the membrane. Analysis of the permeates
showed that for BTSE, 8% of protein and 19% of carbohydrate
was retained by the membrane. The BAC- and GAC-treated
effluent showed a similar trend in retaining these molecules.
This implied that carbohydrate molecules are more likely to
Fig. 1 e Schematic diagram of the lab-scale dead-end constant-pressure filtration system.
Table 2 e Characteristics of the BTSE, BAC- and GAC-
treated samples.
BTSE BAC-treated GAC-treated
DOC (mg/L) 8.26 5.68 2.15
UV254 (/cm) 0.23 0.10 0.04
SUVA (L/m.mg) 2.8 1.8 1.9
Colour (PteCo units) 62.0 14.0 4.0
Turbidity (NTU) 2.4 0.6 0.5
pH 7.9 7.6 7.8
DO (mg/L) 7.3 3.8 6.9
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be deposited on the membrane and so foul the membrane
more than protein molecules.
3.4. Characterisation of the impact of the pre-treatment
of BTSE on membrane fouling
3.4.1. Fluorescence EEM spectra
Three-dimensional fluorescence EEM spectroscopy was
applied in order to better understand the impact of the pre-
treatment on the fluorescent organic matter (Fig. 4a). Ac-
cording to Chen et al. (2003), the EEM spectrum was divided
into five regions with region I (Ex/Em: 220e270 nm/
280e330 nm) and II (Ex/Em: 220e270 nm/330e380 nm) asso-
ciated with aromatic proteins (such as tyrosine and trypto-
phan), region III (Ex/Em: 220e270 nm/380e550 nm) attributed
to fulvic acid-like materials, regions IV (Ex/Em: 270e440 nm/
280e380 nm) and V (Ex/Em: 270e440 nm/380e550 nm)
containing soluble microbial products (SMPs) and humic acid-
like material, respectively. There was significantly higher
fluorescence intensity for the fulvic acid-like (III) and humic
acid-like substances (V) compared with aromatic proteins (I
and II) and SMPs (IV).
The fluorescence regional integration (FRI) method (Chen
et al., 2003) which integrates the spectral volumes under the
EEM regions was applied to quantify the changes in fluores-
cent organic matter after the pre-treatments (Fig. 4b). The
fluorescence intensity of aromatic protein, fulvic acid-like
substances, SMPs and humic acid-like substances was
reduced in the MF of the BTSE by 17%, 3%, 12% and 6%,
respectively. Although the differences were very small, MF
of the BAC- and GAC-treated samples followed similar
trends in retaining these molecules. Hence the membrane
retained a significant proportion of the fluorescent aromatic
proteins and SMPs in comparison with the humic-like
Fig. 2 e Normalized flux as a function of specific volume.
Fig. 3 e Concentration of protein and carbohydrate (data points are average values of duplicate feed and permeate samples).
Protein and carbohydrate concentrations are calculated in terms of mg BSA/L and mg glucose/L, respectively.
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substances, which may indicate the importance of these
substances in membrane fouling. The pre-treatments led to a
large reduction in the fluorescent organicmatter in all regions,
and GAC led to a greater reduction in the fluorescence than
BAC. Reduction in fluorescent organic matter content in-
dicates loss of aromatic content in the water (Uyguner and
Bekbolet, 2005). The reduction in fluorescent humic-like sub-
stances was consistent with the reduction of UV254 and colour
resulting from the treatment processes.
3.4.2. LC-OCD
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic
matter was determined using size exclusion chromatography
by LC-OCD. The chromatograms for the BTSE showed a
distinctive peak for the high MW humic substances
(1000e20,000 Da), which contributed 33% of the total DOC,
whereas the building blocks (breakdown products of humic
substances, 350e500 Da) contributed 11%, the biopolymers
(proteins, protein-like material, polysaccharides,
polysaccharide-likematerial, amino sugars,20,000 Da) about
4%, and the remainder contained lower MW compounds
(<350 Da) (Fig. 5). By calculation, 28% of biopolymers, 19% of
humic substances and only 3% of lowMW acids were retained
by the membrane, indicating that the biopolymers and humic
substances played an important role in membrane fouling,
most likely due to their larger size. For GAC treatment, humic
substances and building blocks were markedly decreased
whereas the biopolymers and low MW acids were not. BAC
treatment led to a significant reduction in biopolymers, humic
substances and low MW acids, and effectively no low MW
neutral compounds were detected after the BAC treatment.
3.4.3. ATR-FTIR
ATR-FTIR spectrometry was used to examine the foulant
layers on the membrane resulting from the filtration of the
untreated and treated BTSE. The clean membrane data was
subtracted from the fouledmembrane data. Table 3 shows the
functional groups associated with the peaks for the foulants
Fig. 4 e (a) Excitation emission-matrix spectrum (EEM) of the untreated BTSE (b) EEM spectrum volumes of the BTSE, BAC-
and GAC-treated samples and their corresponding permeates. (Note: AP ¼ aromatic protein, FA ¼ fulvic acid-like,
SMPs ¼ soluble microbial products, HA ¼ humic acid-like).
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present on the membranes. The peaks near 950 cm-1,
1200 cm1, 1600 cm1 and 1720 cm1 indicate the presence of
humic substances in the foulant layers (Fig. 6). The peak near
1540 cm-1 indicates that proteins and protein-like substances
were foulants. The bands at around 790 cm-1, 1480 cm-1 and
3000-3650 cm-1 indicate the presence of polysaccharides and
polysaccharide-like substances in the BTSE. BAC treatment
reduced the strength of the assigned peaks more than GAC
treatment, indicating that there were less of these substances
residing in the foulant layer.
3.4.4. Fractionation of the organic matter
The organic matter was separated into hydrophobic (HPO),
hydrophilic (HPI) and transphilic (TPI) fractions where HPO
mainly contains humic substances (high content of aromatic
and carboxylic groups); TPI is composed of low UV-absorbing
molecules and the HPI fraction represents the low MW neu-
trals, carbohydrates, proteins and/or amino sugars
(Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Fractionation results showed that
the BTSE had a high content of HPI organics which
contributed 50% of DOC, whereas HPO accounted for 31% and
TPI for 19% (Fig. 7a). There was a greater reduction in all three
fractions for GAC than for BAC. HPO organic matter was
preferentially removed by both BAC and GAC compared with
HPI and TPI organics. This was likely due to the great affinity
of activated carbon for adsorbing humic substances (Wei
et al., 2008).
To obtain a better understanding of the composition of the
organic fractions, the protein and carbohydrate contents in
the fractionswere determined (Fig. 7b). For BTSE, 56% and 58%
of proteins and carbohydrates, respectively, were present in
the HPI fraction, 27% and 27% in the HPO fraction, and the
remainder in the TPI fraction. These results showed that
protein and carbohydrate comprised a greater proportion of
the HPI substances compared with the HPO fraction. GAC
treatment reduced the protein and carbohydrate concentra-
tion in each fraction more than BAC treatment.
3.5. Distribution of the organic foulants on the MF
membrane
The total DOC, carbohydrate and protein amounts rejected by
themembrane in theMF of 320mL BTSEwere 0.20mg, 0.44mg
and 0.38mg, respectively, as calculated bymass balance. After
washing the membrane using 20 mL Milli-Q water, the
removed amounts were 0.14 mg, 0.27 mg and 0.28 mg,
respectively (Fig. 8). It was calculated that 28% of DOC, 39% of
carbohydrate and 25% of protein was firmly bound to the
membrane. This indicated that the rest of these organics were
loosely attached to themembrane surface, and so contributed
to loosely-attached surface fouling. The BAC- and GAC-
treated water showed a similar trend in retaining these mol-
ecules. BAC treatment reduced both the loosely-attached and
firmly-attached surface fouling (DOC, carbohydrate and pro-
tein contents) more than GAC treatment. Furthermore, this
indicated that carbohydrates made the greatest contribution
to the firmly bound fouling.
Fig. 5 e LC-OCD chromatograms of the BTSE, BTSE permeate, BAC- and GAC-treated samples.
Table 3 e Common IR spectral peaks for proteins,
polysaccharides and humic substances from organic
matter (Cho et al., 1998; Howe et al., 2002).
Bands
(cm1)
Functional group
790 Ethyl
950 CeO stretching of polysaccharide
1200 CeO stretching, OH deformation of
COOH (aliphatic)
1480 Alkane
1540 NeH bonds and stretching vibration of
C]N bonds connected to secondary
amides of proteins.
1600 Aromatic C¼C
1720 C]O stretching of carboxylic acids
3000e3650 OeH stretching of hydroxyl groups
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Fig. 6 e FTIR spectra of MF membranes fouled with BTSE, GAC- and BAC-treated samples.
Fig. 7 e Organic fractions in BTSE, BAC- and GAC-treated samples based on (a) DOC concentrations (b) protein and
carbohydrate concentrations (data points are average values of duplicate samples).
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4. Discussion
In the microfiltration of BTSE, deposition of the particulates,
and larger organics such as biopolymers and humic sub-
stances formed a cake layer on the membrane surface, and
other molecules such as building blocks more likely blocked
the pores of the membrane and led to severe flux decline. Pre-
filtration (1.6 mm), BAC and GAC treatment decreased the
particulate matter which usually forms a loosely bonded
porous layer of lower resistance on the membrane (Zhang
et al., 2013), as demonstrated by the improved flux for the
pre-filtered BTSE. Both the diluted BTSE, and the GAC-treated
sample which had lower DOC than the BAC-treated sample,
led to greater flux decline than the BAC-treated sample. This
indicated that the characteristics of the organic molecules
present, rather than simply the DOC concentration, played an
important role in the membrane fouling.
LC-OCD analysis of the BTSE feed and permeate showed
that biopolymerswere deposited on themembrane surface, so
these high MW organics reduced the performance of the MF.
Analysis of feed and permeates showed that carbohydrate
molecules were retained more by the membrane than protein
molecules, and that the carbohydrate molecules greatly
contributed to the firmly bound fouling. This was likely due to
size exclusion since polysaccharides are generally larger than
proteins (Neemann et al., 2013). There was a greater propor-
tion of fluorescent aromatic proteins and SMPs than humic-
like substances retained by the membrane. Both GAC and
BAC treatment reduced the concentrations of these organic
substances. This occurred by adsorption of thesemolecules by
GAC, and adsorption and microbial breakdown of these mol-
ecules by BAC. The removal of these organics was greater for
GAC than for BAC treatment, although BAC gave greater flux
improvement. This was attributed to the breakdown of the
biopolymers by themicroorganisms, and possible retention of
those molecules by the biofilm attached to the carbon parti-
cles in the BAC column. These biopolymers were minimally
adsorbed by GAC because their molecular size (MS) is larger
than 2 nm, as determined by Moore et al. (2001) and cited by
Gibert et al. (2013), which is greater than the average micro-
pore diameter of the activated carbon (Table 1). Similar results
were found by Summers and Roberts (1988) and Velten et al.
(2011) who reported that biopolymers were not retained by
GAC due to size exclusion effects. FTIR spectroscopy sup-
ported the premise that the microbes involved in BAC treat-
ment could effectively remove the high MW substances,
particularly carbohydrates, leading to reduction in the foulant
layer on the membrane surface.
There was a loss of fluorescence for the humic-like sub-
stances which was greater for GAC than BAC treatment; the
reduction of UV254 and colour by these pre-treatments fol-
lowed a similar trend. Furthermore, humic substances (MS,
0.7e1 nm) and building blocks (MS,0.6 nm) were removed by
GAC and BAC treatment, which was attributed to adsorption,
the molecular size of these substances being less than the
average micropore size of the activated carbon. These mole-
cules were better adsorbed by GAC than by BAC. This was
likely due to the adsorption capacity of the BAC filter being
reduced due to the partial blockage of pores by the microor-
ganisms, and possibly some macromolecules (Table 1). Thus,
as expected, the relationship between the molecular size of
the organics and the pore size distribution of the activated
carbon played a role in the adsorption capacity and thus the
removal process.
The low MW substances in the BTSE contain a certain
proportion of hydrophilic sugars and amino acids (Huber
et al., 2011). These low MW substances were most likely
retained by the membrane due to reduced pore size resulting
frompore plugging by largemolecules, and the organic fouling
layer formed on the membrane surface, which could serve as
a barrier to some of the low MW substances passing through
the membrane. No low MW compounds (MS, <0.55 nm) were
detected by LC-OCD after BAC treatment. This was attributed
to the higher biodegradability of the low MW compounds
(Leisinger et al., 1981) and/or their being more easily adsorbed
by the carbon. Low MW neutral compounds increased after
the GAC treatment, which was probably due to interaction
between these substances and sodium azide (Tilstone et al.,
2002). However, these molecules have less impact on the
membrane fouling due to their small size/low MW (<350 Da).
Therefore, the fouling potential of the BTSE was related to
the high MW organic matter such as biopolymers rather than
just the total concentration of the organic matter. BAC could
effectively remove these molecules leading to a significant
improvement in the filterability of the BTSE.
Fig. 8 e MF foulants for BTSE, BAC- and GAC-treated samples (data points are average values of duplicate samples).
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5. Conclusions
Investigation of BAC and GAC treatment for the removal of
foulants from BTSE prior to MF was conducted. Characteri-
sation of BTSE and BTSE permeate using size exclusion chro-
matography with LC-OCD indicated that biopolymers and
humic substances played an important role in membrane
fouling. GAC treatment of the BTSE led to a greater reduction
in DOC, but less improvement in the flux compared with BAC
treatment. This was due to the preferential removal of low
and medium MW organic molecules by the GAC rather than
the highMW compounds whichwere themajor contributor to
the flux decline. BAC treatment led to a greater reduction of
the high MW molecules such as biopolymers and humic
substances through biodegradation and adsorption, respec-
tively, resulting in the marked improvement in the flux. A
further contributing factor was the reduction of particulate
matter by both filtration processes. The contribution of car-
bohydrates to the foulant firmly attached to the membrane
surface was greater than for proteins and other organic fou-
lants. This was attributed to size exclusion effects and hy-
drophilic interaction with the membrane.
This study demonstrated that BAC is a potentially prom-
ising pre-treatment for enhancing the performance of MF in
the reclamation of BTSE. BAC treatment could lead to a sig-
nificant reduction in the operating costs of membrane sys-
tems by maintaining economic flux rate/operating pressure,
and reducing the frequency of backwash and chemical
cleaning. Furtherwork to investigate the performance ofMF in
multi-cycle tests and longer term operation, and the impact of
operating conditions of BAC (e.g., EBCT) on the filterability of
BTSE is required.
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Chapter 5 
 
 
A comparative study of biological activated carbon, granular activated 
carbon and coagulation feed pre-treatment for improving microfiltration 
performance in wastewater reclamation 
 
 
 
The application of BAC was demonstrated to improve the performance of MF membranes 
with a single-cycle filtration approach (Chapter 4). Increasing contact time for the BAC 
process leads to increasing reduction in organic matter, and therefore should minimise the 
organic fouling of membranes. In this chapter, the effect of empty bed contact time for the 
BAC treatment was used to investigate the fouling reduction of the MF membrane using a 
multi-cycle filtration approach as successive filtration cycles is generally practised in the 
operation of membrane processes. The performance of BAC was compared with GAC and 
coagulation pre-treatments since coagulation pre-treatment has been widely used in waste 
water treatment plants. The organics in the secondary effluent responsible for the 
hydraulically reversible and irreversible fouling of the MF membrane were also identified. 
The UMFI was used to assess the fouling potential of the feedwater. The chapter was 
published in the Journal of Membrane Science. 
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a b s t r a c t
The impact of biological activated carbon (BAC) as a feed pre-treatment on reducing the organic fouling
of a microfiltration membrane (0.1 mm PVDF) in the filtration of biologically treated secondary effluent
(BTSE) was characterised using a multi-cycle filtration approach, and compared with granular activated
carbon (GAC) and coagulation pre-treatments. The increase in the flux decline rate with successive
filtration cycles was attributed largely to the protein content of the feedwater, which accumulated on
and inside the membrane. The carbohydrate content of the feed made a greater contribution to
reversible filtration resistance than the protein. Although BAC removed less dissolved organic carbon,
protein and carbohydrate, it led to greater improvement in flux than GAC due to the breakdown of the
biopolymers by the micro-organisms and retention of those molecules by the biofilm. A mass balance for
the organic content in the system confirmed that BAC led to greater reduction in both reversible and
irreversible foulants than GAC treatment. Longer empty bed contact time gave greater organics removal
for both treatments and led to improved microfiltration performance. In comparison, coagulation (5 mg
Al3þ/L) was least efficient in terms of organics reduction and flux improvement.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Low pressure membrane filtration such as microfiltration (MF)
and ultrafiltration (UF) is of interest in wastewater reclamation
due to the resultant high water quality, its reliability in operation
and small footprint. However, a major drawback in its use is
membrane fouling resulting from the deposition of both organic
and inorganic matter present in the feedwater. Several studies
have shown that effluent organic matter (EfOM), particularly the
biopolymers such as polysaccharides and proteins, are the major
foulants in low pressure membrane filtration of secondary effluent
[1,2]. In contrast, Shon et al. [3] reported that high molecular
weight (MW) humic substances in biologically treated secondary
effluent (BTSE) were the major foulants. This lack of consistency
can be attributed to the complexity and diversity of EfOM. The
humic substances and biopolymers are generally considered as the
most problematic foulants and are associated with pore blocking
and cake/gel formation on the membrane surface. The accumula-
tion of these organics requires chemical cleaning which leads to
increased operational costs and shortened membrane lifetime.
Generally membrane fouling is classified as hydraulically
reversible (easily eliminated through hydraulic backwashing) and
irreversible fouling (tightly bound to the membrane and not
removed by hydraulic backwashing). However, an appropriate
feed pre-treatment process can improve treatment efficiency by
removing these foulants. The application of biological processes
such as biological activated carbon (BAC) [4], sand filtration [2,5,6]
and biological aerated filtration [7] has been demonstrated to
improve the performance of low pressure membranes. These
biologically-mediated processes lead to the breakdown of high
MWorganics to lower MW substances, and so when used as a pre-
treatment reduce filtration resistance and membrane fouling.
Among the processes, BAC has the potential for effective foulant
removal since it utilises both adsorption and biodegradation as the
mechanisms for organic matter removal.
The extent of organic matter removal by BAC treatment is
affected by operating conditions such as empty bed contact time
(EBCT). According to Aryal et al. [8], the reduction of dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) was 21% at 20 min EBCT for a secondary
effluent and this increased to 31% for 40 min EBCT. Reungoat et al.
[9] also showed that DOC removal from secondary effluent by BAC
increased with increased EBCT (17%, 25% and 48% for 9 min,
18 min, and 45 min, respectively). So, optimisation of the EBCT
for the BAC process can maximise organic matter removal, and
therefore minimise the organic fouling of membranes.
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/memsci
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As Howe et al. [10] showed that virgin membrane tended to
foul more than hydraulically backwashed membranes, the use of
virgin membrane may not be representative of the fouling and
performance over the longer term. Multi-cycle tests can provide
the information on hydraulically irreversible fouling in filtration
systems as used in wastewater treatment plants. Therefore, the
objective of this study was to characterise the impact of BAC as a
pre-treatment of BTSE on the organic fouling of a MF membrane
using a multi-cycle filtration approach, and to investigate the
effect of EBCT on the BAC treatment. The results were compared
with those obtained when GAC or coagulation was used for the
removal of organic matter from the BTSE. Filtration performance in
terms of permeate flux was related to the efficiency of removal of
the various classes of organic matter under the different condi-
tions. The unified membrane fouling index (UMFI) was used to
assess the fouling potential of the feedwater.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Source of BTSE
The BTSE was collected from a storage pond of a local waste-
water treatment plant. The treatment plant uses an activated
sludge–lagoon treatment process. The sewage is treated by passing
through activated sludge ponds with anoxic and aerobic zones
where bacteria break down the organic matter. The effluent then
passes through a clarifier and a series of lagoons before it is
transferred to the storage ponds. Samples were stored at 4 1C and
warmed to room temperature (2272 1C) prior to all tests.
2.2. Pre-treatment
2.2.1. BAC and GAC treatment
The BAC and GAC columns were constructed of glass, with an
internal diameter and effective carbon bed height of 2.3 cm and
22 cm, respectively. The columns were operated in continuous
down flow mode with an EBCT of 20, 40 or 60 min. Both columns
were backwashed for 10 min every 14 days to avoid physical
clogging of the media.
For the BAC column, effluent DOC concentration was fairly
constant after 90 days operation, indicating that equilibrium had
been established. For the GAC column, sodium azide (0.1 mM) was
added to the feed to inhibit microbial growth. The DOC removal
efficiency was stable after 25 days of operation. The results
reported are for samples collected after 340 days and 160 days
of BAC and GAC operation, respectively.
2.2.2. Coagulation
Coagulation was performed with 2 L BTSE using a laboratory jar
test apparatus (Phipps and Bird, PB-700). Al2 (SO4)3 18H2O (alum,
supplied by Chem-Supply, Pty Ltd., Australia) was used as coagu-
lant as it was reported to perform better than ferric chloride for
flux improvement on the secondary effluent from the same
wastewater treatment plant [11]. The samples were mixed for
2 min at 250 rpm and then slow mixing was performed for 30 min
at 30 rpm, after settling 2 h the supernatant was taken for MF
tests. A range of coagulation doses was tested (1.0 mg to 10 mg
Al3þ/L) with and without pH adjustment (adjusted with 1 M
H2SO4). The optimum conditions for DOC reduction were pH 5 at
5 mg Al3þ/L dosage. Prior to the filtration test with the BTSE after
coagulation treatment with 5 mg Al3þ/L, the pH was adjusted to
7.5 (the pH of the original BTSE) with 1 M NaOH.
2.3. Properties of granular activated carbon
A coal-based granular activated carbon (GAC 1300) was used as
recommended for BAC use by the supplier (Activated Carbon
Technology, Australia). The physicochemical properties of acti-
vated carbon samples (virgin, used GAC and BAC) were measured
by adsorption–desorption isotherms of nitrogen at 77.15 K (Micro-
meritics ASAP 2000, USA). Prior to the measurements, the samples
were degassed at 250 1C for 12 h under vacuum to remove
moisture. The specific surface area and pore size distribution of
the activated carbons were determined by the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) and the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) equations,
respectively. The pores were classified as micropores (diameter
o2 nm), mesopores (diameter 2–50 nm) and macropores (dia-
meter 450 nm); the carbon used showed predominantly (495%)
microporous character (Supplementary Table S1).
2.4. Microfiltration experiment set-up
Microfiltration tests were carried out using a stirred cell of
dead-end configuration (Amicon 8050, effective membrane area
13.4 cm2) with hydrophilic PVDF membranes (0.1 mm, Millipore
VVLP). The trans-membrane pressure was 50 kPa and was regu-
lated using compressed nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed was
430 rpm. The permeate weight was continuously measured using
a digital balance (BS210S, Sartorius, Germany) which was con-
nected to a computer. These data were used to calculate the
permeate flux (J). Filtration was conducted at room temperature
(2272 1C).
Prior to a filtration test, each membrane was soaked in Milli-Q
water for 2 h to remove membrane preservatives and then 500 mL
of Milli-Q water was passed through to compute the pure water
flux. The pure water flux for virgin membranes was consistent
(2000760 L/m2 h). Each MF experiment involved three successive
filtration cycles. After each filtration cycle, the fouled membrane
was hydraulically backwashed with 50 mL Milli-Q water after
inverting the membrane in the cell; it was then returned to its
original orientation and then 100 mL Milli-Q water was passed
through it to enable determination of the fouling reversibility. The
backwash water was analysed to identify and quantify the organics
contributing to reversible and irreversible fouling. Trans-
membrane pressure was 50 kPa during the backwash procedure.
Duplicate filtration runs were conducted for each sample and the
trends were consistent, as the final flux varied by only 4%.
2.5. Fouling resistance calculation
The fouling resistance was calculated using the following
equation [12]:
Rf ¼
ΔP
mJ
Rm
where Rf¼resistance of fouling (/m), ΔP¼trans-membrane pres-
sure, TMP (N/m2, Pa), m¼dynamic viscosity of water (N s/m2,
Pa s)¼497103/(Tþ42.5)1.5, T¼feedwater temperature (ºC),
J¼permeate flux at the end of the filtration run (m3/m2 s),
Rm¼resistance of membrane (/m) as determined by pure
water flux.
2.6. Analytical methods
DOC and ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (UVA254) were
determined using a Sievers 820 TOC analyser and UV/vis spectro-
photometer (UV2, Unicam), respectively. Before these analyses, all
samples were filtered (0.45 mm cellulose acetate).
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The protein content of the water samples was measured using
the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) method using a QPBCA QuantiProTM
BCA Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) and bovine serum albumin (Sigma-
Aldrich) as the standard protein. The concentration of carbohy-
drate was measured using the phenol–sulfuric method [13] and D-
glucose was used as the standard carbohydrate.
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the samples was
analysed using liquid chromatography with organic carbon detec-
tion (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor) at the Water Research Centre
of the University of New South Wales (UNSW), Australia. The LC
unit separates organic compounds according to molecular size and
the separated compounds are detected by online detectors. Molar
mass calibration of the column was conducted by using reference
IHSS humic acid and IHSS fulvic acid standards. All samples were
filtered (0.45 mm cellulose acetate) prior to LC-OCD analysis.
Rapid resin fractionation was used to separate the organic
matter into hydrophobic, transphilic and hydrophilic fractions
using the non-ionic resins DAX-8 (Supelite, Supelco) and XAD-4
(Amberlite, Supelco) [14]. All samples were pre-filtered (0.45 mm
cellulose acetate) and then acidified to pH 2 using 2 HCl before
passing through the DAX-8 then the XAD-4 resin at 3 mL/min.
DAX-8 resin adsorbed the hydrophobic (HPO) fraction whereas the
XAD-4 resin adsorbed the transphilic (TPI) fraction, so that the
final effluent contained only hydrophilic (HPI) organic compounds.
The fluorescence excitation–emission matrix (EEM) spectra of
water samples were determined using a PerkinElmer Spectro-
meter (LS55, PerkinElmer) over excitation and emission wave-
length ranges of 220–465 nm and 280–550 nm, respectively. The
band width for both excitation and emission was set at 5 nm.
The excitation and emission slits were maintained at 7 nm and
the scanning speed was set at 1200 nm/min. A 290 nm emission
cut-off filter was used to avoid the secondary order Rayleigh light
scattering.
3. Results
3.1. Characterisation of the BTSE and treated BTSE
Table 1 describes the water quality after the different treatment
processes for BTSE. Coagulation removed less DOC, UVA254, protein
and carbohydrate than the BAC treatment which in turn removed
less than for the GAC treatment. The greater DOC removal from
secondary effluent by GAC than by BAC was also observed by
Rattier et al. [15]. Organics removal increased with increased EBCT
for BAC treatment such that DOC removals of 15%, 26% and 32%
were observed for contact times of 20, 40 and 60 min, respectively.
Like BAC treatment, increasing EBCT increased the organics
removal by GAC treatment and DOC removals of 42%, 58% and
65% were observed for contact times of 20, 40 and 60 min,
respectively. The reduction in UVA254, protein and carbohydrate
content by BAC and GAC treatment followed the same trend as
DOC removal with EBCT.
To obtain a better understanding of the composition of the
organic matter after pre-treatments, the relative proportions of
the protein and carbohydrate contents of the organics were
determined to reveal their role in fouling the membrane. After
coagulation, the ratios of protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC were
1.06 and 1.37, respectively, indicating that the treated effluent had
higher proportions of both protein and carbohydrate. The ratios of
protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC were 0.83 and 1.09, respec-
tively, after BAC treatment at 40 min EBCT and indicate that there
was proportionally higher removal of protein and lower removal
of carbohydrate by the BAC treatment. This was attributed to the
significant organic nitrogen content of proteins which predisposes
them to be readily removed in biological processes [7,16]. For GAC
at the same EBCT, protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC ratios were
1.23 and 1.55, respectively, indicating higher proportions of both
protein and carbohydrate in the treated effluent. A similar trend
for the ratios of protein and carbohydrate to DOC occurred for 20
and 60 min EBCT for BAC and GAC treatment. These results
showed that the protein and carbohydrate contents were relatively
higher after GAC than after BAC treatment.
3.2. Flux performance of MF in multi-cycle and reversibility analyses
The normalised fluxes (J/J0) versus specific permeate volume
(V) after various treatments are shown in Fig. 1a. The flux for the
untreated BTSE decreased dramatically in the initial 10 min, and
then remained stable after 70 min. For the untreated BTSE, the
specific permeate volume of 224 L/m2 was obtained after 98 min
for the 1st cycle, after 105 min for the 2nd cycle and after 125 min
for the 3rd cycle. Coagulation, BAC- and GAC-treated samples
showed a similar trend in the decline of flux with successive
filtration cycles. Coagulation gave less improvement in flux than
the BAC and GAC treatment, with the same specific volume of
224 L/m2 achieved for the 1st cycle after 78 min for coagulation,
65 min for GAC and 44 min for BAC treatment. Although GAC
treatment gave higher DOC, protein and carbohydrate removal, it
led to greater flux decline than BAC treatment. It indicated that
flux was related to the characteristics of the organic matter rather
than the total concentration of organics. Longer EBCT led to
greater flux for both BAC and GAC treatment.
Both reversible and irreversible fouling resistance increased
with successive filtration cycles (Fig. 1b) and the increase in
irreversible fouling resistance was relatively greater. All pre-
treatments reduced the reversible and irreversible fouling resis-
tances. There was a lower reduction of reversible and irreversible
fouling resistance by coagulation than by BAC and by GAC, and
longer contact time led to greater reduction of fouling resistance
for both BAC and GAC treatment.
3.3. Calculation of unified membrane fouling index
The UMFI values for the membrane filtration of the BTSE with
and without feed pre-treatments were determined from the linear
fitting of J0/J versus specific volume, V (not shown), as described by
Huang et al. [17]. In general, a greater UMFI value indicates greater
total membrane fouling. Coagulation gave less reduction in UMFI
than the GAC treatment which in turn gave less than the BAC
treatment, with the reduction efficiency for the 1st cycle of 12% for
coagulation, 31% and 54% for 20 min EBCT for GAC and BAC
treatment, respectively (Fig. 2). Longer EBCT led to greater reduc-
tion in UMFI value for both BAC and GAC treatments. Similar to the
flux rate and filtration resistance, there was a marked reduction in
total fouling for 60 min EBCT for both BAC and GAC treatment, and
BAC led to greater reduction in UMFI than GAC treatment at the
Table 1
Characteristics of BTSE sample before and after treatments.
DOC
(mg/L)
UVA254
(/cm)
Protein (mg
BSA/L)
Carbohydrate (mg
glucose/L)Sample EBCT
(min)
BTSE 10.15 0.252 11.17 12.63
Coagulation 8.93 0.210 9.55 12.27
BAC 20 8.63 0.162 7.21 9.68
40 7.56 0.131 6.25 8.21
60 6.88 0.112 4.62 7.36
GAC 20 5.92 0.106 6.24 7.95
40 4.22 0.076 5.18 6.53
60 3.55 0.054 3.95 5.54
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same EBCT. The UMFI value increased with successive filtration
cycles but the impact of cycle decreased with increase in EBCT
(particularly for BAC).
3.4. Mass balance for organics in the filtration system
In the determination of the organics mass balance, the desig-
nations permeate, reversible and irreversible foulant in the MF
system refer to the organics in permeate, backwash water and
irreversibly attached in/on the membrane, respectively. For cycle
1 filtration of the untreated BTSE, the organics in the permeate
accounted for 94%, 93% and 88% of the total DOC, protein and
carbohydrate content, respectively. Hence only small proportions
of these organics were rejected by the MF membrane due to their
hydrophilic nature. Lower proportions of these organics were
rejected after pre-treatment of the BTSE. The rejection of these
organics was greater for the alum-coagulated BTSE than for the
BAC- and GAC-treated samples (Fig. 3).
The reversible foulants caused higher fouling resistance than
the irreversible foulants (Fig. 3), which indicates that the majority
of foulants were loosely attached to the membrane surface. For the
untreated BTSE, 7%, 13% and 19% of DOC was tightly attached to the
membrane after cycle 1, cycle 2 and cycle 3, respectively (Fig. 3a).
Protein contributed more to irreversible fouling with successive
filtration cycles than DOC or carbohydrate (Fig. 3b). Peldszus et al.
[6] reported similar results for drinking water where irreversible
fouling was related to the accumulation of proteins in/onto UF
membrane. Fig. 3c shows that the carbohydrate content contrib-
uted more to the reversible than the irreversible foulant than
protein and DOC content over the filtration cycles, although some
small polysaccharide molecules would likely be able to enter the
pores and so may also have contributed to hydraulically irrever-
sible fouling [5]. However, all three treatments could reduce these
Fig. 1. Effect of pre-treatment on fouling by BTSE (a) filterability (b) fouling reversibility (data points are average values of duplicate samples).
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foulants (in terms of DOC, protein and carbohydrate), but to
varying degrees. There was a lower reduction in reversible and
irreversible foulants by coagulation (markedly low reduction of
carbohydrate) than by BAC or GAC treatment. Longer contact time
for both BAC and GAC treatment increased the reduction of these
foulants. There was a marked reduction in reversible foulants for
60 min EBCT for BAC treatment.
3.5. Characterisation of the impact of the pre-treatment of BTSE on
membrane fouling
3.5.1. Fluorescence EEM spectra
The fluorescence regional integration (FRI) method [18] was
applied to quantify the changes in fluorescent organic matter after
the various pre-treatments of the BTSE. The spectral volumes were
integrated under the following five EEM regions. Regions I (Ex/Em:
220–270 nm/280–330 nm) and II (Ex/Em: 220–270 nm/330–
380 nm) correspond to the fluorescence response of aromatic
proteins (such as tyrosine and tryptophan). Regions III (Ex/Em:
220–270 nm/380–550 nm), IV (Ex/Em: 270–440 nm/280–380 nm)
and V (Ex/Em: 270–440 nm/380–550 nm) are associated with
fulvic acid-like materials, soluble microbial products (SMPs, e.g.,
proteins and polysaccharide-like materials) and humic acid-like
materials, respectively. The BTSE displayed a higher fluorescence
intensity for the humic acid-like substances, which contributed
60% of the total fluorescence, whereas the fulvic-like substances
contributed 25%, the SMPs about 8%, and fluorescent aromatic
proteins the remainder (Fig. 4). The relative proportions of the
different fluorescent organics were fairly similar for the BTSE
before and after the various treatments.
There was retention of the fluorescent organics by the mem-
brane for BTSE and for all three types of pre-treated samples,
indicating that fluorescent organics were involved in membrane
fouling. The retention of the fluorescent organics increased with
successive filtration cycles. However, all pre-treatments reduced
the fluorescent organics in all regions, and coagulation led to a
lower reduction in the fluorescent organic matter in all regions
than the BAC treatment which in turn was less than for the GAC
treatment. Longer contact time for both BAC and GAC treatment
increased the reduction of fluorescent organics. The reductions in
fluorescent humic-like substances were consistent with the reduc-
tion of UVA254 for different EBCT for both the treatment processes
(Table 1).
3.5.2. Fractionation of the organic matter
To obtain a better understanding of the organic composition of
the treated and untreated BTSE, the organic matter was separated
into hydrophobic (HPO), hydrophilic (HPI) and transphilic (TPI)
fractions using the rapid resin fractionation technique as described
in Section 2.6. The HPI fraction, consisting predominantly of
proteins and polysaccharides, was the dominant fraction present
in BTSE (52%), followed by the HPO fraction consisting largely of
humic substances (34%) and then the TPI fraction consisting of low
UV-absorbing organics (14%).
The reductions in the fractions by coagulation were lower than
by BAC and by GAC treatment (Fig. 5), consistent with the overall
DOC reduction (Table 1). There was a greater reduction in all
organic fractions after GAC than after BAC treatment. Longer
contact times for both BAC and GAC treatment further reduced
the organic fractions. In terms of the relative proportion of organic
fractions in DOC after pre-treatments, the ratios of HPI/DOC and
HPO/DOC were 0.54 and 0.32, respectively, after coagulation. For
20 min EBCT, the ratios of HPI/DOC and HPO/DOC were 0.55 and
0.31 for BAC, and 0.59 and 0.27 for GAC treatment, respectively. A
similar trend for organic fractions/DOC ratios occurred for 40 and
60 min EBCT for BAC and GAC treatment. Hence there was a
greater proportion of HPI organics and a lower proportion of HPO
organics present after GAC than after BAC treatment of BTSE. There
was a similar proportion of TPI in the BTSE after GAC and BAC
treatment, but it was lower after coagulation.
Fig. 2. UMFI values for total fouling.
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3.5.3. LC-OCD
The organic compounds were separated according to their mole-
cular size into biopolymers (proteins, protein-like substances, poly-
saccharide and polysaccharide-like substances, MWZ20,000 Da),
humic substances (MW¼1000–20,000 Da), building blocks (humic-
like material of lower molecular weight, MW¼300–500 Da), low
molecular weight acids, and low molecular weight neutrals
(MWo350 Da) by liquid chromatography with organic carbon detec-
tion (LC-OCD) (Fig. 6a).
By calculation, biopolymers were retained by the membrane
more than humic substances, followed by building blocks then low
MW organics (Fig. 6b), indicating that biopolymers played an
important role in MF membrane fouling. GAC treatment removed
less biopolymer than coagulation which in turn was less than for
the BAC treatment (Fig. 6b). Humic substances and building blocks
were more effectively removed by GAC than by BAC, or by
coagulation. The reduction in humic substances resulting from
the treatment processes as shown by LC-OCD analysis followed the
same trend as the reduction in UVA254 (Table 1). There was greater
removal of low MW organics by GAC than by BAC treatment,
whereas coagulation did not remove these molecules. Longer
contact times for both BAC and GAC treatment gave greater
reductions in humic substances, building blocks and low MW
neutrals (Fig. 6b). The reduction in biopolymers increased from
31% to 49% when EBCT increased from 20 to 60 min for BAC
treatment, whereas increasing EBCT did not increase the reduction
of these molecules for GAC treatment.
4. Discussion
The BTSE exhibited a high potential to cause hydraulically
irreversible fouling of the MF membrane, and hence would lead
to the necessity for frequent chemical cleaning of the membrane.
Generally, the presence of high MW organics (biopolymers and
humic substances) usually leads to reversible fouling as they form a
gel layer on the membrane surface and lead to a sharp flux decline.
A similar explanation was given by Qu et al. [19] that a cake layer
formed on the surface of a UF membrane due to the larger organic
components in the dissolved extracellular organic matter. Low MW
organics, which usually block the membrane pores partially or
completely, contribute to irreversible fouling resistance and also
lead to flux decline. Similar results were observed by Ayache et al.
[20] who suggested that the adsorption of the low MW neutral
compounds was closely related to hydraulically irreversible fouling.
Both reversible and irreversible filtration resistance increased with
successive filtration cycles. Irreversible fouling resistance increased
relatively more with successive cycles due to the protein content,
which gradually built up on and inside the membrane.
Biopolymers were retained by the membrane more than
humics and low MW organics due to their larger size, and
contributed to a large extent of the fouling of MF membranes. As
determined by mass balance, the carbohydrate content contrib-
uted more to the reversible foulant than the protein and DOC
content as a whole. This was attributed to a size exclusion effect
since polysaccharides are generally larger than proteins [21], and
generally lead to the formation of a cake layer on the membrane
surface. There was retention of fluorescent organics of the BTSE by
the membrane before and after various treatments. However, all
three pre-treatments reduced the concentration of these organic
substances. This occurred by adsorption of these molecules by
GAC, and by adsorption and microbial breakdown of these mole-
cules by BAC. Coagulation reduced these organics mainly due to
charge neutralization, however the reduction was significantly
lower than for BAC and GAC treatment. Similar to the removal of
the fluorescent humics, the removal of humic substances, building
blocks and UVA254 was less by coagulation than by BAC or by GAC
treatment. There was greater removal of these molecules by GAC
than by BAC treatment. This was due to the partial blockage of
pores of the activated carbon, thereby reducing the adsorption
capacity of the BAC filter (Supplementary Table S1).
Coagulation gave less improvement in flux than the BAC and
GAC treatment. BAC led to greater improvement in flux than GAC
Fig. 3. Mass balances for organics in the MF system (a) DOC (b) protein and
(c) carbohydrate contents (data points are average values of duplicate samples).
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treatment, although BAC gave lower DOC, protein and carbohy-
drate removal efficiency. This occurred due to the breakdown of
biopolymers by the micro-organisms and possible retention of
those molecules by the biofilm attached to the carbon particles in
the BAC column [22]. On the other hand, the biopolymers were
minimally adsorbed by GAC because their molecular size is
approximately larger than 2 nm, as reported by Moore et al.
[23] and cited by Gibert et al. [24], which is larger than the
average micropore diameter of the activated carbon
(Supplementary Table S1). Summers and Roberts [25] and Velten
et al. [26] reported similar results regarding biopolymers not
being retained by GAC due to the size exclusion effect. The
relative proportions of the organics showed that the protein
and carbohydrate contents were relatively higher after GAC than
after BAC treatment, thus leading to greater improvement in flux
by BAC treatment.
Fig. 4. EEM spectra volumes of the BTSE, coagulation, BAC- and GAC-treated samples and their corresponding permeate with successive filtration (data points are average
values of duplicate samples).
Fig. 5. Organic fractions in BTSE, coagulation, BAC- and GAC-treated samples (data points are average values of duplicate samples).
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Coagulation minimally removed the low MW organics whereas
both BAC and GAC treatment removed these compounds. These
molecules are hydrophilic in nature and so are likely to be
biodegradable [27], and they can also be adsorbed by activated
carbon. Gibert et al. [24] made a similar observation that low MW
organics are more prone to be adsorbed as they can easily diffuse
into the carbon pores. However, these organics have less impact on
the membrane fouling due to their small size.
Longer EBCT for both GAC and BAC increased the reduction of
organic matter which contributed to the flux improvement. During
the GAC treatment, longer contact time would reduce the fluid
shear on deposited organic molecules [28] which generally
improves the organics removal and so would have contributed to
the flux improvement. With increased EBCT (60 min cf. 40 min cf.
20 min), the flux was higher after BAC than after GAC treatment.
This was likely due to the biodegradation of slowly biodegradable
organic matter [29] leading to greater breakdown of the organics
and consequently improved filterability. Therefore, longer contact
time in BAC treatment would lead to a significant improvement in
flux for the BTSE for constant pressure filtration, or the reduction
of pressure increases for constant flux filtration which is normally
used for full-scale wastewater reclamation plants.
5. Conclusions
This study investigated the impact of BAC, GAC and coagulation
as a pre-treatment of BTSE for improving MF performance using a
multi-cycle filtration approach, and the effect of EBCT on the BAC
and GAC treatment. Characterisation of the organics in the BTSE
Fig. 6. (a) LC-OCD chromatograms of the BTSE, BTSE permeate, coagulation, BAC- and GAC-treated samples (20 min EBCT) (b) DOC concentration of the BTSE, BTSE permeate,
coagulated, BAC- and GAC-treated samples according to the fraction analysed by LC-OCD.
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using LC-OCD indicated that high MW substances such as biopo-
lymers and humic substances were responsible for the majority of
the fouling of the MF membrane due to their larger size. The
contribution of carbohydrate to the hydraulically reversible fouling
was greater than that of the protein content. This was likely due to
the size exclusion effect and its hydrophilic interaction with the
membrane. The increase in the hydraulically reversible and
irreversible filtration resistance with successive filtration cycles
was attributed mostly to the protein content of the feedwater,
which deposited on and inside the membrane.
Coagulation led to little removal of the biopolymers and humic
substances, resulting in little improvement in the flux after the
first cycle. GAC treatment led to substantial removal of DOC but
had little impact on improving the flux compared with BAC
treatment. This was due to the preferential removal by GAC of
low and medium MW DOC rather than high MWmaterials such as
biopolymers which were responsible for the flux decline. The
micro-organisms on the BAC were effective in biodegrading the
biopolymers and the humic substances were adsorbed by the
carbon, resulting in reduced accumulation of organics on and in
the membrane. A mass balance for the organic content confirmed
that BAC led to greater reduction in both reversible and irrever-
sible foulants than GAC treatment. The extent of membrane
fouling reduction was directly related to the EBCT for both BAC
and GAC treatment, the greater reduction for BAC being due to the
biodegradation activity.
Therefore, BAC treatment could be considered as a means for
the effective removal of organic substances within the BTSE which
lead to membrane fouling and thus to enhance the performance of
MF. Future work to investigate the long term efficiency of BAC
treatment prior to MF is required. Moreover, the combination of
other pre-treatment systems, and investigation of chemical clean-
ing of the membrane should be considered to enable enhanced
fouling control.
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Supplementary Information for Chapter 5 
 
 
Table S1. Properties of the activated carbon used in the columns 
Physical properties Virgin GAC Used GAC (age 
160 days) 
Used BAC  
(age 340 days)  
Surface area          (BET m
2
/g) 1017 736 413 
Total pore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.716     0.484     0.375 
Micropore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.297     0.079     0.014 
Micropore content (%)    93   97   97 
Mesopore content  (%)       5     3     3 
Macropore content (%)      2     0     0 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
Assessment of biological activated carbon treatment to control membrane 
 fouling in reverse osmosis of secondary effluent for reuse in irrigation 
 
 
Since wastewater reuse is a potential solution for reducing water shortage, secondary effluent 
could be an alternative source of water for irrigation purposes. However, secondary effluent 
contains inorganics as well as organics and particulates. Therefore, reverse osmosis (RO) 
could be used for wastewater reclamation which could eliminate associated hazards and risks 
(particularly elevated concentrations of inorganics such as Na, Mg and Ca ions) before being 
used for irrigation in agriculture. However, the organic fouling, inorganic fouling and 
potential biofouling of the RO membrane remains a major barrier for the sustainable 
application of this process. In this chapter, BAC was investigated as a pre-treatment to reduce 
the organic fouling and biofouling potential of a RO membrane for the desalination of a 
moderately saline secondary effluent to be used for agricultural purposes. This particular 
secondary effluent is too saline for long term use for the irrigation of the target market garden 
crops. This chapter was published in Desalination. 
Assessment of biological activated carbon treatment to control membrane
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• BAC pre-treatment of secondary effluent for RO was investigated.
• BAC treatment led to improved RO performance.
• Biofouling potential was evaluated using BDOC, AOC and BRP.
• BAC effectively reduced organic- and bio-fouling potential of BTSE.
• BAC followed by MF showed promise for controlling RO fouling.
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Biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) is being used increasingly as a source of water for irrigation pur-
poses. Biological activated carbon (BAC) was investigated as a pre-treatment to reduce the organic fouling and
biofouling potential of reverse osmosis (RO) membranes for the desalination of a moderately saline BTSE to be
used for agricultural purposes. The BAC reduced the organic content through biodegradation by themicroorgan-
isms and adsorption by the activated carbon, and subsequent microfiltration (0.1 μm PVDF) further reduced the
organic content and thus fouling of the RO membrane. The BAC treatment was shown to effectively reduce the
biodegradable dissolved organic carbon and assimilable organic carbon contents, and the bacterial regrowth po-
tential, thus confirming its potential for mitigating biofouling of the RO membrane. The improved RO perfor-
mance demonstrated that this process was effective for reducing the fouling propensity of the BTSE to enable
its sustainable application for producing an effluent with a high reuse potential for irrigation purposes. The RO
permeate can then be blended with untreated water to produce a product with a suitable inorganic content
for irrigation.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Water reclamation is growing in response to the need to provide al-
ternative sources of water, particularly for irrigation purposes. Biologi-
cally treated secondary effluent (BTSE), a favoured target for water
reclamation, often contains high concentrations of dissolved andmacro-
molecular organic substances, inorganic compounds, colloidal and
suspended particles, and micro-organisms, which present a risk to sus-
tainable agricultural production and groundwater quality. Therefore,
secondary treated municipal wastewater requires further treatment to
eliminate associated hazards and risks before it can be used for irriga-
tion in agriculture.
Reverse osmosis (RO) has become a viable technology for wastewa-
ter reclamation [1,2] and the large-scale application of this process has
been increasing rapidly worldwide due to process improvements, reli-
able operation, small footprint, easy maintenance and capacity exten-
sion. However, membrane fouling remains a major barrier for the
sustainable application of RO for the treatment of secondary effluent.
The fouling can be organic (deposition of organic matter), inorganic
(deposition of inorganic compounds such as BaSO4, CaSO4 and CaCO3
on the membrane surface), particulate (deposition of suspended parti-
cles), or due to microbes (colonization and proliferation of bacteria lead
to the development of a biofilm on themembrane surface), and combina-
tions of these. Thismeans that appropriate pre-treatment of thewastewa-
ter is critical for the successful long-term performance of RO.
Microfiltration (MF) is frequently used as a pre-treatment to RO in
wastewater reclamation [3]. Although BTSE has already undergone bio-
logical treatment, it still contains some biodegradable matter as shown
by various authors [4–6] and this can lead to biofouling of membranes
during water reclamation processes [7]. There is also potential for the
MF permeate to still contain biodegradable material which can lead to
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biofouling of the RO membrane. However as the productivity of the MF
process is reduced by the deposition of (mainly) organic matter, pre-
treatment of the feed is required for decreasing the organic matter con-
centration. Several pre-treatments such as coagulation, ozonation, pow-
dered activated carbon (PAC), anion exchange resin (AER), slow sand
filtration (SSF) and biological activated carbon (BAC) filtration have
been studied for improving the treatment performance of low pressure
membrane processes. Nguyen and Roddick [8] showed that PAC or AER
could remove dissolved organic matter but did not improve the perfor-
mance of MF as they did not effectively remove highly fouling com-
pounds such as biopolymers. Zheng et al. [9] noted that SSF could
improve the performance of UF for secondary effluent treatment by re-
moval of biopolymers; they also noted that other important foulants
such as humic substances were not reduced due to the low adsorption
capacity of the sand media.
Biological filtration is generally effective for decreasing the biode-
gradable organic matter content of drinking water which limits the
growth of biofilm on the membrane surface [10–12]. Bacterial growth
depends on the concentration of biodegradable organic matter [13]
which is typically quantified as biodegradable dissolved organic carbon
(BDOC) and assimilable organic carbon (AOC). BDOC represents the
fraction of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) which is assimilated and/or
mineralized by a heterotrophic microflora [14]. AOC is the fraction of
total organic carbonwhich is utilised by bacteria resulting in an increase
in biomass concentration [15]. Escobar et al. [15] noted that dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) and BDOC are generally more related to higher
molecular weight (MW) organics, whereas lower MW organics are
quantified as AOC. Both are indicators of bacterial regrowth potential.
We have shown that BAC effectively reduced organic fouling of the
membrane in the MF of a BTSE [16] and so it may also be useful for re-
ducing the biofouling potential for ROmembraneswhen the BTSE is de-
salinated, for example, for use in agriculture.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of BAC
followed byMF prior to RO for the treatment of amoderately saline sec-
ondary effluent with a view to its use for agricultural purposes. The aim
was to improve themembrane performance bymitigation of the organ-
ic and biofouling potential, and to increase the productivity of water for
irrigation use. Several advanced organic matter characterisation tech-
niques, including size exclusion chromatography using liquid chroma-
tography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD), attenuated total
reflectance-fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) and fluorescence ex-
citation–emissionmatrix (EEM) spectroscopywere used to gain a better
insight into the impact of the various treatments on the characteristics
of the organics in the BTSE. The potential for biofouling of the ROmem-
brane was measured in terms of low MW compounds, assimilable AOC
and BDOC, and by the bacterial regrowth potential (BRP).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Source of biologically treated secondary effluent
The BTSEwas collected froma localwastewater treatment plant. The
treatment plant uses an activated sludge-lagoon treatment process. The
sewage is treated by passing through activated sludge pondswith anox-
ic and aerobic zoneswhere bacteria break down the organicmatter. The
biologically treated effluent then passes through a clarifier and a series
of lagoons before it is transferred to the storage ponds. Samples were
stored at 4 °C to minimize changes in the constituents of the water
and warmed to room temperature (22 ± 2 °C) prior to all tests.
2.2. Pre-treatment
2.2.1. BAC treatment
The BAC column was constructed of glass, with an effective carbon
bed height and internal diameter of 22 cm and 2.3 cm, respectively.
The column was operated in continuous down flow mode with an
empty bed contact time of 40 min. The column was backwashed with
feed for 10 min every 14 days to avoid physical clogging of the media.
Prior to packing the BAC column, the activated carbon (GAC 1300,
Activated Carbon Technology Ltd, Australia) was inoculated with acti-
vated sludge, provided with additional nutrient sources (N, P and
C) and aerated over 5 days to promote the growth of biofilm on the sur-
face of the carbon. It was thenwashedwithMilli-Qwater to remove ex-
cess biofilm and transferred to a column, and the BTSEwas then used as
the feed to the column. The reduction in dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
was fairly constant (30 ± 3%) after 90 days operation, indicating that
equilibriumhad been established. The results reportedhere are for sam-
ples collected after 22 months of BAC operation. The properties of the
coal-based granular activated carbon can be found elsewhere [16].
2.2.2. Microfiltration
Microfiltration was conducted using a stirred cell of dead-end con-
figuration (Amicon 8050, effective membrane area 13.4 cm2) with hy-
drophilic PVDF membranes (0.1 μm, Millipore VVLP). The trans-
membrane pressure was 50 kPa and was regulated using compressed
nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed was 430 rpm. Prior to a filtration run,
each membrane was soaked in Milli-Q water for 2 h to remove mem-
brane preservatives. Filtration was conducted at room temperature
(22 ± 2 °C). When BAC treatment alone was used, the BAC-treated
BTSE was filtered (5 μm glass micro-fibre filter, Whatman) to remove
any particulate matter prior to RO.
2.3. Reverse osmosis membrane set-up
A cross flow flat-sheet membrane (SEPA CF Polyamide RO AGmem-
brane, GE Osmonics) was used for the RO tests. Prior to each experi-
ment, each RO membrane was soaked overnight in Milli-Q water at
4 °C then deionisedwaterwas passed through themembrane at a trans-
membrane pressure of 12 bar to allowmembrane compaction andmin-
imize any other inherent causes of flux decline. The system was
operated in cross flow mode at a constant pressure of 12 bar and the
cross-flow rate was adjusted to 0.1 m/s. The flow rate was logged by a
computer. Each experiment was undertaken as a single run. Both per-
meate and concentratewere collected for determining thewater recov-
ery and analysis of water quality. The temperature of the feed solution
was maintained at room temperature (22 ± 2 °C).
2.4. Analytical methods
DOC and ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (UVA254) were deter-
mined using a Sievers 820 total organic carbon analyser and UV/vis
spectrophotometer (UV2, Unicam), respectively. All samples were fil-
tered (0.45 μm cellulose acetate) before these analyses. The turbidity
and electrical conductivity (EC) of the water samples were measured
with a turbidity meter (Hach, 2100P) and conductivity meter (Hach
Sension 5), respectively. Total dissolved solids (TDS) was measured
using the ASTM Standard D5907-10 method. The inorganic content of
the water samples was determined by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Varian ICP-OES, USA).
The biodegradability of the organic content in water samples was
assessed as biodegradable dissolved organic carbon (BDOC) using the
assay developed by Joret and Levi [17] and modified by Volk et al. [18].
A bioluminescence-based AOC test using Vibrio fischeriMJ-1 as de-
veloped by Jeonget al. [19]wasused to estimate thebiofoulingpotential
ofwater samples. Itwasmodified by the adjustment of theNaCl concen-
tration of samples to 0.5 M since V. fischeriMJ-1 is sensitive to salinity.
The V. fischeri MJ-1 from an overnight marine agar plate was washed
with culture medium three times and the luminescence was measured
using aWallac 1420 VICTOR2™ plate reader (PerkinElmer Inc., US). The
bacteria in the water samples were removed by filtration (0.22 μm PES
filter) and predetermined cell numbers of V. fischeriMJ-1 were added to
the sample (2 mL). A 24 multi-well plate (353047-BD Falcon™) was
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used. The plates were then incubated at 25 °C in the plate reader and
bioluminescence was measured automatically every 5 min for 1 h.
AOC concentration was calculated by subtracting the initial cell number
from the maximum cell number (the highest luminescence intensity
minus the initial luminescence intensity). All measurements were per-
formed in at least triplicate. Glucose was used for the standard curve,
and the AOC concentration was reported as μg-C glucose equivalents/L.
The bacterial re-growth potential (BRP) was tested to estimate the
biostability of water samples using a modified method based on those
used for surface water samples. Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 was
used since this strain, which is usually present in water, shows a linear
relationship of growth with carbon source concentration and displays
rapid growth in all types of water. The bacteria already present in the
water samples were removed by filtration (0.22 μm PES). The samples
were then inoculated with a known concentration of log phase
P. aeruginosa PA01 grown overnight in Luria Bertani broth, and incubat-
ed in a 24multi-well plate (coveredwith parafilm tominimize evapora-
tion) for 2 days at 37 °C at 200 rpm on a shaker. Cell growth was
measured in terms of optical density, and as colony forming units by
plating serial dilutions on Luria Bertani agar. BRP was reported in
terms of growth of P. aeruginosa PAO1 in the water samples (cells/mL).
The protein content of the water samples was determined using the
bicinchoninic acid (BCA)method using a QPBCA QuantiPro™ BCA Assay
Kit (Sigma Aldrich) and bovine serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich) as the
standard protein. The carbohydrate content of the water samples was
measured using the phenol-sulfuric method [20] and D-glucose was
used as the standard carbohydrate.
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the water samples
was analysed using liquid chromatography with organic carbon detec-
tion (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor) at the Water Research Centre of
the University of New SouthWales (UNSW), Australia. The LC unit sep-
arates organic compounds according to molecular size and the separat-
ed compounds are detected by online detectors. All samples were
filtered (0.45 μm cellulose acetate) prior to LC-OCD analysis.
The surface of the fouled membranes was analysed using ATR-FTIR
spectrometry (100 FTIR spectrometer, PerkinElmer). The membranes
were dried overnight at room temperature prior to ATR-FTIR analysis.
The fluorescence excitation–emissionmatrix (EEM) spectra ofwater
sampleswere obtained using a PerkinElmer LS55 Spectrometer over ex-
citation and emission wavelength ranges of 220–465 nm and
280–550 nm, respectively. The bandwidth for both excitation and emis-
sion was 5 nm and the scanning speed was set at 700 nm/min. The
second-order Rayleigh light scattering was avoided by using a 290 nm
emission cut-off filter.
3. Results and discussion
The BTSE was subjected to various treatments: to stand alone treat-
ments of MF and BAC, and to BAC followed byMF, after which the treat-
ed effluent was treated by RO. Filtration (5 μm) after BAC treatment
alonewas used for removing any particulatematter prior to RO. This fil-
ter appears to be cost effective and is generally used by thewater indus-
try prior to RO filtration.
3.1. Impact of pre-treatment on feed water quality and the performance of
RO
The water quality of BTSE after the different treatment processes is
shown in Table 1. There was a small decrease (maximum of 2%) in EC
after each treatment. The DOC and UVA254 reduction by MF was 8%
and 13%, indicating the preferential rejection of humic substances by
the MF membrane. A higher proportion of carbohydrate (13–15%)
than protein content (10–12%) was retained by the MF membrane.
This was attributed to size exclusion effects since polysaccharides are
generally larger than proteins [16,21]. The removal of turbidity by MF
was 90%, indicating good removal of particles.
The DOC and UVA254 were effectively reduced, 25% and 40%, respec-
tively, by the BAC process. This is lower than the 34% DOC removal ob-
tained by Aryal et al. [22] for a BAC column which had been in use for
2 months. However, as noted in Section 2.2.1, the column gave DOC re-
moval of 30% after 3 months use which compares favourably with that
reported by Aryal et al., and the results show good performance of the
column after 22 months service. The difference in performance can be
attributed to newly established BAC systems having greater adsorption
capacity which gradually decreases with service time. The organic con-
tent was reduced due to biodegradation by the microorganisms in the
biofilm and adsorption by the activated carbon. There was a greater re-
duction in protein than carbohydrate by BAC due to the greater biode-
gradability of extracellular proteins compared with polysaccharide-
like substances, as reported by Flemming and Wingender [23] and
cited by Haberkamp et al. [24]. The reduction in turbidity (70%) implies
that the BAC process could reduce cake layer formation on theMFmem-
brane surface by removing particulate materials in the feed water [25].
Therewas further reduction in the values of all water quality charac-
teristics after MF of the BAC-treated samples. Subsequent RO led to ef-
fectively complete removal of the organic content and particulates
after the different pre-treatment processes.
Therewas a slightly higher ROflux for BAC followed byMF than after
BAC treatment alone which in turn was higher than for MF-treated
BTSE, and the permeate volume of 1 L was reached after 7, 8 and 10 h,
respectively. This was consistent with our previous results showing
that BAC treatment effectively improves MF flux for BTSE [16,26]. The
water recovery for the RO step for BTSE pre-treated by MF, BAC, and
BAC followed by MFwas 83%, 86% and 88% respectively. Therefore,
BAC followed by MF prior to RO led to improved flux performance and
hence increased productivity of the RO process.
3.2. Characterisation of the changes in organic components after the vari-
ous pre-treatments
3.2.1. Size exclusion chromatography
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic matter
was analysed using size exclusion chromatography by LC-OCD since
molecular size of the organics impacts the membrane flux. The organic
compounds were separated according to their molecular size into bio-
polymers (proteins, protein-like substances, polysaccharide and
polysaccharide-like substances, MW ≥ 20,000 Da), humic substances
(MW 1000–20,000 Da), building blocks (breakdown product of humic
substances,MW300–500Da), lowmolecularweight acids, and lowmo-
lecularweight neutrals (MW b 350 Da). The organicswere eluted based
onmolecular size, the larger organics were eluted first followed by pro-
gressively smaller organics. Details of this technique can be found else-
where [27]. All types of organic fraction were retained by the MF
membrane and so contributed to the fouling of the membrane (Fig. 1).
More biopolymers than humic substances were retained by the mem-
brane, followed by building blocks and low MW organics, indicating
that these high MW organics played an important role in reducing the
performance of MF.
BAC treatment led to significant reduction in biopolymers, humic
substances, building blocks and low MW organics due to adsorption
and microbial breakdown of these molecules. There was greater
removal of low MW organics (70%) than high MW organics such as
Table 1
Characteristics of the BTSE before and after various treatments.
Sample EC
(μS/cm)
DOC
(mg/L)
UVA254
(/cm)
Turbidity
(NTU)
Protein
(mg/L)
Carbohydrate
(mg/L)
BTSE 1780 11.20 0.258 1.95 12.68 10.56
BTSE + MF 1765 10.28 0.224 0.20 11.35 8.98
BTSE + BAC 1758 8.38 0.154 0.58 6.96 7.20
BTSE+ BAC +MF 1742 7.72 0.137 0.15 6.12 6.23
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biopolymers (54%) and humic substances (56%) by BAC treatment.
These organics have greater biodegradability than high MW organics
due to their greater tendency to be attacked by enzymes [28]. Overall,
BAC treatment followed byMF further reduced all types of organic frac-
tions, thus improving the RO performance.
3.2.2. Fluorescence EEM spectra
The fluorescence regional integration (FRI) technique developed by
Chen et al. [29] which integrates the spectral volumes under the differ-
ent EEM regions was employed to quantify the changes in the fluores-
cent organic matter after each treatment. There was rejection of all
types of fluorescent organics by theMFmembrane, indicating that fluo-
rescent organics were involved in membrane fouling (Fig. 2). The fluo-
rescent AP and SMPs were retained more by the membrane than the
humic-like substances (both HA- and FA-like substances), indicating
the importance of these substances in the fouling. BAC treatment mark-
edly reduced the fluorescent organics in all regions, which indicates the
loss of aromatic content [30]. This was due to the breakdown (such as
reduction in the extent of the π-electron system, decrease in the num-
ber of aromatic rings and conjugated bonds, conversion of linear ring
to non-linear ring systems or elimination of carbonyI, hydroxyl, alkoxyl,
amino groups and carboxyl functional groups) [31,32] and adsorption of
fluorescentmolecules. BAC followed byMF further reduced the fluores-
cent organics in all regions, consistent with a better flux profile and re-
duced potential for organic fouling in the subsequent RO step. The
reductions in the fluorescent substances aligned with the reduction in
UVA254 and the different molecular size fractions resulting from the
treatment processes (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
3.2.3. ATR-FTIR
ATR-FTIR was used to characterise the major foulant groups on the
fouled RO membranes (Supplementary Fig. S1). The spectral bands
were assigned according to Cho et al. [33] and Howe et al. [34], and
showed that polysaccharides and polysaccharide-like substances were
Fig. 1. LC-OCD chromatograms of the BTSE, MF-treated BTSE, BAC-treated BTSE and BAC followed by MF-treated BTSE samples.
Fig. 2. EEM spectrum volumes of the BTSE, MF-treated BTSE, BAC-treated BTSE and BAC-treated BTSE+MF samples (note: AP= aromatic protein, FA= fulvic acid-like, SMPs= soluble
microbial products, HA = humic acid-like).
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present, as were humic-like substances and protein and protein-like
substances. The transmittance at the assigned bands was relatively
lower for MF-treated than BAC-treated BTSE, indicating that BAC was
more effective for reducing the organic matter than MF, leading to less
deposition of organics on the surface of theROmembrane. BAC followed
by MF further increased the transmittance compared with BAC- and
MF-treated BTSE alone, indicating that there was less of these foulants
residing on the RO membrane.
3.3. Biofouling potential reduction by pre-treatment
The BTSE contained a significant concentration of low MW com-
pounds, the presence of which leads to bacterial growth and re-
growth [35,36], i.e., risk of biofouling of downstream RO membranes.
Some of these molecules were rejected by the MF membrane, although
the majority passed through the membrane due to their small size/
molecular weight (b350 Da). As shown in Fig. 1, the concentrations of
these molecules were significantly decreased by the BAC treatment
which would then decrease the risk of biofouling. When BAC treatment
was followed byMF, there was little further reduction of these organics.
Consistent with the trend for the concentrations of the low MW
compounds, there were increasing reductions in the BDOC, AOC and
BRP after MF, BAC and MF + BAC (Table 2). When BAC was followed
by MF, there were decreases in the BDOC, AOC and BRP of 100%, 61%
and 68%, respectively. Chien et al. [37] reported a similar finding that
BAC was effective for reducing the AOC concentration in drinking
water and obtained a reduction of 58%. Several studies have demon-
strated that bio-filtration was a suitable pre-treatment to prevent bio-
fouling of RO membrane systems as shown by Vrouwenvelder and
van der Kooij [38] who studied 13 pilot plants treating different sources
of drinking and seawater, Wend et al. [39] who studied drinking water,
and Naidu et al. [40] and Jeong and Vigneswaran [41], who utilised it for
seawater. The AOC concentration for both untreated and treated BTSE
was in the range 7–17 μg-C/L which could meet the allowable limit for
drinkingwater quality, as suggested by Chien et al. [37]whomentioned
that for drinking water AOC concentrations up to 50 μg-C/L are consid-
ered biostable. However, the method used by Chien et al. [37] utilised
different organisms (Pseudomonas fluorescens P17) and tested drinking
water which would most likely contain a different suite of organic
compounds and so lead to different results. It is clear from these results
that for BTSE, BAC alone and BAC followed by MF treatment are
very effective for producing permeate which has a markedly lower
biodegradability and as a feed would be much less likely to lead to bio-
fouling of the RO membrane.
3.4. Practical implications for inorganic water quality
The acceptable level of water quality for irrigation is generally de-
fined based on the concentration of each ion and the sodium adsorption
ratio (SAR) value which is related to the relative concentrations of the
Na, Mg and Ca ions. The SAR value for BTSE was approximately 10,
and the concentrations of Na, Mg and Ca ions in the BTSE were 365,
46.5 and 36.3 mg/L, respectively (Table 3). This SAR means that crops
which are classified as sensitive by ANZECC [42] can be irrigated with
this water. Moreover, the absolute concentrations of the Na, Mg and
Ca ions in the BTSE weremarkedly below themaximum concentrations
of these ions (900, 60 and 400mg/L, respectively) recommended by the
Food and Agricultural Organisation [43]. However, the EC of the BTSE
(1780 μS/cm) is too high for long-term irrigation of the range of crops
in the region, and an EC of≤1000 μS/cm is required [44]. The concentra-
tions of other ions in the BTSE were very low, except for P, Si and K. As
expected, there was little change (maximum of 2%) in EC (Table 1), and
consequently little change in the SAR after the pre-treatments.
The ROprocess led to almost complete removal of the inorganic con-
tent from the BTSE. It is therefore suggested that the RO permeate could
be mixed with untreated BTSE (or other suitable water) to provide an
appropriate water quality based on the crop tolerance to SAR value
and to the concentration of various specific ions, and thus trade-off
the operational and capital costs associated with the RO process.
4. Conclusions
The impact of BAC pre-treatment of BTSE for improving RO perfor-
mance in termsof reducing the organic load and the biofoulingpotential
of a biologically treated effluent was investigated. BAC followed by MF
significantly reduced the organic content in the BTSE which led to re-
duced fouling of the RO membrane. The BAC reduced the organics
through biodegradation by the microorganisms and adsorption of
some organics by the activated carbon, whereas the organic content
was reduced byMF due to size exclusion. BAC treatment effectivelymit-
igated the potential for biofouling of the ROmembrane, as confirmed by
the efficient reduction of the concentrations of lowMWorganics, BDOC
and AOC leading to reduced BRP.
Therefore, this study demonstrated that BAC alone and BAC followed
by MF are promising pre-treatments for improving RO performance in
the desalination of BTSE. The RO process almost completely removed
the inorganic content from the BTSE. It is therefore recommended that
RO permeate be blended with BTSE to produce a product with suitable
inorganic ion concentrations for irrigation. The SAR value and the abso-
lute concentrations of Na, Mg and Ca in the BTSE meant that crops clas-
sified as sensitive could be irrigated with this water. However, the EC of
the BTSE was too high for the long-term irrigation of many crops in the
region inwhich it is to be used, hence the un-treated BTSE can be blend-
ed with RO permeate in a ratio of 1:1 for safe irrigation. Further work to
investigate the long-term impact of BAC followed by MF pre-treatment
of BTSE prior to RO at pilot scale and in full scale systems is required.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2015.01.040.
Table 3
Characteristics of the inorganic contents before and after treatment.
Sample EC
(μS/cm)
TDS
(mg/L)
Inorganic content (mg/L)
Al Si P Ca Mg K Na Cu Ni Ba Zn Fe Co Mn Cr Br
BTSE 1780 1080 0.17 20.8 18.5 36.3 46.5 38.3 365 0.03 0.05 0.006 0.10 0.46 0.002 0.02 0.09 1.86
BTSE + MF + RO 20 10 0.08 0.94 0.13 1.20 0.6 1.20 4.0 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.000 0.001 0.01 0.03
BTSE + BAC + RO 16 nd 0.05 0.65 0.12 0.48 0.5 0.75 4.0 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.02 0.000 0.001 0.01 0.02
BTSE + BAC + MF + RO 15 nd 0.01 0.82 0.05 0.10 0.1 0.20 1.0 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.003 0.02 0.000 0.001 0.01 0.03
Table 2
Characteristics of the biofouling potential content before and after treatment.
Sample Biofouling potential component
Low MW compounds
(mg/L)
BDOC
(mg/L)
AOC
(μg-C glucose
equivalents/L)
BRP
(cells/mL)
BTSE 0.343 1.2 17.32 21.3E + 06
BTSE + MF 0.292 1.1 9.52 9.31E + 06
BTSE + BAC 0.101 0.1 7.21 7.44E + 06
BTSE + BAC + MF 0.085 nd 6.71 6.83E + 06
nd means not detected.
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Treatment of secondary effluent with biological activated carbon to reduce fouling of 
microfiltration membranes caused by algal organic matter from Microcystis aeruginosa 
 
 
 
Wastewater stabilisation lagoons frequently suffer from cyanobacterial blooms (particularly 
in summer) which can negatively impact subsequent water reclamation due to fouling of 
membranes by the resultant algal organic matter (AOM). In this chapter, BAC was 
investigated as a pre-treatment for reducing the fouling in the microfiltration of BTSE to 
which AOM had been added. The AOM was extracted from Microcystis aeruginosa in 
stationary phase which had been grown in either MLA growth medium or BTSE and so had 
AOM with different organic composition. This was to enable evaluation of the performance 
of BAC for mitigating fouling by the AOM-containing BTSE with different organic 
components, and the impact on subsequent MF performance. When the BTSE was spiked 
with the cyanotoxin microcystin-LR, the impact of BAC treatment for removal of 
microcystin-LR was also determined. This chapter was published in Journal of Membrane 
Science. 
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a b s t r a c t
Wastewater stabilisation lagoons frequently suffer from cyanobacterial blooms which can negatively
impact subsequent water reclamation due to fouling of membranes by the resultant algal organic matter
(AOM). Biological activated carbon (BAC) was investigated as a pre-treatment for reducing the fouling in
the microfiltration (0.1 mm PVDF) of biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) to which AOM had
been added. The AOM was extracted from Microcystis aeruginosa in stationary phase which had been
grown in either MLA growth medium or BTSE and so had different organic composition. Although
the DOC concentration was the same, the feedwater containing AOM from the MLA culture led to a
greater flux decline than the AOM from the BTSE culture due to its higher biopolymer content
(MWZ20,000 Da). BAC treatment substantially reduced the fouling potential of the BTSE (with and
without the added AOM) due to biodegradation of biopolymers by the microorganisms and adsorption of
humic substances by the activated carbon. When the BTSE was spiked with the cyanotoxin microcystin-
LR, the BAC treatment gave a microcystin reduction of more than 90%. This study demonstrated the
potential of BAC for mitigating the impact of AOM and removing cyanotoxin when treating cyano-
bacterially impacted secondary effluent using low pressure membranes.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Blooms of cyanobacteria, particularly of Microcystis aeruginosa,
may occur in lakes, reservoirs and wastewater treatment lagoons,
and seriously diminish the water quality [1,2] as they usually re-
lease odour, algal organic matter (AOM) and cyanotoxins, such as
microcystins. When wastewater lagoons are impacted, water au-
thorities face the challenge of treating the wastewater con-
taminated with cyanobacteria to enable safe disposal or reuse. Low
pressure membrane (LPM) filtration such as microfiltration (MF)
and ultrafiltration (UF) is being used increasingly for the re-
clamation of wastewater, and has also been used for the treatment
of water which has been impacted by algal blooms [3,4]. AOM
comprises mainly high molecular weight (MW) organics such as
protein-like and polysaccharide-like substances [5] which can
cause severe membrane fouling and lead to decrease in membrane
permeability [3,4]. It has been demonstrated that the presence of
AOM in addition to the effluent organic matter in secondary ef-
fluent can further reduce the efficiency of LPM filtration [6,7], thus
increasing the operating cost. However, Lee and Walker [8] re-
ported that hydrophobic polysulfone UF membrane could remove
91% of microcystin-LR whereas hydrophilic CA membranes ad-
sorbed little or no microcystin-LR. This indicates that the proper-
ties of the membrane can play an important role in the adsorption
and thus removal of these molecules.
Studies show that the fouling potential of the AOM from M.
aeruginosa is greatest at the stationary phase of growth [4,6,9].
Goh et al. [6] reported that the extracellular organic matter caused
greater fouling than the cells during stationary phase. Studies have
shown that proteins in secondary effluent were responsible for the
irreversible fouling of UF and MF membranes [10,11]. A different
result was found by Ayache et al. [12] who reported that low MW
neutral compounds in secondary effluent caused hydraulically ir-
reversible fouling of a UF membrane. To date there have been only
a few studies on the organics in secondary effluent responsible for
the hydraulically irreversible fouling of LPMs, although the or-
ganics in drinking water responsible for fouling have been widely
investigated. For example, Kimura et al. [13,14] reported that
polysaccharides in surface water caused irreversible fouling of a UF
membrane, whereas Peldszus et al. [15] found that protein-like
materials in surface water caused irreversible fouling of UF
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membrane. Peiris et al. [16] reported that both humic and protein-
like substances contributed to hydraulically irreversible fouling of
UF membranes. These inconsistencies arise from the complexity of
the fouling phenomenon due to the heterogeneity of organic
matter and the diversity of the types of membrane used. However,
Henderson et al. [17] demonstrated that the characteristics of AOM
are very different from those of natural organic matter, so the
components responsible for the fouling of MF membranes may be
different in biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) con-
taining AOM.
Pre-treatment of feedwater is commonly used for LPM filtration
for reducing membrane fouling and increasing permeate quality.
Goh et al. [6] demonstrated that coagulation could improve
polymeric membrane MF of secondary effluent containing AOM
derived fromM. aeruginosa. Zhang et al. [18] investigated the effect
of different coagulants (aluminium- and iron-based) for reducing
AOM fouling of a ceramic MF membrane and found that alumi-
nium chlorohydrate was the most cost effective coagulant for
minimising irreversible fouling. Marco et al. [19] noted that the
operational and capital costs of biological treatment processes are
3–10 and 5–20 times lower, respectively, than chemical processes.
We have shown that biological activated carbon (BAC) is a more
effective pre-treatment for foulant removal from BTSE than coa-
gulation [11], however there has been no study of the efficacy of
the BAC process when the wastewater lagoon has been impacted
by an algal bloom.
In the present work, AOM from M. aeruginosa was added to
BTSE to provide an understanding of its impact on the process
when a natural bloom occurs in a wastewater treatment lagoon.
The AOM was produced under two different nutrient conditions:
in MLA growth medium and in BTSE from a municipal wastewater
treatment plant, to produce AOM with different organic compo-
sitions. This was to enable evaluation of the removal of the dif-
ferent organic components by the BAC treatment and the impact
on subsequent MF performance. Determination of the effect of the
BAC treatment on microcystin-LR removal was also undertaken.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Source of BTSE
The BTSE was collected from a storage pond of a local waste-
water treatment plant. It was stored at 4 °C and warmed to room
temperature (2272 °C) prior to all tests. Most of the sewage that
flows into the plant is from residential and commercial sources,
and the remainder is trade waste. The sewage is treated to sec-
ondary standard. This treatment plant uses activated sludge fol-
lowed by a lagoon treatment process. The biologically treated
effluent then passes through a clarifier and a series of lagoons
(residence time often up to 30 days) before it is transferred to
storage ponds prior to disinfection for subsequent reuse. Detailed
characterisation of the BTSE is shown in Table S1 (Supplementary
information). The sewage passes through activated sludge ponds
with anoxic and aerobic zones where bacteria break down the
organic matter. The biologically treated effluent then passes
through a clarifier and a series of lagoons before it is transferred to
storage ponds prior to disinfection for subsequent reuse.
2.2. Cultivation of M. aeruginosa and AOM extraction
M. aeruginosa (CS 566/01-A01) was obtained from the CSIRO
Microalgae Research Centre (Tasmania, Australia). The cyano-
bacteria were grown in MLA medium [20] (see Supplementary
information for formula) and BTSE (after acclimation to this ma-
trix), respectively, under humidified aeration at 22 °C. For both
nutrient conditions, a 16/8 h light/dark cycle was used to simulate
natural light conditions. A correlation was determined between
cyanobacterial cell count according to the method of Hansen [21]
and optical density (OD) at 684 nm, which showed a strong linear
relationship (R2¼0.98). OD at 684 nm was subsequently used for
determining the cell concentration. The dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) concentration was also monitored during the growth of the
M. aeruginosa.
Once the M. aeruginosa reached stationary phase, dissolved
extracellular AOM was extracted by centrifuging the cell suspen-
sion at 3270g for 30 min and then filtering the supernatant (1 mm
Whatman GF/F glass micro-fibre). Stationary phase was reached
after 48 days for the M. aeruginosa grown in the BTSE when the
AOM concentration of 11.2 mg DOC/L was obtained, and after 34
days for the M. aeruginosa in MLA medium for which the AOM
concentration was 82.7 mg DOC/L.
2.3. Feedwater preparation
For the preparation of the MF feedwater, different volumes of
AOM extracted from BTSE and MLA media were added to BTSE
which had an initial DOC concentration of 11.4 mg/L to give a final
DOC concentration of 14.5 mg/L. BTSE with the added AOM de-
rived from theM. aeruginosa grown in BTSE is referred to as BTSEB,
and the BTSE with the added AOM derived from M. aeruginosa
grown in MLA medium is referred to as BTSEM. To examine the
effect of BAC on microcystin removal, and the impact of micro-
cystin on the MF process, microcystin-LR (20 mg/L) was added to
the MF feedwater.
2.4. BAC column start-up and operation
A coal-based granular activated carbon (GAC 1300) was used as
recommended for BAC application by the supplier (Activated
Carbon Technology, Australia); the properties of the activated
carbon are shown in Table S2 (Supplementary information).
The glass BAC column had an effective carbon bed height of
22 cm and internal diameter of 2.3 cm. The column was operated
in continuous down flow mode with an empty bed contact time of
40 min. The column was backwashed for 10 min every 14 days to
avoid physical clogging of the media. Prior to packing the BAC
column, the activated carbon was inoculated with activated
sludge, provided with additional nutrient sources (N, P and C) [22]
and aerated over 5 days to promote the growth of biofilm on the
surface of the carbon. It was then washed with Milli-Q water to
remove excess biofilm and transferred to a column, and BTSE
feed was commenced. The reduction in DOC was fairly constant
(3073%) after 90 days operation, indicating that equilibrium had
been established. The BAC column had been operated con-
tinuously for 19 months when the present work was undertaken.
2.5. Microfiltration experiment set-up
Microfiltration was conducted using a stirred dead-end filtra-
tion cell (Amicon 8050, effective membrane area 13.4 cm2), with
hydrophilic PVDF membranes (0.1 mm, VVLP, Millipore). The ap-
plied trans-membrane pressure (TMP) was 50 kPa which was
regulated using compressed nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed was
430 rpm. The permeate weight (g) was continuously measured
using a digital balance (BS210S, Sartorius, Germany) which was
connected to a computer to monitor the cumulative volumetric
flux (L/m2/h). The normalised flux (J/J0) was calculated by the ratio
of the permeate flux during MF with the effluent samples (J) to the
pure water flux of the membrane (J0). Lower normalised flux (J/J0)
indicates greater membrane fouling. Filtration was conducted at
room temperature (2272 °C).
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Before filtration, each membrane was soaked in Milli-Q water
for 2 h to remove membrane preservatives and then 500 mL of
Milli-Q water was passed through the membrane to compute the
pure water flux. The pure water flux for the virgin membranes
varied by only 3%. Each MF test was comprised of five successive
filtration cycles. After each filtration cycle, the fouled membrane
was backwashed at TMP of 50 kPa with 50 mL Milli-Q water after
inverting the membrane in the cell; it was then returned to its
original orientation and then 100 mL Milli-Q water was passed
through it to enable determination of the fouling reversibility. The
backwash water and permeate was analysed to quantify the or-
ganics bound reversibly and irreversibly. The trend for flux was
found to be consistent between the duplicate runs (varied by
r5%) and only one set of flux data is reported in this paper.
2.6. Fouling resistance calculation
The following equation was used to calculate the fouling re-
sistance [23]:
R
P
J
Rf m=
∆
μ
−
where Rf¼resistance of fouling (/m); ∆P¼trans-membrane
pressure, TMP (N/m2, Pa); m¼dynamic viscosity of water (Ns/m2,
Pa s)¼497103/(Tþ42.5)1.5; T¼feedwater temperature (°C);
J¼permeate flux at the end of the filtration run (m3/m2 s) and
Rm¼resistance of membrane (/m) as determined by pure water
flux.
2.7. Analytical methods
DOC and UV absorbance at 254 nm (UVA254) were determined
using a Sievers 820 TOC analyser and UV/vis spectrophotometer
(UV2, Unicam), respectively. All samples were filtered (0.45 mm)
before these analyses.
Microcystin was obtained from Alexis Biochemicals (Axxora
LLC, San Diego, CA) and its concentration was determined with an
Abraxis Microcystin Strip Test Kit (range 0–10 mg/L) (Abraxis LLC,
Warminster, PA, USA).
The protein content was measured using the bicinchoninic acid
(BCA) method for which the QPBCA QuantiProTM BCA Assay Kit
(Sigma Aldrich) was used. Bovine serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich)
was used as the standard protein, and the detection limit was 0.5–
30 mg/L. The phenol-sulphuric method was used to measure the
carbohydrate content [24] and D-glucose was used as the standard
carbohydrate.
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic
matter was analysed using liquid chromatography with organic
carbon detection (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor, Huber, Germany)
at the Water Research Centre of the University of New South
Wales, Sydney, Australia. The LC unit separates organic compounds
according to molecular size and the separated compounds are
detected by online detectors. All samples were filtered (0.45 mm)
prior to LC-OCD analysis.
The surface of the fouled membranes was analysed using ATR-
FTIR (100 FTIR spectrometer, PerkinElmer) after drying them
overnight at room temperature.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of BAC treatment on water quality
The DOC, UVA254, protein and carbohydrate contents after BAC
treatment of the various feedwaters are shown in Table 1. BAC
treatment gave DOC reductions of 32%, 28% and 26% for BTSE,
BTSEB and BTSEM, respectively. The reduction was attributed to
the adsorption of some organics by the activated carbon and the
biofilm, and the biological oxidation of others. Similar to the trend
for DOC removal, the reduction efficiency of UVA254, protein and
carbohydrate content was greater for BTSE than BTSEB which in
turn was greater than for BTSEM. There was a greater reduction in
protein than carbohydrate content. The lower carbohydrate re-
moval was probably due to the molecules being too large to enter
the pores of the activated carbon as polysaccharides are generally
larger than proteins [25], and lower biodegradability of poly-
saccharide-like substances compared with extracellular proteins,
as reported by Flemming and Wingender [26] and cited by Ha-
berkamp et al. [10].
The relative proportions of protein and carbohydrate contents
of the organics were determined to obtain a better understanding
of the composition of the organic matter before and after the
addition of AOM to BTSE. For BTSE, the ratios of protein/DOC and
carbohydrate/DOC were 1.40 and 1.50, respectively. For BTSEB, the
ratios of protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC were 1.53 and 1.64,
respectively, whereas they were 1.52 and 1.82, respectively, for
BTSEM; thus BTSEM had a higher proportion of carbohydrate than
BTSEB or BTSE. As mentioned earlier, the reduction of protein and
carbohydrate by BAC treatment was greatest for BTSE in terms of
absolute concentration, similarly the reduction in relative con-
centration of those organics was greater for BTSE than BTSEB or
BTSEM.
The composition of AOM released by M. aeruginosa under the
different nutrient conditions was determined in terms of the re-
lative proportion of protein and carbohydrate. The ratios of pro-
tein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC were 154 and 230 for MLA
medium, and 22 and 24 for BTSE, respectively, indicating that
there was a proportionally higher amount of these molecules re-
leased in MLA medium than in BTSE. In terms of AOM production
per cell, each cell grown in MLA released 1.36104 mg/L of
protein and 2.03104 mg/L of carbohydrate, whereas each cell
grown in BTSE released 1.20104 mg/L of protein and
1.28104 mg/L of carbohydrate. Hence the more nutritious MLA
medium led to not only a greater cell population, but each of those
cells released more DOC (Supplementary Fig. S1), protein and
markedly more carbohydrate.
3.2. Fate of microcystin during BAC-MF processes
Growth of M. aeruginosa in MLA led to production of a higher
concentration of microcystin than in BTSE (see BTSEB and BTSEM
in Fig. 1), this was probably due to the higher cell population. The
microcystin in the BTSEB and BTSEM was completely removed by
the BAC treatment. After addition of microcystin (20 mg/L) to the
feed solution, BAC reduced the concentration from 22.5 mg/L to
1 mg/L and 25 mg/L to 2.5 mg/L for BTSEB and BTSEM, respectively.
Table 1
Characteristics of the samples before and after treatment.
Sample DOC (mg/L) UVA254 (cm) Protein (mg
BSA/L)
Carbohydrate
(mg glucose/L)
BTSE 11.3970.04 0.24770.02 15.9670.23 17.0470.18
BAC-treated
BTSE
7.7770.05 0.11070.01 7.9870.20 11.1270.12
BTSEB 14.5470.04 0.28470.02 22.3670.49 23.8870.54
BAC-treated
BTSEB
10.4770.03 0.14270.01 12.5170.27 16.2470.37
BTSEM 14.5770.05 0.29370.03 22.1270.52 26.5570.60
BAC-treated
BTSEM
10.8070.06 0.14870.02 12.7670.72 19.1170.43
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The decrease in microcystin was attributed to removal by micro-
bial degradation and adsorption by activated carbon [27]. No mi-
crocystin remained after MF of the BAC-treated samples. Removal
of the microcystin by the membrane was likely due to the accu-
mulation of organic compounds in the AOM on/in the membrane
forming a barrier to their passage through the membrane [28].
Zhang et al. [28] also conducted a control filtration test with mi-
crocystin only in tap water and reported that MF did not reject the
microcystin. They confirmed that the retention of microcystin due
to interaction between AOM and microcystin was unlikely as there
was no microcystin rejection during the first 5 min of filtration
after which the rejection started to increase with filtration time.
3.3. Flux performance during multiple filtration cycles
The three feedwater samples were filtered in a multi-cycle
approach before and after BAC treatment (Fig. 2a). A higher or-
ganic concentration in the feed (i.e., presence of AOM in BTSE) led
to lower filterability due to the higher organic load on the mem-
brane. Although the DOC concentration of the feed was the same,
there was a much more rapid and greater flux decline for BTSEM
than BTSEB, indicating that the composition of the AOM played an
important role in the fouling. A similar result was found by Huang
et al. [29] who noted that the different compositions of AOM due
to different nutrient conditions led to a different impact on the
fouling of MF membranes. For BTSE, a permeate volume of 200 mL
was obtained after 98, 110, 118, 140, and 154 min for the successive
cycles. Like BTSE, BTSEB and BTSEM displayed a similar trend in
the decline of flux with successive filtration cycles. Feedwater pre-
treatment by BAC reduced the flux decline significantly for all
feedwater types, showing that foulants causing flux reduction
were removed by the BAC process. BAC gave greater flux im-
provement for BTSE than BTSEB, which in turn was greater than
for BTSEM. This was attributed to the lower proportional reduction
of organics in the AOM-containing feedwater (Table 1) since the
polysaccharide content was greater for BTSEM and was less re-
duced by BAC treatment. BAC-treated MF feedwater showed a si-
milar trend to the untreated feedwater regarding the decline of
flux with successive cycles.
Hydraulically reversible fouling contributed 95% of the total
filtration resistance for BTSE, and the reversible fouling resistance
increased significantly on the addition of AOM to BTSE. Both re-
versible and irreversible fouling resistance increased with suc-
cessive filtration cycles (Fig. 2b), and the increase in irreversible
fouling resistance was relatively greater. This was likely the result
of increasingly strong attachment of organics to the membrane
over time. Both reversible and irreversible fouling resistance were
reduced after the BAC pre-treatment of the feed water, and the
proportional reduction was greater for BTSE than the BTSE with
added AOM. For cycle 1, the reduction of reversible and irrever-
sible filtration resistances was 86% and 62% for BTSE, 71% and 60%
for BTSEB, and 67% and 55% for BTSEM, respectively. There was a
Fig. 1. Concentration of microcystin in the three effluent samples before and after
MF, BAC and BACþMF treatment.
Fig. 2. Effect of BAC pre-treatment on fouling by various feedwaters (a) flux per-
formance (b) fouling reversibility (data points are average values of duplicate
samples).
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similar trend in reducing hydraulically reversible and irreversible
fouling resistance for all feedwater with successive filtration
cycles.
3.4. Distribution of the organics during MF
Using the principle of mass balance, the distributions of total
DOC, protein and carbohydrate content were established to obtain
their fate during filtration (Fig. 3). The terms reversibly deposited
and irreversibly deposited foulant refer to the organics in the
backwash water and remaining on the membrane, respectively.
For BTSE in cycle 1, the organic matter in the permeate accounted
for 91% of DOC, 87% of protein and 85% of carbohydrate. The ab-
solute rejection of those organics was higher for BTSEM than
BTSEB which in turn was higher than for BTSE before and after BAC
pre-treatment.
The organic matter in the reversible and irreversible foulant
accounted for 90% and 10%, respectively, of the total DOC rejected
by the membrane (Fig. 3a). There was a greater increase in re-
versible than irreversible filtration resistance after addition of
AOM to the BTSE. This was due to the AOM containing primarily
larger molecules such as protein and carbohydrate, and these
molecules were more likely to be retained by the membrane as a
result of the sieving effect. The protein content of the irreversible
foulant tended to be higher than the carbohydrate content (Fig. 3b
and c). However, as shown in these results, BAC treatment can
remove these foulants (in terms of DOC, protein and carbohydrate)
from all sample types, leading to lower amounts of these organics
being rejected by the membrane after BAC treatment.
Although BAC-treated BTSEM had a lower protein content in
the reversible and irreversible foulant than BTSE, BAC-treated
BTSEM led to a higher flux decline. This was likely due to the
higher amount of carbohydrate in the reversible and irreversible
foulant, and so indicates that overall carbohydrate plays the major
role in fouling. Both reversible and irreversible foulant increased
with successive filtration cycles, as shown by 10%, 14%, and 16% of
the DOC in BTSE being tightly attached to the membrane after
cycles 1, 3, and 5, respectively. This was attributed to initial de-
position of organics on the membrane surface followed by further
deposition and aggregation of the organic molecules over suc-
cessive cycles. The rejection of DOC (in terms of relative propor-
tion) with successive filtration cycles was lower for BTSE than for
BTSEB and BTSEM. A similar trend was observed for the protein
and carbohydrate content with successive filtration cycles for all
types of samples, and for all protein contributed more than DOC or
carbohydrate content to the irreversible foulant with successive
filtration cycles.
3.5. Characterisation of organic foulants using advanced techniques
3.5.1. Characterisation of foulant layer by ATR-FTIR
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was used to investigate the foulant
layers on the membrane surface resulting from the filtration of the
untreated and BAC-treated samples. The results are reported for
cycle 1 and the spectra of the clean membrane were subtracted
from the spectra of the fouled membranes. The functional groups
associated with the peaks for the different foulants (protein-like
substances, polysaccharide-like substances and humic substances)
present on the membranes were assigned as per Cho et al. [30]
and Howe et al. [31]. There was a lower transmittance of assigned
peaks for BTSEM than BTSEB which in turn was higher than for
BTSE, indicating the larger amount of organic deposition on the
membrane surface for BTSEM (Supplementary Fig. S2). BAC
treatment increased the transmittance of assigned peaks, in-
dicating that it effectively reduced the deposition of the organics
(polysaccharide-like, proteinaceous and humic-like substances) on
Fig. 3. Distribution of organics during MF (a) DOC (b) protein and (c) carbohydrate
contents (data points are average values of duplicate analyses. Cycles 1, 3 and 5 are
shown to more clearly depict the trends).
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the membrane surface (Table 2). FTIR spectroscopy confirmed that the
amount of organics deposition on the membrane surface was con-
sistent with the trend for flux for cycle 1 (BAC-treated BTSE4BAC-
treated BTSEB4BTSE4BAC-treated BTSEM4BTSEB4BTSEM).
3.5.2. Size exclusion chromatography
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organics was
determined using size exclusion chromatography by LC-OCD
(Fig. 4). The organic compounds were classified according to their
molecular size into biopolymers (proteins, protein-like substances,
polysaccharide and polysaccharide-like substances, Z20,000 Da),
humic substances (1000–20,000 Da), building blocks (breakdown
product of humic substances, 300–500 Da), low molecular weight
acids, and low molecular weight neutrals (o350 Da). By using
mass balances based on the LC-OCD data, the relative proportions
of organic fractions in the two AOM-containing samples were
established to quantify their production by M. aeruginosa under
the different nutrient conditions. The ratios of biopolymers/DOC
and humic substances/DOC were 0.21 and 0.48 for BTSEB, and 0.27
and 0.37 for BTSEM, respectively. For BTSE, the ratios of biopoly-
mers/DOC and humic substances/DOC were 0.09 and 0.43, re-
spectively. This shows that there was a significant increase in
biopolymers after addition of AOM to the BTSE, and a higher
proportion of biopolymers was released in MLA medium. It also
showed that the cells in the more nutritious MLA medium re-
leased more high MW biopolymers.
High MW organics such as biopolymers and humic substances
were retained by the membrane more than low MW organics
(Fig. 4). This showed that biopolymers and humic substances
played a major role in membrane fouling due to their large size,
and so contributed to hydraulically reversible membrane fouling
(cake layer formation), whereas the low MW organics would have
entered the membrane pores partially or completely, resulting in
hydraulically irreversible membrane fouling.
There was a significantly higher amount of biopolymers in the
AOM-containing samples than in the BTSE. Henderson et al. [17]
made a similar observation that AOM mainly contained high MW
polysaccharide-like substances, protein-like substances, and hu-
mic-like matter. There was a decrease in organic compounds with
low MW (o350 Da) after the addition of AOM to BTSE, this was
probably due to the aggregation of these molecules to form high
MW organics (i.e., changes in molecular weight/size and/or che-
mical composition of the samples) [32]. However, BAC treatment
effectively reduced the concentration of all types of organic frac-
tions, the biopolymers were reduced by biodegradation and humic
substances were reduced by activated carbon adsorption [33].
There was greater reduction of biopolymers and low MW organics
than humic substances and building blocks by BAC treatment. This
was due to the adsorption capacity of the BAC being reduced due
to the partial blockage of pores by the microorganisms, and pos-
sibly some macromolecules [33].
The fouling behaviour of BTSEB and BTSEM was different due to
the different chemical compositions of the biopolymers (carbo-
hydrate production was higher in MLA than protein production in
MLA medium as shown in Section 3.1). The significant reduction in
flux decline after the BAC treatment was therefore attributed to
the effective removal of these macromolecules. There was a higher
flux decline for BAC-treated BTSEM than un-treated BTSE. This was
due to the presence of a higher concentration of biopolymers in
BAC-treated BTSEM. Although there was a lower concentration of
biopolymers in BTSE, BTSE had a higher flux decline than BAC-
treated BTSEB. This was attributed to the presence of a greater
concentration of humic substances in the BTSE. This clearly in-
dicated that biopolymers as well as humic substances were re-
sponsible for membrane fouling.
4. Conclusions
Although the DOC concentration of the feed was same, there was a
greater flux decline for BTSE containing AOM from the MLA culture
than the AOM from the BTSE culture. This was attributed to the pre-
sence of a higher content of larger biopolymer molecules, which made
a greater contribution to themembrane fouling due to their larger size.
However, most of the membrane fouling was reversible and the
contribution of carbohydrate to this was greater than that of the
protein content. This was due to a size exclusion effect as poly-
saccharides are generally larger than proteins, and hence were more
likely to be retained on the membrane surface. Moreover, the charge,
polarity and conformation of the polysaccharides might also play
important roles in the deposition of these substances on the mem-
brane surface during the filtration. The increase in irreversible fouling
resistance was greater than reversible fouling with successive filtration
cycles. This was likely the result of initial deposition of the organics on
the membrane followed by further deposition and aggregation of the
organic molecules (particularly proteins) over time.
In terms of organics released under different nutrient condi-
tions, the more nutritious MLA medium led to the release of more
Table 2
Transmittance data of organic foulants of different samples.
Foulants Bands
(cm1)
Transmittance for different samples
BTSE BTSEB BTSEM BAC-
treated
BTSE
BAC-
treated
BTSEB
BAC-
treated
BTSEM
Humic
substances
960 0.85 0.80 0.77 0.91 0.89 0.84
1720 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.96 0.94 0.92
Protein-like
substances
1100 0.69 0.59 0.56 0.86 0.84 0.68
1540 0.75 0.75 0.72 0.76 0.75 0.74
Polysaccharide-
like
substances
1000 0.74 0.69 0.67 0.89 0.87 0.80
1170 0.96 0.61 0.59 1.08 1.06 0.58
1360 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.92 0.90 0.86
1480 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.92 0.90 0.90
3000–
3650
0.85 0.79 0.77 0.87 0.86 0.84
Fig. 4. LC-OCD chromatograms for the BTSE, BTSE permeate, and AOM-containing
BTSE before and after BAC treatment.
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biopolymers compared with BTSE. However, BAC reduced the or-
ganic matter content and so contributed to the improvement in
flux for all feedwater types. The majority of the high MW organic
components such as biopolymers were effectively biodegraded by
microorganisms and humic substances were adsorbed by activated
carbon.
BAC treatment led to a reduction in microcystin concentration
of more than 90% which was attributed to microbial degradation
and adsorption by the activated carbon. The residual microcystin
was then rejected by the membrane.
The information presented in this study could help in under-
standing the impact of AOM when a natural bloom occurs in the
wastewater treatment plant, and the impact of BAC treatment prior
to MF. However, the composition of organic matter may be more
complex when a natural bloom occurs, so it would be necessary to
examine naturally occurring bloom samples in order to validate the
results obtained from the laboratory-scale experiments.
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Supplementary information for Chapter 7 
 
 
 
Table S1: Characteristics of the BTSE 
Water quality parameter Units Values 
DOC mg/L
 
11.39 ± 0.04 
UVA254 /cm
 
0.247 ± 0.02 
SUVA (L/m.mg) 2.16 
Protein mg BSA/L 15.96 ± 0.23 
Carbohydrate mg glucose/L 17.04 ± 0.18 
Turbidity NTU 1.85 ±0.10 
pH - 7.66 ±0.05 
True Colour Pt-Co units 68±2 
Conductivity µS/cm
 
1720 ± 40 
DO mg/L 7.12±0.04 
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MLA nutrient medium preparation (Bolch and Blackburn, 1996) 
 
Stock solutions: 
1. MgSO4. 7H2O    4.94 g/100 mL 
2. NaNO3               8.50 g/100 mL 
3. K2HPO4             1.392 g/200 mL 
4. H3BO3                0.247 g/100 mL 
5. Vitamins 
Working stock solution 
To 100 mL of Milli-Q water, the following was added: 
Biotin 0.05 mL primary stock 
Vitamin B12 0.05 mL primary stock 
Thiamine HCl 0.01g 
 
6. Micronutrients 
     Stock solution (100 mL) 
     To 80 mL of Milli-Q water, each of the following constituents was added separately, and 
     mixed to dissolve after each addition: 
  
      Na2EDTA        0.436 g (added first and stirred on low heat to fully dissolve) 
      FeCl3. 6H2O     0.1625 g 
      NaHCO3           0.06 g 
      MnCl2. 4H2O    0.036 g 
      
      Then 1 mL of each of the following primary stocks was added:  
 
       Primary stocks (per 100 mL Milli-Q water) 
       CuCl2. 2H2O          0.0683 g 
       ZnCl2                     0.1043 g 
       CoCl2. H2O            0.10    g 
       Na2MoO4. 2H2O    0.06   g 
 
      Finally, the micronutrient stock was made up to 100 mL with MilliQ water  
100 
 
      If precipitate formed, the pH was increased to 7 
 
7. NaHCO3            1.69 g/100 mL 
8. CaCl2. 2H2O      2.94 g/100 mL 
 
All solutions were stored at 4ºC. 
 
MLA nutrient stock preparation: 
 
1. Preparation of Sterile MLA medium (1000 mL) 
To 560 mL Milli-Q water the following was added 
MgSO4.7H2O      40 mL 
NaNO3                80 mL 
H3BO3                40 mL 
The solution was then autoclaved (121ºC for 20 min) to sterilize. 
After autoclaving, 200 mL of KH2PO4 was added by sterile filtration (0.22 µm) 
 
2. Preparation of sterile NaHCO3 (100 mL) 
      To 100 mL of H2O 1.69 g of NaHCO3 was added and the solution autoclaved (121ºC for 
       20 min) to sterilize. 
 
MLA nutrient medium preparation for culturing cyanobacteria: 
 
To prepare an algal culture of 1000 mL, add: 
Milli-Q water                             963 mL 
Sterile MLA medium                   25 mL 
Sterile NaHCO3                              1 mL 
Sterile CaCl3.2H2O                       1 mL 
Algal culture                                 10 mL 
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Table S2. Properties of the activated carbon used  
 
Physical properties Virgin GAC 
Surface area          (BET m
2
/g) 1017 
Total pore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.716 
Micropore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.297 
Micropore content (%)    93 
Mesopore content (%)       5 
Macropore content (%)      2 
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(a)        
 
(b) 
 
Figure S1: DOC released per cell in (a) BTSE and (b) MLA medium. 
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Figure S2: FTIR spectra of MF membranes fouled with untreated and BAC-treated samples 
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Chapter 8 
 
 
Long term operation of biological activated carbon pre-treatment for MF membrane 
fouling reduction of secondary effluent: correlation between the organics and fouling 
potential 
 
 
 
In the preceding chapters, it has been demonstrated that BAC is effective for removing 
membrane organic foulants and thus contributing to improved MF performance in the 
filtration of secondary effluent. However, the adsorption capacity of the activated carbon in 
BAC can gradually decrease with service time, which may lead to potential limitation of the 
long term use of the process. Moreover, the composition of BTSE may vary with time and 
thus so may the characteristics of the resultant fouling. Therefore, information on the 
performance of the long term use of a BAC column for the treatment of BTSE as pre-
treatment to membrane filtration needs to be established. In this chapter, the impact of long 
term (>2 years) use of a BAC column for organics removal and subsequent MF performance 
was investigated. This chapter was published in Water Research. 
Long-term operation of biological activated carbon pre-treatment for
microfiltration of secondary effluent: Correlation between the organic
foulants and fouling potential
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The impact of long-term (>2 years) biological activated carbon (BAC) treatment for mitigating organic
fouling in the microfiltration of biologically treated secondary effluent was investigated. Correlation
between the organic constituents and hydraulic filtration resistance was investigated to identify the
major components responsible for fouling. Over two years operation, the removal efficiency for dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) by the BAC treatment was fairly consistent (30 ± 3%), although the reduction in
UVA254 gradually decreased from 56 to 34%. BAC treatment effectively decreased the organic foulants in
the effluent and so contributed to the mitigation of membrane fouling as shown by reduction in the
unified membrane fouling index (UMFI). BAC consistently removed biopolymers whereas the removal of
humic substances decreased from 52 to 25% after two years of BAC operation, and thus led to a gradual
decrease in UMFI reduction efficiency from 78 to 43%. This was due to gradual reduction in adsorption
capacity of the activated carbon as confirmed by analysis of its pore size distribution. Hence humics also
played an important role in membrane fouling. However, there was a good correlation between protein
and carbohydrate contents with hydraulically reversible and irreversible filtration resistance, compared
with UVA254, turbidity and DOC. Although the mitigation of membrane fouling decreased over time, this
study demonstrated that the long-term use of BAC pre-treatment of biologically treated secondary
effluent prior to microfiltration has potential to reduce the need for frequent chemical cleaning and so
increase membrane life span.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Wastewater effluent is a good target for water reclamation as
municipal wastewater is a continuous source. Low pressure mem-
brane (LPM) processes such as microfiltration (MF) and ultrafil-
tration (UF) are frequently employed for such tertiary treatment
due to their great selectivity for pollutant removal, and high me-
chanical and chemical stability. However, biologically treated sec-
ondary effluent (BTSE) contains polysaccharides, proteins, amino-
sugars, nucleic acids, organic acids, humic materials, and cell
components (Barker et al., 2000; Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). These
can cause severe membrane fouling which leads to reduced water
productivity necessitating membrane cleaning, and eventually
causes membrane attrition and decreases the membrane life span.
An appropriate feed pre-treatment process can improve treat-
ment efficiency by removing major membrane foulants such as
biopolymers and humic substances. It has been suggested that the
operation and capital costs of biological treatment processes are
3e10 and 5e20 times cheaper than physicochemical processes,
respectively (Marco et al., 1997). Zheng et al. (2009) studied the
effect of slow sand filtration (SSF) for improving the performance of
UF for secondary effluent treatment and this led to improved flux.
They showed that SSF could effectively remove biopolymers
whereas it was ineffective for removing non-biodegradable humic
substances. Huang et al. (2011) noted that a biological aerated filter
which contained plastic media improved the performance of UF for
drinking water treatment by removal of biopolymers as the media
was ineffective for adsorbing humic substances. The application of
biological activated carbon (BAC), which utilises granular activated
carbon, is well established for organics removal and has many ad-
vantages such as high affinity for hydrophobic and low molecular
weight organics, low energy requirements and low operating cost
* Corresponding author.
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(Ying and Weber, 1979). BAC removes organics by physicochemical
adsorption of the molecules to the activated carbon and biodeg-
radation of organics by the biofilm residing on the surface of the
carbon. It has been demonstrated that BAC is effective for removing
organic membrane foulants and thus contributes to improvement
of MF performance in the filtration of BTSE (Pramanik et al., 2014,
2015a,b,c). However, the adsorption capacity of the activated car-
bon in BAC tends to gradually decreasewith service time, leading to
potential limitation of the long-term use of the process. Moreover,
most of the other studies utilising biological processes for fouling
reduction were conducted for short durations. Therefore, infor-
mation on the performance of long-term BAC treatment of BTSE as
pre-treatment to membrane filtration needs to be established.
Furthermore, the composition of BTSEmay vary with time and thus
so may the characteristics of the resultant membrane fouling.
Both reversible and irreversible fouling resistance occur during
filtration. Generally, reversible fouling is loosely attached to the
membrane and can be easily eliminated through hydraulic back-
washing whereas irreversible fouling is tightly bound to the
membrane and its removal needs chemical cleaning. Confirmation
of the identity of the organic foulants responsible for hydraulically
reversible and irreversible fouling is required for determining their
role and mitigating membrane fouling. Some studies have high-
lighted the importance of particulate matter, humic-like and
protein-like substances in the ultrafiltration of drinking water and
found a good correlation between the principal component scores
of humic substances and protein-like matter with membrane
fouling resistance (Peiris et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). Halle
́
et al.
(2009) and Tian et al. (2013) found that the biopolymer fraction in
drinking water played an important role in the fouling of UF
membranes. Kimura et al. (2014) suggested that correlation be-
tween the reversibility of fouling and the composition of bio-
polymers (i.e., polysaccharides and proteins) in feed water is
required to identify the responsible foulant components.
The objective of this study was to determine the long-term
performance of BAC for organic compound removal and subse-
quent MF performance, and to investigate the correlation between
the different types of organic components and membrane fouling
potential for both BTSE and BAC-treated BTSE. The unified mem-
brane fouling index (UMFI) was used to quantify the potential
fouling effect on microfiltration membrane by the feed.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Source of biologically treated secondary effluent
The BTSE was collected from a local wastewater treatment plant
over a two-year period. This plant uses an activated sludge-lagoon
treatment process to treat municipal wastewater. The sewage is
treated by passing through activated sludge ponds with anoxic and
aerobic zones where bacteria break down the organic matter. The
biologically treated effluent then passes through a clarifier and a
series of lagoons before it is released to the environment. Samples
were stored at 4 C and warmed to room temperature (22± 2 C)
prior to all tests. Previous experience with effluent from this plant
has shown little change in the relevant characteristics over storage
periods of 3e4months. The characteristics of the BTSE are shown in
Table 1.
2.2. BAC system start-up and operation
The BAC column was constructed of glass, with an internal
diameter and effective carbon bed height of 2.3 cm and 22 cm,
respectively. The column was operated in a continuous down flow
mode with an empty bed contact time of 40 min at room temper-
ature. The column was backwashed for 10 min every 14 days to
avoid physical clogging of the media. The ratio of the column
diameter to particle diameter was greater than 30, which mini-
mised wall effects (Cohen and Metzner, 1981).
Prior to packing the BAC column, the activated carbon was
inoculated with activated sludge, provided with additional nutrient
sources (N, P and C) (Lu et al., 2013) and aerated over 5 days to
promote the growth of biofilm on the surface of the carbon. It was
then washed with Milli-Q water (ultrapure and deionised water
fromMilliporeMilli-Q Gr A10 system) to remove excess biofilm and
transferred to the column, and the BTSE was then used as the feed
to the column. The range of DO concentration in the BTSE was
7.12e7.45 mg/L. In this study, 36 bed volumes passed through the
column each day.
2.3. Properties of granular activated carbon
A coal-based granular activated carbon (GAC 1300) as recom-
mended for BAC application by the supplier (Activated Carbon
Nomenclature
AP Aromatic proteins
BJH BarretteJoynereHalenda
BCA Bicinchoninic acid
BAC Biological activated carbon
BTSE Biologically treated secondary effluent
BET BrunauereEmmetteTeller
Da Dalton
DOC Dissolved organic carbon
EEM Excitation-emission matrix
FRI Fluorescence regional integration
FA Fulvic acid
GAC Granular activated carbon
HA Humic acid
LC-OCD Liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection
LPM Low pressure membrane
MIEX Magnetic ion exchange resin
MF Microfiltration
MW Molecular weight
SMPs Soluble microbial products
SSF Slow sand filtration
SUVA Specific ultraviolet absorbance
UF Ultrafiltration
UVA254 Ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm
UMFI Unified membrane fouling index
Table 1
Characteristics of the BTSE.
Water quality parameter Units Values
DOC mg/L 7.61e12.24
UVA254 /cm 0.22e0.27
Turbidity NTU 1.86e3.55
pH e 7.36e7.95
True Colour PteCo units 56e85
Conductivity mS/cm 1620e1950
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Technology, Australia) was used. The specific surface area and pore
size distribution of the virgin and fouled activated carbon was
measured by adsorptionedesorption isotherms of nitrogen at
77.15 K (Micromeritics ASAP 2000, USA). The fouled carbon was
gently cleaned with Milli-Q water to remove the biofilm from the
carbon surface and then dried at room temperature. Prior to the
measurements, the samples were degassed at 250 C for 12 h under
vacuum to remove moisture. The specific surface area and pore size
distribution of the activated carbon were determined by the Bru-
nauereEmmetteTeller (BET) and the BarretteJoynereHalenda (BJH)
equation, respectively, and the virgin GAC showed predominantly
(>90%) microporous character (Table S1 in Supplementary Mate-
rials). The values obtained for the surface area of the activated car-
bon were very consistent, varying by only 2% for each sample type.
2.4. Microfiltration experiment set-up
Microfiltration was conducted using a stirred dead-end filtra-
tion cell (Amicon 8050, effective membrane area 13.4 cm2). The
PVDF (0.1 mm, VVLP, Millipore, contact angle 62 ± 2) membranes
used in this work were hydrophilic due to surface modification by
themanufacturer. The applied transmembrane pressurewas 50 kPa
andwas regulated using compressed nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed
was 430 rpm. The permeate weight was continuously measured
using a digital balance (BS210S, Sartorius, Germany) which was
connected to a computer; these data were used to calculate the
permeate flux. Filtration was conducted at room temperature
(22± 2 C). A schematic diagram of the lab-scale dead-end
constant-pressure filtration system can be found in the Supple-
mentary Materials (Fig. S1).
Virgin membranes were soaked in Milli-Q water for 2 h to
remove the membrane preservatives and then Milli-Q water was
passed though the membrane to measure the pure water flux. The
pure water flux for virgin membranes was consistent and it varied
by only 3%. The fouled membrane was backwashed with 50 mL
Milli-Q water after placing the reverse side of the membrane up-
ward; it was then returned to its original orientation and then
100 mL Milli-Q water was passed through it to calculate the
reversibility of fouling. The same transmembrane pressure was
applied for the backwashing process.
2.5. Fouling resistance and UMFI calculation
The fouling resistance was calculated using the following
equation (1) (Roorda, 2004).
Rf ¼
DP
mJ
 Rm (1)
Where Rf ¼ resistance of fouling (/m); DP ¼ transmembrane
pressure, TMP (N/m2, Pa); m ¼ dynamic viscosity of water (Ns/m2,
Pa s) ¼ 497  103/(Tþ42.5)1.5; T ¼ feedwater temperature (ºC);
J ¼ permeate flux at the end of the filtration run (m3/m2$s);
Rm ¼ resistance of membrane (/m) as determined by pure water
flux.
The UMFI concept was developed based on the cake filtration
mechanism and the index is determined from the linear fitting of
the normalised flux versus accumulated specific permeate volume.
Details of the derivation of the UMFI can be found in Huang et al.
(2008). The index can be applied to both constant-pressure and
constant-flux filtration.
2.6. Analytical methods
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was determined using a Sievers
820 TOC analyser. Ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (UVA254) and
colour at 455 nm were determined using a UV/vis spectropho-
tometer (UV2, Unicam), and a Hach spectrophotometer (Model DR/
5000), respectively. Before these analyses, all samples were filtered
(0.45 mm). Turbidity was measured using a turbidity meter (Hach,
2100P).
The protein content of the water samples was measured using
the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) method with a QPBCA QuantiPro™
BCA Assay Kit (Sigma Aldrich) and bovine serum albumin (Sigma
Aldrich) as the standard protein. The detection range of this
method for protein content was 0.5e30 mg/L. The concentration of
carbohydrate content was measured using the phenol-sulfuric
method (DuBois et al., 1956) and D-glucose was used as the stan-
dard carbohydrate.
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic
matter was analysed using liquid chromatography with organic
carbon detection (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor, Huber, Germany)
at the Water Research Centre of the University of New South Wales
(UNSW), Australia. The LC unit separates organic compounds ac-
cording to molecular size and the separated compounds are
detected by online detectors. Molar mass calibration of the column
was conducted by using reference IHSS humic acid and IHSS fulvic
acid standards. All samples were filtered (0.45 mm) prior to LC-OCD
analysis.
The fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM) spectra of
filtered (0.45 mm) water samples were determined using a Perki-
nElmer Spectrometer (LS55, PerkinElmer) over excitation and
emission wavelength ranges of 220e465 nm and 280e550 nm,
respectively. The band width for both excitation and emission was
set at 5 nm. A 290 nm emission cut-off filter was used in scanning to
avoid secondary order Rayleigh light scattering.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Treatment of BTSE using BAC
The characteristics of the BTSE after the BAC treatment over the
period November 2012 to March 2015 are shown in Fig. 1. The
degree of DOC removal varied initially and then became fairly stable
after 90 days of operation (equivalent to 3240 bed volumes). This
can be explained by the adsorption process being initially dominant
and greatly decreasing the concentration of the organics in the first
30 days. The organic removal efficiency then decreased with time
and then stabilised so that the DOC removal efficiency was fairly
consistent (30 ± 3%) after 90 days of operation. This was attributed
to the growth of the biofilm on the surface and in the carbon pores
so that biodegradation became the major mechanism for organic
removal, due in part to some blockage of the pores by microbes.
There was a greater decrease in UVA254 than DOC, and the
reduction efficiency slowly decreased from 56 to 34% over the two-
year period. This was attributed to size exclusion and/or blockage of
the carbon pores which limited the adsorption capacity of UV-
absorbing molecules. The reduction of colour followed a similar
trend (Fig. S2 in Supplementary Materials). The specific ultraviolet
absorbance (SUVA) for BTSE varied between 2.2 and 3.05 L/m$mg
which indicates that the organic matter present was not highly
aromatic (Fig. S3 in SupplementaryMaterials). BAC treatment led to
decreased SUVA values which might indicate the preferential
removal of aromatic, such as humic, substances from the DOC.
Turbidity removal varied between 70 and 80% over the study
period.
The DOC concentration in the feed from December 2012 to July
2013was fairly similar, then increased over the period to April 2014,
and then for the remaining time was fairly stable except from
November to December 2014. The variation in DOC concentration
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Fig. 1. Influent and effluent concentration, and percentage removal of (a) DOC (b) UVA254 and (c) turbidity for BAC column over the 2 year study period. Arrows indicate new BTSE
sample and 36 bed volumes passed through the column per day.
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in the feed was attributed to variation in concentration in the
influent to the plant as well as in microbial activity in the waste-
water treatment plant. The turbidity and UVA254 levels of the BTSE
were fairly consistent. The efficiency of DOC reduction by the BAC
process was not affected by the variation in raw water quality, this
demonstrated the robustness and consistency of the BAC process
for the treatment of the BTSE.
3.2. Impact of BAC treatment on fouling reduction
The UMFI values for the MF of the untreated BTSE and BAC-
treated BTSE were determined from the linear fitting of J0/J
versus specific volume V (not shown). In general, a higher UMFI
value indicates greater total membrane fouling. The highest UMFI
value which indicates a high flux decline was obtained for the BTSE
after 20,700 bed volumes (Fig. 2a). This was attributed to a high
foulant load on the membrane and coincided with a period of high
DOC in the influent. The highest UMFI values per mg DOC in BTSE
were obtained after the passage of 12,240 and 20,700 bed volumes
inwinter (Fig. 2b). This suggested that there was seasonal influence
on the characteristics of the organics which played an important
role in the membrane fouling, and is discussed further in Section
3.4. BAC treatment effectively reduced the UMFI value, however, its
impact on the UMFI decreased over the two-year period (Fig. 2b).
This shows that mitigation of membrane fouling by the BAC
treatment was reduced with increasing service time.
3.3. Biological activated carbon adsorption capacity
The adsorption capacity of the BAC, as measured by the physical
characteristics of BET surface area, total pore volume andmicropore
volume, gradually declined over the two-year period (Fig. 3). The
surface area declined by approximately 28% after BAC operation for
7488 bed volumes. The total pore volume decreased by 24% and the
micropore volume decreased by 73%. This was consistent with the
observation made by Gibert et al. (2013) who reported that 94% of
the microporosity (0.7e2 nm) decreased after 240 days (equivalent
to 8640 bed volumes) of GAC operation. It was due to the micro-
organisms blocking the pores and possibly some retention of par-
ticulate matter by the carbon bed.
3.4. Characterisation of the impact of the BAC pre-treatment of
BTSE
3.4.1. Apparent molecular size distribution
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic
matter for untreated and BAC-treated BTSE was determined using
size exclusion chromatography. The organic matter was classified
according tomolecular size into biopolymers (proteins, protein-like
material, polysaccharides, polysaccharide-like material, amino
sugars,20,000 Da), humic substances (1000e20,000 Da), building
blocks (breakdown products of humic substances, 350e500 Da)
and low molecular weight (MW) organics (<350 Da). The organics
were eluted based on molecular size, the larger organics were
eluted first followed by progressively smaller organics (Fig. 4a). For
both untreated BTSE and BAC-treated BTSE, high MW biopolymers
and humic substances were retained by the membrane more than
low MW organics (Fig. 4a). This indicates that these high MW or-
ganics played a role in reducing membrane performance due to
their larger size. Greater concentrations of biopolymers and humic
substanceswere rejected by themembrane for untreated BTSE than
for BAC-treated BTSE.
As shown in Fig. 4b, for BTSE the high MW humic substances
contributed 50e60% of the total DOC, whereas the building blocks
contributed 13e21%, the lowMWorganics contributed 12e22% and
the high MW biopolymers contributed 6e18%. There was a higher
concentration of biopolymers in the feed for bed volumes of 12,240
and 20,700 (feed was collected in winter, temperature varied be-
tween 6 and 15 C) than for bed volumes of 30,240, 23,616, 7488
and 3492 (summer). The higher biopolymer concentration when
the temperature was lower was attributed to greater generation of
extracellular polymeric substances and soluble microbial products
by the biomass during winter, as noted by Wang et al. (2006). This
coincides with the lower flux obtained for 12,240 and 20,700 vol-
umes (as indicated by UMFI/DOC in Fig. 2b) due to the greater
amount of biopolymers (Fig. 4b).
Fig. 2. The value of (a) total UMFI for BTSE (b) UMFI per mg DOC in BTSE and fouling
reduction by BAC treatment with service time.
Fig. 3. Apparent BET surface, total pore volume and micropore volume for the bio-
logical activated carbon over the two-year period.
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Although there was a similar concentration of biopolymers for
12,240 and 20,700 volumes (Fig. 4c), there was a greater flux
decline at 20,700 bed volumes (Fig. 2a). This was attributed to the
presence of a greater concentration of humic substances in the
BTSE at that time. This clearly indicated that humic substances, as
well as biopolymers, were responsible for membrane fouling. BAC
treatment decreased the concentration of the different components
to varying degrees (Fig. 4d) such that the relative proportions of the
organics were different for BAC-treated BTSE than untreated BTSE.
This was likely due to the biodegradation of some by the micro-
organisms and change in adsorption capacity with service time. The
removal efficiency for biopolymers was fairly consistent (36 ± 3%),
Fig. 4. LC-OCD chromatogram for the BTSE, BTSE permeate, BAC and BAC permeate samples (3492 bed volumes) (b) relative composition of organic fractions in BTSE (c) total
concentration of organic fractions in BTSE (Note: the numbers in the legend are the bed volumes passed through the BAC) and (d) removal of the different fractions as detected by
LC-OCD in terms of DOC over the two years.
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whereas the removal of humic substances and building blocks
gradually decreased from 52% to 25% and 70% to 53%, respectively,
over the two-year period which contributed to reduction in the
mitigation of membrane fouling from 78% to 43% (Fig. 2b). This
again showed that high MW humic substances also played an
important role in membrane fouling. Although the removal of
biopolymers was fairly consistent (decreasing only slightly), and
the removal of humic substances and building blocks decreased to a
much greater extent, there was an increase in the removal of the
low MW organics that counterbalanced their effect thereby
resulting in fairly consistent total DOC removal (Fig. 4d).
The removal efficiency for humic substances and building blocks
decreased due to reduced adsorption capacity of the activated
carbon due to the partial blockage of pores by the microorganisms,
and possibly some macromolecules, as confirmed by the decrease
in total pore andmicropore volumes of the activated carbon (Fig. 3).
Overall, there was less removal of high MW biopolymers than low
MW organics, and the removal efficiency for low MW organics
increased with time. The greater reduction of the lowMWorganics
was due to greater biodegradability of these molecules which can
be readily utilised by the microbial enzymes (Leisinger et al., 1981).
Velten et al. (2011) also reported that the highMWorganics such as
biopolymers are less biodegradable than low MW organics. How-
ever, these organics have less impact on the membrane fouling due
to their low MW (<350 Da).
3.4.2. Fluorescence EEM spectra
Three-dimensional fluorescence excitation-emission matrix
(EEM) spectra are widely used for the characterisation of fluores-
cent organic components in water and wastewater. According to
Chen et al. (2003), the EEM spectrum was divided into five regions
(Fig. 5a). Regions I (Ex/Em: 220e270 nm/280e330 nm) and II (Ex/
Em: 220e270 nm/330e380 nm) correspond to the fluorescence
response of aromatic proteins (AP) (such as tyrosine and trypto-
phan). Regions III (Ex/Em: 220e270 nm/380e550 nm), IV (Ex/Em:
270e440 nm/280e380 nm) and V (Ex/Em: 270e440 nm/
380e550 nm) are associated with fulvic acid (FA)-like materials,
soluble microbial products (SMPs, e.g., proteins and
polysaccharide-like materials) and humic acid (HA)-like materials,
respectively. For BTSE, the fluorescence intensity was significantly
higher for HA-like substances (V) than FA-like (III), followed by
SMPs (IV) then AP (I and II).
The fluorescence regional integration (FRI) method developed
by Chen et al. (2003) was used to quantify the changes in fluores-
cent organic matter after the BAC pre-treatment of the BTSE
(Fig. 5b). BAC treatment led to a reduction in the fluorescent organic
matter in all regions. This occurred due to the adsorption and
breakdown of fluorescent molecules (Swietlik et al., 2004; Liu et al.,
2011). The removal in AP, FA-like, SMPs and HA-like organics
gradually decreased from 87% to 55%, 85% to 38%, 89% to 58% and
91% to 48%, respectively, between 3492 and 30,240 bed volumes of
BAC operation. Hence the removal efficiency for all fluorescent
molecule types decreased over time, particularly of the fluorescent
HA-like and FA-like substances in relation to the AP and SMPs. This
was likely due to reduced ability for adsorption as indicated by the
decreasing pore size of the BAC (Fig. 3), limiting the adsorption
capacity of the carbon for these fluorescent molecules.
3.4.3. Effect of BAC on proteins and carbohydrates removal
As the biopolymers such as proteins and polysaccharides played
an important role in the membrane flux decline, the protein and
carbohydrate contents of the BTSE before and after the BAC treat-
ment were analysed. Carbohydrate removal was fairly consistent
whereas protein removal decreased over the two-year period
(Fig. 6). This was possibly due to some proteins being hydrophobic in
nature as we found that 27% of the protein was present in the hy-
drophobic fraction of the BTSE and so could be adsorbed (Pramanik
et al., 2014), thus leading to the lower adsorption of these molecules
due to the partial blockage of carbon pores over time. Moreover, the
relative activity of the species of microorganisms in BAC may have
changed due to changes in water quality over the two years. There
was a greater removal of proteins than carbohydrates and this was
attributed to the greater biodegradability of extracellular proteins
Fig. 5. (a) Excitation emission-matrix spectrum (EEM) of the untreated BTSE (3492
bed volumes) (b) the loss of fluorescent organic matter with time (Note: AP ¼ aromatic
protein, FA ¼ fulvic acid-like, SMPs ¼ soluble microbial products, HA ¼ humic acid-
like).
Fig. 6. Removal of carbohydrate and protein contents by BAC over the two-year period
(Note: The protein and carbohydrate concentration ranges for BTSE were
11.17e15.95 mg BSA/L and 6.48e17.04 mg glucose/L, the concentrations of protein and
carbohydrate in the BTSE over the two-year period are shown in Table S2
(Supplementary Materials)).
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compared with polysaccharide-like substances, as reported by
Flemming and Wingender (2002) and cited by Haberkamp et al.
(2011), and the aforementioned adsorption. Furthermore, the
adsorption capacity and thus the removal processes depend on the
molecular size of the organics and the pore size distribution of the
activated carbon. The lower carbohydrate removal was probably
due, at least in part, to size exclusion as polysaccharides are gener-
ally larger than proteins (Neemann et al., 2013) and their general
hydrophilicity leading to less adsorption. Moreover, as shown in
Section 3.4.1, the removal of biopolymers by BAC was fairly consis-
tent over time (decreasing only slightly), whereas the removal of
proteins markedly decreased. This was possibly due to adsorption of
the lower MW proteins (<20,000 Da), which are not part of the
biopolymer fraction, decreasing over time. These results show that
biopolymers consisting of high MW proteins and carbohydrates
were consistently removed over two years BAC service.
3.5. Correlation between the membrane fouling potential and
general water quality
The degree of correlation (r2) between membrane fouling po-
tential and water characteristic was categorised as good (>0.8),
moderate (0.7e0.8) and weak (<0.7). There was a moderate cor-
relation between DOC in BTSE and hydraulically reversible fouling
resistance (r2 ¼ 0.71) whereas it was weakly correlated with the
irreversible fouling resistance (r2 ¼ 0.43) (Table 2). This is further
confirmation that the concentration of DOC in the feed does not
provide significant information about the fouling resistance to the
feed, and that the characteristics of the organic matter present play
an important role in membrane fouling.
The relationship between humics and UVA254 from BTSE was
good (r2 ¼ 0.79). A similar correlation (r2 ¼ 0.754) between humic
substances and UVA254 was obtained by Tian et al. (2013). However,
there was a weak correlation between the UVA254 in BTSE and the
reversible fouling resistance (Table 2). Tian et al. (2013) also re-
ported a weak correlation between these organics in secondary
effluent and reversible UF resistance, although a different obser-
vation was made by Yuan and Zydney (1999) who reported that
humic substances played an important role in MF membrane
fouling. Furthermore, Kim and Dempsey (2010) found that humic
acid was more responsible for MF fouling than any other compo-
nents (including colloidal organics and hydrophilic base or neu-
trals) in a secondary effluent. The weak correlation may be due to
situations when most of these molecules pass through the mem-
brane pores during filtration. The fouling resistance depends on the
membrane properties such as surface roughness and hydropho-
bicity as well as the molecular size of the organics. Generally, or-
ganics larger than themembrane pore size make a cake layer on the
membrane surface, whereas organics smaller than the membrane
pore cause pore blocking. There was also a weak correlation be-
tween irreversible fouling resistance and UVA254, and it was
considerably weaker than reversible filtration resistance. This was
attributed to the retention of a very small amount of these mole-
cules by the membrane after backwashing which did not greatly
contribute to the irreversible fouling resistance. On the other hand,
Zhu and Zhang (2012) found that humic substances in secondary
effluent contributed greatly to the irreversible fouling of a MF
membrane. Therefore, understanding of the correlation between
organics and fouling resistance is not clear due to the complexity
and heterogeneity of the foulants and different membrane prop-
erties which interact in different ways.
There was a good correlation between the protein and carbo-
hydrate contents with reversible fouling resistance (r2 of 0.86 and
0.91 for protein and carbohydrate, respectively) (Table 2). This was
attributed to size exclusion, in that these molecules effectively
made a cake layer on the membrane surface which could prevent
small MWorganics from entering themembrane pores. Protein had
a slightly lower correlation than carbohydrate. As mentioned pre-
viously polysaccharides are generally larger than protein molecules
(Neemann et al., 2013), and so tend to be more reversibly attached
to the membrane than proteins (Pramanik et al., 2015a). Ayache
et al. (2013) found that the relationship between biopolymers
and total fouling resistance for UF of secondary effluent was
significantly high, and that high MW biopolymer organics are
largely responsible for contributing to reversible fouling resistance.
There was a greater correlation of protein (r2 ¼ 0.73) than carbo-
hydrate content (r2 ¼ 0.63) with irreversible fouling resistance
(Table 2). This is consistent with the finding by Haberkamp (2008)
and cited by Halle
́
et al. (2009) that the protein content in sec-
ondary effluent was strongly correlated with the irreversible
membrane fouling resistance during UF operation.
There was a weak correlation between turbidity and reversible
fouling resistance. The particulate matter in BTSE plays a signifi-
cantly smaller role in hydraulically irreversible fouling of the MF
membrane as it generally forms a loosely bound layer on the
membrane surface (Zhang et al., 2013). The relationship between
turbidity and filtration resistance was markedly weaker compared
with those for DOC, UVA254, protein and carbohydrate content
indicating that it plays a minor role in MF membrane fouling for
this BTSE. However, the situation can be different if interactions
between the particulatematter and the organics present in MF feed
water occur (Li and Elimelech, 2006; Jermann et al., 2008;
Contrerasa et al., 2009).
The correlation between the filtration resistances with all the
water quality parameters wasweaker after BAC treatment (Table 2).
This was due to changes in the proportions of and character of the
organics by the BAC treatment, so interaction of the BAC-treated
organics with the membrane was different. BAC-treated protein
and carbohydrate contents had a stronger correlation with
reversible fouling resistance than DOC or UVA254. The correlation
between the irreversible fouling with protein was lower than with
carbohydrate content. However, we previously noted that revers-
ible fouling contributed more than 90% of the total filtration
resistance for BTSE (Pramanik et al., 2015a). Therefore, proteins and
carbohydrates can be considered as making major contributions to
membrane fouling for untreated and BAC-treated BTSE. There was
very weak correlation between the BAC-treated turbidity and
fouling resistance, and as expected due to the removal of particu-
lates in the BAC column, it was considerably weaker than for the
untreated BTSE.
4. Conclusions
This work demonstrated the potential of long-term BAC
Table 2
Correlation of water quality with membrane fouling resistance in MF of BAC-treated
and un-treated BTSE.
Parameter Correlation, r2 (n ¼ 20)
BTSE After BAC treatment
Reversible Irreversible Reversible Irreversible
DOC 0.710 0.430 0.558 0.163
UVA254 0.614 0.406 0.460 0.281
Protein 0.862 0.729 0.764 0.440
Carbohydrate 0.913 0.629 0.815 0.533
Turbidity 0.681 0.354 0.373 0.334
All experiments were conducted in duplicate and the data were statistically ana-
lysed usingMinitab. The confidence interval was 95% and the p value for all data was
<0.05 indicating normal data distributions.
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treatment for removing and biodegrading organic matter in BTSE,
and hence the potential for mitigating the fouling of MF mem-
branes. There were significant changes in the character of the
organics in the BTSE with time, however, the overall removal
efficiency of the BAC treatment was not affected by the variation
in the organics which indicates the robustness of this process.
Although the DOC removal efficiency was consistent over the
two-year period, that for UVA254 decreased, which was due to the
decrease in the adsorption capacity of the activated carbon with
time. Hence BAC treatment effectively removed different frac-
tions of the organics which contributed to mitigation of the
fouling. As time passed, size exclusion chromatography showed
that major foulants such as high MW biopolymers were consis-
tently decreased by biodegradation and the removal of low MW
organics increased, whereas the removal efficiency of high MW
humic substances was decreased which led to decrease in fouling
mitigation. This shows that humic substances play an important
role in membrane fouling. There were good correlations between
the concentration of protein and carbohydrate contents with
filtration resistance for untreated and BAC-treated BTSE. This
showed that this content (component of biopolymers) in the feed
water is a better indicator than DOC and UVA254 for MF mem-
brane fouling.
The decreasing removal efficiency of humic substances by BAC
treatment with time is an issue, so integration of a method for the
removal of the humic content such as magnetic ion exchange
(MIEX) resin or coagulation prior to the BAC process may be worth
considering for fouling mitigation for long-term operation. More-
over, further work is also required to assess the feasibility of long-
term BAC pre-treatment for the removal of different organic frac-
tions prior to LPM filtration at pilot scale to optimise the process
and the economics with a view to full-scale application.
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Supplementary Information for Chapter 8 
 
 
Table S1: Properties of the activated carbon used in the column 
 
Physical properties Virgin GAC 
Surface area          (BET m
2
/g) 1017 
Total pore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.716 
Micropore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.297 
Micropore content (%)    93 
Mesopore content (%)       5 
Macropore content (%)      2 
 
 
Table S2: The concentration of protein and carbohydrate content in BTSE over the two-year 
period. 
 
 
Bed volumes Protein (mg BSA/L)  Carbohydrate (mg glucose/L) 
3,492 15.95 6.48 
7,488 15.26 7.31 
12,240 11.17 12.63 
20,700 15.96 17.04 
23,616 12.68 10.56 
25,992 14.27 12.94 
30,240 14.63 12.25 
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Figure S1: Schematic diagram of the lab-scale dead-end constant-pressure filtration system. 
 
 
 
 
Figure S2: Influent and effluent concentration of colour over the 2 year study period 
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Figure S3: The variation of the specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) of BTSE and BAC 
effluent over the 2 year study period. 
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Chapter 9 
 
 
Effect of the combination of coagulation/MIEX with BAC treatment to control organic 
fouling in the microfiltration of secondary effluent 
 
 
 
As shown in Chapter 8, BAC consistently removed biopolymers whereas the removal of 
humic substances decreased from 52 to 25% after two years of BAC operation, and thus led 
to a gradual decrease in UMFI from 78 to 43%. This shows that humics also played an 
important role in membrane fouling. This was shown to be due to decrease in the removal 
efficiency of humic substances due to reduction in the pore size. Review of the literature 
indicated that magnetic ion exchange resin is effective for removing humic substances. 
Therefore, the impact of MIEX followed by BAC filtration was used to see if it had potential 
for the sustainable application of LPM processes for secondary effluent treatment. 
Coagulation (alum or ferric chloride) was compared with MIEX as pre-treatment for BAC 
with regard to flux improvement. This chapter has been prepared for journal submission. 
 
 
9.1. Introduction 
 
Low pressure membrane (LPM) processes such as microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration 
(UF) systems are attractive and reliable for the treatment of potable water and secondary 
effluent since they have many advantages such as small footprint, high pollutant removal 
efficiency, low energy consumption and good mechanical and chemical stability. However, 
effluent organic matter is a major foulant during the LPM filtration of biologically treated 
secondary effluent (BTSE) (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002; Shon et al., 2004), since it contains 
polysaccharides, proteins, amino-sugars, nucleic acids, organic acids, humic materials, and 
cell components (Barker et al., 2000). Organic fouling of the membrane is a major obstacle 
for the sustainable application of these processes as it can reduce permeability and increase 
energy consumption, and so increase the need for frequent backwashing or chemical 
cleaning, and hence decrease membrane life span.  
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Pre-treatment of feedwater is widely used to reduce the organic matter load on the membrane 
and to modify the character of the organics (Redondo and Lomax, 2001; Fritzmann et al., 
2007), and thus to reduce membrane fouling. Coagulation has been used to mitigate 
membrane fouling during drinking water and secondary effluent treatment. Fan et al. (2008) 
found that coagulation with either alum or ferric chloride could improve the flux performance 
for MF and UF of BTSE. This was due to the removal of major foulants such as biopolymers 
and humic substances. The efficacy of organics removal through coagulation can be affected 
by the characteristics of the feedwater, and the type and dose of the coagulant (Kabsch-
Korbutowicz, 2005). Some studies found that in-line coagulation (i.e., low dosages) had a 
negative impact on membrane performance (Karimi et al., 1999; Shorney et al., 2001) since it 
led to the aggregation of particles into larger masses and hence greater filter cake resistance. 
However, different pre-treatments have different capacities for the removal of the various 
types of organics, and so have a different effect on membrane fouling. There has been limited 
investigation of the removal of different fractions of the organic matter in the BTSE by 
coagulation and subsequent impact on LPM fouling. 
 
Anion exchange resins (AER) are widely used as a simple and effective means for the 
removal of organic materials from water and wastewater. Filloux et al. (2012) reported that 
conventional AER did not improve the flux performance for MF/UF of secondary effluent. 
However, Myat et al. (2012) found that magnetic ion exchange resin (MIEX) could improve 
both UF and MF performance for secondary effluent treatment. Kabsch-Korbutowicz et al. 
(2008) noted that the MIEX process is better for removing organics than conventional AER 
as it has 2-5 times greater external surface area and thus allows faster sorption kinetics. 
Moreover, it contains a high proportion of magnetic iron oxide which can transform the 
agglomerate of fine resin beads into larger, fast-settling particles. Aryal et al. (2015) 
investigated BAC and MIEX pre-treatments (individually and in combination) for reducing 
the fouling of a nanofiltration membrane by secondary effluent, and they found that this 
process was effective for reducing membrane fouling. However, only a few studies have been 
conducted on MIEX treatment for mitigating LPM membrane fouling. 
 
Marco et al. (1997) noted that the operating and capital costs of physico-chemical processes 
are 3-10 and 5-20 times higher, respectively, than biological treatment processes such as slow 
sand filtration (SSF) and biological activated carbon (BAC). BAC appears to be a better 
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fouling mitigation method compared with SSF as BAC can lead to both physico-chemical 
adsorption and biodegradation of the organics, whereas SSF was shown to be ineffective for 
removal of non-biodegradable materials such as humic substances (Zheng et al., 2009). It has 
been demonstrated that BAC treatment was very effective for degrading high MW 
biopolymers and adsorbing humic substances from a BTSE (Chapter 4,5,6), thereby 
contributing to an improvement of the flux. It also shown in Chapter 8 that the flux 
improvement decreased with the service time of the BAC column, which was due to 
decreased removal of humic substances as a result of gradual reduction in the adsorption 
capacity of the activated carbon.  
 
The aim of the present work was to compare the effect of coagulation, MIEX and BAC as 
feedwater pre-treatments for improving microfiltration performance for the treatment of a 
BTSE. The effect of sequential coagulation-BAC and MIEX-BAC treatments was also 
investigated to determine the benefits of the treatment combinations in removing different 
types of organic foulants.  
 
9.2. Materials and Methods 
9.2.1. Source of BTSE  
 
The BTSE was collected from a local wastewater treatment plant. This treatment plant uses 
an activated sludge-lagoon treatment process. The sewage is treated by passing through 
activated sludge ponds with anoxic and aerobic zones where bacteria break down the organic 
matter. The biologically treated effluent then passes through a clarifier and a series of lagoons 
before it is transferred to storage ponds prior to disinfection for subsequent reuse. Samples 
were stored at 4ºC and warmed to room temperature (22±2ºC) prior to all tests. The pH of the 
BTSE was 7.6. 
 
9.2.2. Pre-treatment  
9.2.2.1. BAC treatment  
 
The BAC column was constructed of glass, with an internal diameter of 2.3 cm and effective 
carbon bed height of 22 cm. It was operated in continuous down flow mode with an EBCT of 
40 min. The column was backwashed for 10 min every 14 days to avoid physical clogging of 
the media.  
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The properties of the coal-based granular activated carbon (GAC 1300, Activated Carbon 
Technology, Australia) are shown in Table S1 (Supplementary Information). Prior to packing 
the BAC column, the activated carbon was inoculated with activated sludge which had been 
provided with additional nutrient sources (N, P and C) (Lu et al., 2013) and aerated for 5 days 
to promote the growth of biofilm on the surface of the carbon. It was then washed with Milli-
Q water to remove excess biofilm and transferred to a column, and BTSE feed was 
commenced. The reduction in DOC was fairly constant (30±3%) after 90 days operation, 
indicating that equilibrium had been established. The results reported here are for samples 
collected after 28 months of BAC operation. 
 
9.2.2.2. Coagulation  
 
Coagulation was conducted at room temperature (20±2 
o
C) with 2 L of the BTSE in a 
laboratory jar test apparatus (Phipps and Bird, PB-700). The coagulant was alum (Al2 
(SO4)3·18H2O) or ferric chloride (FeCl3.6H2O) (Chem-Supply, Pty Ltd., Australia). The 
samples were mixed for 2 min at 250 rpm, slow mixed for 30 min at 30 rpm and then allowed 
to settle for 2 h before taking the supernatant for experiments. This experiment was 
performed at pH 5 with a dose of 5 mg/L (Al
3+
or Fe
3+
) based on chemical used and DOC 
removal (Supplementary Table S2). Prior to use, the pH of the supernatant was adjusted to 
7.5 with 1M NaOH, making it the same as the un-treated BTSE. 
 
9.2.2.3. MIEX treatment  
 
MIEX resin was supplied by IXOM, Australia. Prior to the tests, the resin was thoroughly 
washed with Milli-Q water. A range of dosages was tested (2-12 mL/L) and 10 mL/L was 
used as maximum DOC removal occurred at this dose. Resin was added to 2 L of BTSE in 
the laboratory jar test apparatus and the samples were mixed for 30 min at 170 rpm as 
recommended by IXOM, and then settled for 5 min before taking supernatant samples. Prior 
to the BAC or filtration tests, resin fines were removed by filtration (1 µm, Whatman GF/C). 
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9.2.3. Microfiltration experiment set-up 
 
Microfiltration tests were carried out using a stirred cell of dead-end configuration (Amicon 
8050, effective membrane area 13.4 cm
2
). The membrane used for the present study was a 0.1 
µm (Millipore) hydrophilic PVDF membrane. The trans-membrane pressure was kept at 50 
kPa and was regulated using compressed nitrogen gas, and stirrer speed was 430 rpm. The 
permeate weight was continuously measured using a digital balance (BS210S, Sartorius, 
Germany) which was connected to a computer to monitor the cumulative volumetric flux. 
These data were used to calculate the permeate flux (J) through the membranes. Filtration 
was conducted at room temperature (22±2ºC). 
 
Prior to the filtration tests, each membrane was soaked in Milli-Q water for 2 h to remove 
membrane preservatives and then 500 mL of Milli-Q water was passed through the 
membrane to compute the pure water flux (Jo). The pure water flux for the virgin membranes 
varied by only 3%. All MF experiments comprised three successive filtration cycles. After 
each filtration cycle, the fouled membrane was hydraulically backwashed with 50 mL Milli-
Q water after inverting the membrane in the cell; it was then returned to its original 
orientation and then 100 mL Milli-Q water was passed through it to enable determination of 
the fouling reversibility. The backwash and permeate sample were analysed to identify and 
quantify the organics contributing to reversible and irreversible fouling. Trans-membrane 
pressure was 50 kPa during the backwash procedure. Duplicate filtration runs were conducted 
for each sample and the trends were consistent, as the final flux varied by ≤4% and only one 
set of flux data is reported in this paper. 
 
9.2.4. Fouling resistance calculation 
 
The fouling resistance was calculated using the following equation (Roorda, 2004): 
 
   
  
  
                                                                     
 
Where Rf = resistance of fouling (/m);  P = trans-membrane pressure, TMP (N/m
2
, Pa); µ = 
dynamic viscosity of water (Ns/m
2
, Pa s) = 497×10
3
/(T+42.5)
1.5
; T = feedwater temperature 
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(ºC); J = permeate flux at the end of the filtration run (m
3
/m
2
.s) and Rm = resistance of 
membrane (/m) as determined by pure water flux. 
 
9.2.5. Analytical methods 
 
DOC was determined using a Sievers 820 TOC analyser. Ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm 
(UVA254) and colour at 455 nm were determined using a UV/vis spectrophotometer (UV2, 
Unicam), and Hach spectrophotometer (Model DR/5000), respectively. Fluorescence 
excitation-emission matrix (EEM) spectra of the water samples were determined using a 
PerkinElmer Spectrometer (LS55, PerkinElmer) over excitation and emission wavelength 
ranges of 220-465 nm and 280-550 nm, respectively. The band width for both excitation and 
emission was set at 5 nm. A 290 nm emission cut-off filter was used in scanning to avoid 
second order Rayleigh light scattering. Before these analyses, all samples were filtered (0.45 
µm). The pH was measured using a pH meter (Hach Sension, 156). 
 
The protein content of the water samples was measured using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) 
method with a QPBCA QuantiPro
TM
 BCA Assay Kit (Sigma Aldrich) and bovine serum 
albumin (Sigma Aldrich) as the standard protein. The concentration of carbohydrate was 
measured using the phenol-sulfuric method (Dubois et al., 1956) and D-glucose was used as 
the standard carbohydrate. 
 
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the samples was analysed using liquid 
chromatography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) (Model 8, DOC-Labor) at the 
Water Research Centre the University of New South Wales (UNSW), Australia. The LC unit 
separates organic compounds according to molecular size and the separated compounds are 
detected by an online detector. All samples were filtered (0.45 µm) prior to LC-OCD 
analysis. The details of this technique are described by Huber et al. (2011). 
 
The non-ionic resins DAX-8 (Supelite, Supelco) and XAD-4 (Amberlite, Supelco) were used 
to determine the hydrophobic (HPO), transphilic (TPI) and hydrophilic (HPI) content of the 
organic matter. All samples were pre-filtered (0.45 µm cellulose acetate) and then acidified to 
pH 2 using 2N HCl before passing through the DAX-8 then the XAD-4 resin at 3 mL/min. 
DAX-8 resin adsorbed the HPO fraction whereas the XAD-4 resin adsorbed the TPI fraction, 
so that the final effluent contained only HPI organic compounds. The details of the organic 
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matter fractionation procedure can be found in Lee et al. (2004). The surface of the fouled 
membranes was analysed using ATR-FTIR (100 FTIR spectrometer, PerkinElmer) after 
drying them overnight at room temperature.  
 
9.3. Results and Discussion 
9.3.1. General water quality 
 
The characteristics of the BTSE after the various treatments are shown in Table 9.1. MIEX 
led to greater removal of DOC, UVA254 and colour than BAC treatment, which in turn was 
greater than for coagulation by alum or ferric chloride. The organic matter removal by MIEX 
was due to the adsorption of the organics by the resin as well as ion exchange of the 
negatively charged organic molecules with the cationic functional groups on the resin 
(Kabsch-Korbutowicz et al., 2008). The removal by BAC was attributed to the adsorption of 
some organics by the activated carbon and the biofilm, and the biodegradation of others. 
Removal of the organics by coagulation involves charge neutralization and the adsorption of 
organics on the metal hydroxide (Vigneswaran and Visvanathan, 1995; Duan and Gregory, 
2003). Coagulation with ferric chloride gave marginally greater removal of DOC, UVA254 
and colour content compared with alum, which was attributed to the larger floc sizes (Duan 
and Gregory, 2003) and higher charge density (Lindqvist et al., 2002) than for alum. MIEX 
led to a greater reduction in specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) than BAC or 
coagulation, indicating the preferential removal of UV-absorbing organics. Similar results 
were reported by Mergen et al. (2008) who found that MIEX was more effective than 
coagulation for the removal of UV-absorbing organic matter from drinking water.  
 
MIEX led to slightly lower removal of protein and carbohydrate content than BAC treatment. 
This was likely due to the lack of negatively charged functional groups at neutral pH on these 
molecules (Humbert et al., 2007). The removal efficiency for both was greater for MIEX than 
for coagulation. Compared with alum, ferric chloride removed more protein and less 
carbohydrate. There was greater removal of protein (37%) than carbohydrate (32%) by BAC 
due to the greater biodegradability of extracellular proteins than polysaccharide-like 
substances, as reported by Flemming and Wingender (2002) and cited by Haberkamp et al. 
(2011). 
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The sequence of coagulation or MIEX followed by BAC led to further removal of organic 
compounds. There was greater removal of DOC when alum rather than ferric chloride 
coagulation preceded BAC, although standalone ferric coagulation gave greater removal of 
DOC than alum. This was probably because ferric chloride preferentially removes protein 
whereas alum preferentially removes carbohydrate, so that when the alum-treated sample was 
passed through the BAC column, there was greater utilization and thus removal of the 
residual organics than in the ferric chloride-treated sample. 
 
In order to gain further insight into the composition of the organics after the different pre-
treatments, the relative proportions of the protein and carbohydrate contents were determined 
to understand their role in fouling the membrane. After coagulation, the ratios of 
protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC were 1.16 and 0.99 for alum, and 1.13 and 1.09 for 
ferric chloride, respectively, indicating that the alum-treated effluent had lower proportions of 
carbohydrate and slightly higher proportions of protein than ferric chloride-treated effluent. 
For MIEX, the protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC ratios were 1.33 and 1.24, respectively, 
indicating higher proportions of both protein and carbohydrate in the treated effluent than the 
coagulated samples. After BAC treatment, the ratios of protein/DOC and carbohydrate/DOC 
were 1.06 and 0.96, respectively. Hence the ratios of protein and carbohydrate to DOC were 
lower after BAC than after coagulation which in turn was lower than after MIEX treatment. 
Sequential treatment led to a lower ratio of protein and carbohydrate to DOC than the 
standalone processes, and both MIEX and coagulation followed by BAC treatment led to 
similar ratios of protein to DOC, whereas MIEX followed by BAC treatment led to a higher 
ratio of carbohydrate to DOC than coagulation followed by BAC treatment. 
 
Table 9.1: Characteristics of the samples before and after treatment 
Treatment DOC 
(mg/L) 
UVA254 
(1/cm) 
SUVA 
(L/m.mg) 
Colour 
(Pt-Co units) 
Protein 
(mg BSA/L) 
Carbohydrate 
(mg glucose/L) 
BTSE 11.79 ± 0.12 0.271 ± 0.003 2.29 86 ± 2 14.63 ± 0.31 12.25 ± 0.41 
BAC 8.64 ± 0.08 0.169 ± 0.005 1.95 29 ± 2   9.22 ± 0.20   8.33 ± 0.25 
Alum 9.87 ± 0.09 0.216 ± 0.006 2.19 41 ± 1 11.45 ± 0.25   9.80 ± 0.32 
Ferric chloride 9.61 ± 0.11 0.208 ± 0.004 2.16 37 ± 2 10.95 ± 0.25  10.41 ± 0.31 
MIEX 7.28 ± 0.12 0.089 ± 0.007 1.22 13 ± 1   9.72 ± 0.16    9.02 ± 0.34 
Alum + BAC 7.15 ± 0.07 0.120 ± 0.010 1.68 16 ± 1   6.73 ± 0.25    6.42 ± 0.30 
Ferric chloride + BAC 7.59 ± 0.07 0.114 ± 0.010 1.50 10 ± 1   6.52 ± 0.30    7.17 ± 0.39 
MIEX + BAC 6.01 ± 0.07 0.063 ± 0.001 1.04   6 ± 1   5.42 ± 0.20    6.12 ± 0.24 
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9.3.2. Filterability of the pre-treated effluent 
9.3.2.1. Flux performance 
 
The normalised flux profiles obtained after the various pre-treatments of BTSE are shown in 
Figure 9.1. For each cycle, the permeate volume of the MF membrane for both un-treated and 
treated samples was set at 300 mL. The untreated BTSE caused rapid and severe flux decline, 
with approximately 95% reduction in flux at the end of the filtration cycle. Feedwater pre-
treatment significantly reduced the flux decline, indicating the foulant(s) causing severe flux 
reduction was removed by the treatment process. BAC treatment led to a greater flux 
improvement than MIEX, which was greater than for both coagulants, and 300 mL permeate 
was obtained after 41 min for cycle 1 (Figure 9.1a). Both coagulated samples had a similar 
flux decline pattern in the initial 10 min of filtration, however, after this alum gave greater 
flux improvement than ferric chloride. 
 
Although each standalone pre-treatment led to the removal of some of the organics in the 
BTSE, the residual organic matter still caused membrane fouling. Therefore, coagulation or 
MIEX followed by BAC were investigated for the further removal of organics and thus 
membrane foulants(s) prior to MF. There was a greater improvement in flux after the 
sequential treatments than the standalone processes. MIEX followed by BAC was more 
effective than coagulation followed by BAC (Figure 9.1b). This was primarily due to greater 
removal of organic content (in terms of DOC, UVA254, protein and carbohydrate) (Table 9.1). 
Although standalone alum coagulation was better than ferric chloride coagulation for 
improving the flux, ferric chloride coagulation followed by BAC gave a greater improvement 
in flux than the alum-BAC process. With successive filtration cycles, there was a greater 
decline in flux for all feed types. This was due to greater retention of the organics (in terms of 
DOC, protein and carbohydrate) with successive filtration cycles as shown by mass balances 
(Supplementary Figure S1). The trend for flux decline for each sample with successive 
filtration cycles was the same as for cycle 1. 
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(a) 
 
(b)
 
Figure 9.1: Effect of pre-treatment on flux performance (a) standalone treatment (b) 
combination of different treatments with BAC. 
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9.3.2.2. Fouling resistance 
 
Both reversible and irreversible resistance were decreased markedly after pre-treatment of the 
feedwater (Figure 9.2). The reduction after BAC was greater than after the MIEX or 
coagulation processes. BAC treatment led to a greater reduction in the irreversible fouling 
resistance (73%) than reversible fouling resistance (41%), indicating a reduction in pore 
adsorption and/or pore blocking of the membranes. The reduction in hydraulically reversible 
fouling was higher for MIEX than alum, which in turn was higher than for ferric chloride 
coagulation. Although MIEX and alum gave similar performance in reducing the irreversible 
fouling, MIEX led to a greater improvement in flux. This was attributed to the greater 
removal of reversible fouling resistance since it contributed more than 90% of the total 
filtration resistance. The combination of MIEX or coagulation with BAC led to a greater 
removal in hydraulically reversible and irreversible fouling resistances than the standalone 
treatments, and MIEX followed by BAC led to a greater reduction in both fouling resistances. 
The reversible and irreversible fouling resistance increased with successive filtration cycles 
and high resistance was correlated with low flux. 
 
 
Figure 9.2: Effect of pre-treatment on fouling reversibility (data points are average values of 
duplicate samples). 
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9.3.2.3. Calculation of unified membrane fouling index 
 
The filtration data were used to calculate the unified membrane fouling index (UMFI) values 
for total fouling. The UMFI values for the microfiltration of the BTSE with and without feed 
pre-treatments were determined from the fitting of J0/J versus specific volume, (V), as 
described by Huang et al. (2008). In general, a greater UMFI value indicates greater total 
membrane fouling. Ferric chloride gave less reduction in UMFI than the alum treatment 
which in turn gave less than the MIEX treatment (Figure 9.3). BAC led to 42% reduction in 
UMFI, i.e., slightly greater than MIEX treatment which in turn was greater than for 
coagulation. 
 
Similar to the flux and filtration resistance, there was a marked reduction in total fouling for 
the sequential treatment processes. The decrease in UMFI was 65%, 70% and 93% for alum, 
ferric chloride and MIEX, respectively, when combined with BAC treatment, clearly 
demonstrating that MIEX pre-treatment led to greater reduction in UMFI than coagulation 
followed by BAC treatment. 
 
The relative proportion of the fouling reduction per mg DOC was determined to obtain a 
better understanding of the fouling reduction after pre-treatment. The UMFI value per mg 
DOC was 0.0091 m
2
/mg for BTSE. The UMFI value per mg DOC reduced to 0.0074, 0.0088, 
0.0089 and 0.0068 m
2
/mg after alum, ferric chloride, MIEX and BAC treatment, respectively. 
Hence the value was decreased after pre-treatment of the feedwater, and BAC was very 
effective for reducing membrane foulants. As shown in section 9.3.2.1., the trend of the 
improvement of the flux for cycle 1 was BAC>MIEX>alum>ferric whereas the UMFI value 
per mg DOC showed BAC>alum>ferric>MIEX. This confirmed that the characteristics of the 
organic molecules in the feedwater, rather than simply the DOC concentration, played an 
important role in the membrane fouling. Similar to the standalone processes, the sequence of 
coagulation or MIEX followed by BAC further reduced the UMFI value per mg DOC, and 
MIEX with BAC treatment gave a markedly lower value than coagulation with BAC 
treatment. 
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Figure 9.3: UMFI values for total fouling. 
 
9.3.3. Characterisation of organics using advanced techniques 
9.3.3.1. Characterisation of foulant layer by ATR-FTIR 
 
ATR-FTIR spectrometry was used to examine the major foulant groups on the membrane 
surface after the filtration of the un-treated and variously treated BTSE samples. The results 
are reported for cycle 1 and the clean membrane data were subtracted from the fouled 
membrane data. The spectral bands were assigned according to Cho et al. (1998) and Howe et 
al. (2002), and showed that the different foulants such as protein-like substances, 
polysaccharide-like substances and humic substances were present on the membrane 
surfaces. BAC treatment increased the transmittance of the assigned peaks more than MIEX 
treatment or coagulation with alum or ferric chloride (particularly for polysaccharide-like 
substances at 3000-3650 /cm), indicating that there were less of these substances residing in 
the foulant layer (Figure 9.4a). This was also confirmed by the mass balance result which 
showed that the rejection of the organics (in terms of DOC, protein and carbohydrate) was 
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greater for coagulation than for MIEX, which in turn was greater than for BAC 
(Supplementary Figure 1).  
 
The transmittance at the assigned bands was significantly lower for the combinations of 
coagulation or MIEX with BAC treatment than the standalone processes (Figure 9.4b), 
indicating that the sequential treatment process was more effective for removing the organic 
matter resulting in less deposition of organics on the surface of the MF membrane. MIEX 
followed by BAC treatment led to lower rejection of these organics compared with the BAC 
followed by coagulation treatment, consistent with the lower degree of fouling. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 9.4: FTIR spectra of fouled MF membranes after (a) standalone treatments, and (b) 
the sequential treatments. 
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9.3.3.2. Size exclusion chromatography 
 
LC-OCD analysis was performed in order to understand the effect of pre-treatment on the 
molecular weight distribution of the organic matter. The chromatograms for the BTSE 
showed a distinctive peak for the high MW humic substances (1000-20,000 Da), which 
contributed 43% of the total DOC, whereas the building blocks (breakdown products of 
humic substances, 350-500 Da) contributed 12%, the biopolymers (proteins, protein-like 
material, polysaccharides, polysaccharide-like material, amino sugars, ≥20,000 Da) about 
9%, and the remainder contained lower MW compounds (<350 Da). A greater proportion of 
the biopolymers than humic substances was retained by the membrane, followed by building 
blocks and low MW organics (Figure 9.5), indicating that these high MW biopolymers and 
humic substances played an important role in the membrane fouling. 
 
To obtain a better understanding of the composition of the organic matter after the pre-
treatments, the relative proportions of the each fraction of the organics were determined to 
reveal their role in fouling the membrane. After coagulation, the ratios of biopolymers/DOC 
and humics/DOC were 0.100 and 0.522 for alum, and 0.098 and 0.512 for ferric chloride, 
respectively, indicating that the ferric chloride-treated effluent had very slightly lower 
proportions of humic substances. The ratios of biopolymers/DOC and humics/DOC were 
0.187 and 0.224, respectively, after MIEX treatment. This indicates that it was highly 
effective for removing humic substances. After BAC treatment, the ratios of 
biopolymers/DOC and humics/DOC were 0.095 and 0.522, respectively, and indicate that the 
BAC effluent had a slightly lower proportion of biopolymers compared with coagulation. As 
mentioned in Section 3.1, the ratios of protein and carbohydrate to DOC were lower for BAC 
than coagulation which in turn were lower than for MIEX. It may be concluded that BAC 
treatment led to lower fouling per mg DOC (Section 9.3.2.3) due to preferential removal of 
the biopolymers. 
 
In terms of absolute concentration, BAC treatment led to greater removal of biopolymers than 
coagulation, and alum and ferric chloride had approximately similar removal efficiency for 
biopolymers (Figure 9.5a). On the other hand, MIEX treatment did not remove biopolymers, 
probably because the large molecules are unable to penetrate into the pores of the resin, and 
their neutral and/or hydrophilic character (Humbert et al., 2007). It was noted that MIEX 
could reduce the concentration of the hydrophilic organics (Supplementary Figure S2). This 
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was probably due to the low MW of some protein and carbohydrate molecules which enabled 
them to penetrate into the pores of the resin. The removal efficiency of humics and building 
blocks was greater for MIEX than for BAC or coagulation. Consistent with this resin 
fractionation showed that removal of the HPO fraction was substantially better for MIEX 
than BAC or coagulation (Supplementary Figure S2). The fluorescence spectra also provide 
evidence that MIEX led to significantly greater removal of fluorescent humic acid-like and 
fulvic acid-like substances than the BAC treatment or coagulation (Supplementary Figure 
S3). MIEX gave less removal of building blocks than humic substances. This is because 
building blocks contain a higher proportion of amine functionalised compounds than the 
humic fractions, and the anionic exchange character of the MIEX resin would adsorb organic 
acids in preference to amine functional groups (Myat et al., 2013). The removal efficiency of 
low MW organics was significantly higher for BAC than for both coagulants. MIEX was 
ineffective for reducing the low MW neutral organics due to their neutral charge. When the 
coagulated or MIEX-treated sample was subjected to BAC treatment, there was further 
removal of biopolymers, humics and building blocks (Figure 9.5b).  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 9.5: LC-OCD chromatograms of (a) BTSE, BTSE MF permeate and BTSE after the 
various standalone treatments, and (b) BTSE after the sequential treatments. 
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9.4. Conclusions 
 
The impact of coagulation, MIEX and BAC pre-treatments on decreasing the organic fouling 
of a MF membrane for the filtration of a municipal wastewater secondary effluent was 
investigated using a multi-cycle filtration approach. All pre-treatments (coagulation, MIEX 
and BAC) led to reduction in both the reversible and irreversible fouling for the MF 
membrane. The protein content of the feedwater made a greater contribution to the 
irreversible fouling resistance with successive filtration cycles. Although ferric chloride led to 
greater removal of humics and protein molecules, it provided considerably lower flux 
improvement than alum. This was due to the lower removal of carbohydrate by the ferric 
coagulant and thus greater rejection of the carbohydrate content. MIEX treatment was better 
for decreasing fouling resistances than coagulation, due to the greater removal of humic 
substances. BAC treatment led to greater improvement in flux than coagulation or MIEX 
treatment. This was attributed to the breakdown of biopolymers by micro-organisms and 
adsorption of those molecules on the biofilm, and adsorption of humic substances by 
activated carbon as shown by size exclusion chromatography, hence lower amounts of these 
major foulants (in terms of DOC, protein and carbohydrate) deposited on the membrane 
surface. As coagulation and MIEX were ineffective for reducing the low MW neutral 
organics, they may not be effective for mitigating the risk of microbial growth in downstream 
processes such as reverse osmosis or use of the treated water. BAC was very effective for 
removing low MW organics which may decrease the risk of biofouling.   
 
Sequential coagulation or MIEX and BAC treatment further reduced the reversible and 
irreversible MF membrane fouling resistances. The addition of MIEX prior to BAC treatment 
gave a greater removal of DOC, protein and carbohydrate, thus contributing greater flux 
improvement which would reduce the frequency of hydraulic or chemical cleaning of the 
membrane and so help in extending the membrane lifetime. This work is based on a single 
dose of MIEX and a single EBCT for BAC, both of which were higher than typically used. 
Therefore, further work could be done to determine the optimum conditions and sequence of 
the two unit processes.  
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Supplementary Information for Chapter 9 
 
 
Table S1. Properties of the activated carbon used in the column 
 
Physical properties Virgin GAC 
Surface area          (BET m
2
/g) 1017 
Total pore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.716 
Micropore volume (cm
3
/g)      0.297 
Micropore content (%)    93 
Mesopore content (%)       5 
Macropore content (%)      2 
 
 
Table S2: DOC removal using alum and ferric chloride coagulation 
Coagulation pH Dosages (mg/L) 
  2.5 mg/L 5 mg/L 7.5 mg/L 10 mg/L 
Alum 6 10.4 14.5 16.3 17.4 
5 12.5 16.3 17.8 18.4 
4 12.6 16.1 17.2 17.8 
Ferric Chloride 6 14.6 15.8 18.1 19.8 
 5 14.4 18.5 19.7 21.2 
 4 13.6 19.2 20.1 21.8 
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Mass balance for organics in the filtration system 
(a)                                                                           (b) 
 
(c)  
 
Figure S1. Distribution of organics in reversible and irreversible fouling after MF (a) DOC 
(b) protein and (c) carbohydrate contents (data points are average values of duplicate 
samples). 
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Figure S2: Organic fractions in BTSE and variously treated-BTSE samples (data points are 
average values of duplicate samples). (Note: HPI = hydrophilic, HPO = hydrophobic, TPI = 
transphilic). 
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Figure S3: EEM spectrum volumes of the untreated and variously treated BTSE samples. 
(Note: AP = aromatic protein, FA = fulvic acid-like, SMPs = soluble microbial products, HA 
= humic acid-like).  
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Chapter 10 
 
 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
 
Low pressure membrane processes have been used widely for secondary effluent reclamation 
over the past decade primarily for the removal of suspended solids, bacteria and some 
viruses. In this process, fouling of the membrane is unavoidable and reduces the permeability 
which leads to the requirement for membrane cleaning with chemicals. Therefore, pre-
treatment has been commonly used to mitigate membrane fouling. LPM processes may also 
be used to pre-treat secondary effluent prior to RO, depending on the characteristics of the 
feed water and the intended use of the reclaimed product. The aim of this study was to 
establish the applicability of BAC treatment of a BTSE for enhancing the performance of 
polymeric MF (0.1 µm PVDF) membrane. GAC, coagulation or MIEX treatment was used 
for comparison with BAC for the removal of organics and thus fouling mitigation. The major 
conclusions of this study are summarised below. 
 
 
10.1. Effect of BAC on membrane fouling 
 
This study showed that BAC treatment led to a marked improvement in the flux compared 
with GAC which was used for comparison, although BAC led to lower removal of DOC. 
This confirmed that the characteristics of the organic molecules, rather than the bulk DOC 
concentration, played an important role in the membrane fouling. The enhanced membrane 
performance after BAC treatment was mainly due to breakdown of high MW molecules such 
as biopolymers by biodegradation by the microorganisms and removal of humic substances 
by adsorption by the activated carbon. Although GAC removed more DOC, this was 
comprised of only low to medium MW organics rather than the high MW compounds 
(biopolymers) which were the major contributor to the flux decline. This study demonstrated 
the potential of BAC as a promising pre-treatment for enhancing the performance of MF in 
the reclamation of BTSE.  
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10.2. Effect of contact time for organics and fouling reduction 
 
As the extent of organic matter removal is affected by operating conditions of the biological 
process such as contact time, the impact of EBCT (20, 40 and 60 min) on BAC and GAC 
treatment for organics removal and thus MF fouling reduction was investigated; a multi-cycle 
filtration approach was used to better approximate actual practice. Both reversible and 
irreversible fouling resistance increased with successive filtration cycles. This was attributed 
mostly to the protein content of the feedwater. The carbohydrate content contributed more to 
the hydraulically reversible fouling than did the protein. This was likely due to the size 
exclusion effect as polysaccharides are generally larger than protein molecules. However, 
determination of mass balances confirmed that there was greater removal of both reversible 
and irreversible foulants by BAC than by GAC, and GAC led to greater removal of these 
foulants than coagulation which was used for comparison as it has been widely used in water 
treatment plants. There was greater reduction of organics and thus fouling for longer contact 
time (60 min) for both BAC and GAC treatment. With increased EBCT, the flux was higher 
after BAC than after GAC treatment. This was likely due to the biodegradation of 
biopolymers in the BAC process whereas increasing EBCT did not increase the reduction of 
these molecules by GAC treatment. This study implied that BAC with 60 min contact time 
could lead to a significant reduction in the operating costs of membrane systems by 
maintaining economic flux rate/operating pressure, and reducing the frequency of backwash 
and chemical cleaning. 
 
10.3. Effect of BAC treatment on organic and biofouling propensity of RO membrane of 
secondary effluent for reuse in irrigation 
 
RO is being used increasingly to reclaim BTSE for producing the recycled wastewater for 
irrigation purposes. However, membrane fouling remains a major barrier for the sustainable 
application of RO for the treatment of BTSE. BAC was investigated as a pre-treatment to 
reduce the organic fouling and biofouling potential of RO membranes for the desalination of 
a moderately saline BTSE with a view to long term use for agricultural purposes. It was 
shown that BAC effectively reduced the organic and biofouling potential as confirmed by the 
decrease in low MW organics, biodegradable dissolved organic carbon, assimilable organic 
carbon content, and the bacterial regrowth potential. The subsequent RO process could 
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almost completely remove the inorganic content from the BTSE. The improved productivity 
and water recovery demonstrated that this process was effective for reducing the fouling 
propensity of the BTSE to enable its sustainable application for producing effluent with a 
high reuse potential for irrigation purposes. This study recommended that the RO permeate 
could be blended with untreated BTSE to produce a product for irrigation with an inorganic 
content based on crop tolerance, and thus enable trade-off between the operational and capital 
costs associated with the RO process. 
 
10.4. Effect of BAC treatment of AOM-containing secondary effluent 
 
Cyanobacterial blooms occur in aquatic systems, including wastewater treatment lagoons, 
resulting in a large amount of AOM and cyanotoxins entering the water and thus reducing the 
water quality and impacting subsequent water reclamation processes. AOM, which was 
extracted from M. aeruginosa cultures under two different nutrient regimes, was added to 
BTSE for obtaining an understanding of whether the BAC process could remove/break down 
the organic fouling components within the AOM. Although the DOC concentration of the 
feed was same, the feedwater containing AOM from the highly nutritious MLA medium led 
to a greater flux decline than the AOM from the BTSE culture due to the presence of a higher 
concentration of larger molecule biopolymer content. However, BAC treatment reduced the 
organic content and so contributed to the improvement in flux for all feedwater types (BTSE 
with and without addition of AOM). When the BTSE was spiked with the cyanotoxin 
microcystin-LR, the BAC treatment gave a microcystin reduction of more than 90%. This 
study demonstrated the potential of BAC for mitigating the impact of AOM and removing 
cyanotoxin when treating cyanobacteria impacted secondary effluent using microfiltration.  
 
10.5. Effect of long term BAC performance for fouling reduction 
 
The adsorption capacity of the activated carbon in BAC gradually decreases with service 
time, leading to potential limitation of the long term use of the process. Therefore, the impact 
of long term (>2 years) BAC treatment for mitigating organic fouling in the MF of BTSE was 
investigated. This study showed that the efficiency of DOC reduction by the BAC process 
was not affected by the variation in raw water quality, this demonstrated the robustness and 
stability of the BAC process for the treatment of the BTSE. Over two years operation of the 
BAC column, the removal efficiency for DOC was fairly consistent (30±3%), although the 
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reduction in UVA254 gradually decreased from 56 to 34%. This was due to the reduction in 
adsorption capacity of the activated carbon with time. Similar to UVA254, the removal of 
protein content decreased over the two-year period whereas carbohydrate removal was fairly 
consistent. This was attributed to some proteins being hydrophobic in nature, thus leading to 
the lower adsorption of these molecules. Size exclusion chromatography confirmed that 
major foulants such as high molecular weight biopolymers were effectively reduced by the 
microorganisms whereas the reduction efficiency of humic substances decreased from 52 to 
25% after 2 years of BAC operation, and thus led to a gradual decrease in UMFI from 78 to 
43%. This shows that humics also played an important role in membrane fouling. Although 
the mitigation of membrane fouling decreased over time, this study demonstrated that the 
long term use of BAC pre-treatment of BTSE has potential to improve the microfiltration 
flux, reduce chemical cleaning and increase membrane life span. 
 
10.6. Effect of the combination of coagulation/MIEX with BAC treatment to enhance 
membrane fouling reduction 
 
It was demonstrated that the flux improvement decreased with the service time of the BAC 
column, which was attributed to the decreased removal of humic substances due to gradual 
reduction in the pore size of the activated carbon. Therefore, coagulation or MIEX followed 
by BAC filtration could be used for sustainable application of LPM processes to secondary 
effluent, since both coagulation and MIEX preferentially remove high MW humic 
substances. The effect of standalone MIEX and coagulation, and their combination with BAC 
as pre-treatments for MF was studied. Ferric chloride treatment led to considerably lower flux 
improvement than alum. This was due to lower removal of carbohydrate by ferric chloride 
coagulation. MIEX did not remove high molecular weight biopolymers whereas it led to 
markedly greater flux than coagulation, which was attributed to the significantly greater 
removal of humic substances. Standalone BAC treatment led to slightly greater improvement 
in flux than MIEX which in turn was higher than coagulation (either alum or FeCl3). 
Combination of coagulation or MIEX with BAC treatment further reduced the foulants, and 
MIEX treatment prior to BAC significantly mitigated both reversible and irreversible fouling 
resistance. This demonstrated that the addition of MIEX prior to BAC treatment gave greater 
removal of organics, hence contributing to greater flux improvement of MF which can 
significantly reduce the frequency of membrane hydraulic or chemical cleaning and could 
potentially extend BAC service time.  
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Overall, this study showed that BAC treatment could enhance microfiltration performance for 
wastewater reclamation. BAC could effectively remove the major membrane foulants such as 
biopolymers through biodegradation by microorganisms and adsorption of those molecules 
on the biofilm, and humic substances through adsorption by the activated carbon, and so 
could reduce the frequency of chemical cleaning and increase the membrane life span. 
Although longer contact time (60 min) provides better removal of organics and subsequent 
reduced fouling, BAC treatment with 40 min EBCT gave an acceptable degree of fouling 
mitigation and water productivity. Although gradual reduction in adsorption capacity of the 
activated carbon decreased the removal of humic substances, this study concludes that BAC 
is a stable and robust process for wastewater reclamation which would potentially be a cost-
effective pre-treatment process compared to GAC, MIEX or coagulation as it would 
minimize the cost for carbon and resin replacements and chemical use. 
 
10.7. Recommendations for future work 
  
 The efficiency of biological processes for removing organics is associated with the 
operational conditions. This study has demonstrated the effect of contact time but 
other factors (such as temperature, concentration of dissolved oxygen and organic 
matter of the feed, composition of organics and backwashing conditions) have yet to 
be examined. Therefore, there is scope to optimize the operational conditions of the 
BAC process for organic foulant removal to minimize irreversible fouling and so 
maximise the permeability of the membrane in a cost effective and environmentally 
benign way. 
 
 This work was conducted at lab scale. Therefore, research is needed to assess the 
feasibility of long term biological pre-treatment for the removal of different organic 
fractions prior to LPM filtration at pilot scale with a view to full scale application. In 
addition, the cost-effectiveness of the biological processes compared with the 
conventional means of pre-treatment should be assessed and could be done more 
effectively at pilot scale. 
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 The pre-treatment processes investigated could reduce the membrane fouling, and 
BAC led to greater improvement in flux than coagulation and MIEX. Future studies 
should incorporate a cost analysis of BAC, MIEX and coagulation, singly and in 
combination (in terms of operational and capital costs). 
 
 To investigate sustainable application and for better permeability, MIEX followed by 
BAC was used for organics and fouling reduction in this study. Therefore, it may be 
appropriate to integrate ozonation with the BAC process for effective foulant removal 
which can be compared with MIEX followed by BAC. The increased cost of the extra 
pre-treatment would need to be traded off against the improved performance of the 
system.  
 
 This work was conducted at high dosage of MIEX for maximum organics removal. 
Therefore, the combination of low dosage of MIEX with BAC treatment should be 
evaluated for enhanced fouling control with a view to determining its application in 
practice. 
 
 In this study, effluent samples were collected from only one WTP. The correlation 
between water quality parameters, including suspended solids and their filtration 
resistance from different sources should be investigated, and hence gain a more 
comprehensive understanding of impact of water quality on fouling. 
 
 BAC treatment of effluent prior to reverse osmosis was studied for agricultural 
applications such as irrigation of crops. It would be interesting to compare these 
results with those for nanofiltration membranes which can remove salts at a lower 
operational cost. 
 
 Membrane chemical cleaning is necessary if successive filtration cycles are used, 
therefore, future studies should consider membrane cleaning with different chemical 
agents with a view to achieving better process effectiveness and economics. 
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Appendix. Example of data processing for a filtration experiment 
 
Membrane type:  Hydrophilic PVDF MF membrane (0.1 µm, VVLP, Millipore, contact angle 
622, effective membrane area 13.4 cm2). 
Filtration mode: Dead end 
Sample: Biologically treated secondary effluent (BTSE) 
Operating conditions: transmembrane pressure = 50 kPa, temperature = 22 ºC 
 
1. Filtration of Milli-Q water using a virgin membrane – Determination of pure water flux of 
the virgin membrane J0 
 
Table B1. Flux data for the determination of the virgin membrane’s pure water flux 
Time, t (min) Permeate weight (g) Flux (Lm
-2
h
-1
) 
0 0 - 
1 46.0 2062.78 
2 91.9 2058.29 
3 137.68 2052.91 
4 183.35 2047.98 
5 228.61 2029.59 
6 273.59 2017.04 
7 318.71 2023.31 
8 363.46 2006.72 
9 408.14 2003.58 
 
 
J0 = Average of the last 3 flux data  
    = 2010.66 (Lm
-2
h
-1
) 
    = 5.58  10-4 m3 m-2 s-1 
 
Hydraulic resistance of the virgin membrane (Rm):  
mR = 
0J
P


=
)(1058.5).(000958.0
)(000,50
1234  smmsPa
Pa
= 9.35  1010 (m-1) 
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2. Filtration of the BTSE – Plot of J/J0 versus v curve and calculation of the resistance by 
total fouling and the UMFI for total fouling  
 
Table B2. Flux data for BTSE sample 
Time, t 
(min) 
Permeate 
weight (g) 
Accumulated 
specific permeate 
volume, v (L m
-2
) 
Flux, J 
(L m
-2
 h
-1
) 
Normalised flux, 
J/J0 
0 0 0 2010.66 (= J0) 1 
1 34.76 25.93 1558.74 0.775 
2 54.78 40.86 897.75 0.446 
3 70.67 52.72 712.56 0.354 
4 83.43 62.24 572.19 0.284 
5 93.8 69.97 465.02 0.231 
… … … … … 
97 299.05 223.09 59.19 0.029 
98 300.35 224.06 58.29 0.028 
 
 
 
Permeate flux at the end of the filtration run ( J  ):  
J   = 58.29 L m-2 h-1 = 1.62  10-5 m3 m-2 s-1 
 
Resistance by total fouling ( tfR ):  
tfR = mR
J
P




= 10
1235
1035.9
)(1062.1).(000958.0
)(000,50

  smmsPa
Pa
 
     = 3.13  1012 (m-1) 
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The UMFI for total fouling = slope of the curve JJ 0  versus v  (Figure B1) 
                                            = 0.1506 (m
2
 L
-1
) 
 
 
 
Figure: Calculation of the UMFI for total fouling  
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Appendix: Advanced analytical techniques  
 
Fluorescence spectroscopy 
 
Fluorescence emission excitation matrix (EEM) spectroscopy provides a three dimensional 
topographical graph for the fluorescing compounds (Figure A1) which provides information 
regarding fluorescent organic molecules in the water sample. This technique has lots of 
advantages such as rapid and reagentless assay (Hudson et al., 2007). It does not require any 
sample preparation and is a non-destructive technique. In addition, the sensitivity of 
fluorescence spectroscopy is typically 10-1000 times higher than UV absorption spectroscopy 
(Haven et al., 1995). Limitations of this technique are inner-filter effect, and Rayleigh and 
Raman scattering, which could alter the EEMs data. Moreover, the dilution of highly 
concentrated solution to less than 10 mg/L prior to fluorescence analysis is required. 
 
The fluorescence EEM spectra of water samples were determined using a PerkinElmer 
Spectrometer (LS55, PerkinElmer) over excitation and emission wavelength ranges of 220-
465 nm and 280-550 nm, respectively. The band width for both excitation and emission was 
set at 5 nm. During the operation, the excitation and emission slits were maintained at 7 nm 
and the scanning speed was set at 700 or 1200 nm/min. A 290 nm emission cut-off filter was 
used in scanning to avoid the secondary order Rayleigh light scattering. All samples were 
filtered (0.45 µm) prior to fluorescence analysis. 
 
The data obtained were processed with the FL WinLab package software (Version 4.00.03) to 
generate the three dimensional EEMs and to export the data for fluorescence regional 
integration (FRI which provides the concentration of fluorescent molecules). Sample 
template for determining the FRI values is shown in Table A1. The three dimensional EEMs 
and FRI were generated using the following five EEM regions (Chen et al., 2003). Regions I 
(Ex/Em: 220–270 nm/280–330 nm) and II (Ex/Em: 220–270 nm/330–380 nm) correspond to 
the fluorescence response of aromatic proteins (such as tyrosine and tryptophan). Regions III 
(Ex/Em: 220–270 nm/380–550 nm), IV (Ex/Em: 270-440 nm/280-380 nm) and V (Ex/Em: 
270-440 nm/380-550 nm) associated with fulvic acid-like materials, soluble microbial 
products (SMPs, e.g., proteins and polysaccharide-like materials) and humic acid-like 
materials, respectively. 
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Figure A1: Excitation emission-matrix spectrum (EEM) of the BTSE sample (collected on 
28
th
 April, 2013). Note: AP = aromatic protein, FA = fulvic acid-like, SMPs = soluble 
microbial products, HA = humic acid-like. 
 
 Table A1: Sample template for FRI of 3D EEMs 
E
m
is
si
o
n
 w
a
v
el
en
g
th
 (
n
m
) 
 Excitation wavelength (nm) 
220 225 Continue…. 410 415 420 425 430 
280 0 0  0.267583 0.18772 -0.03287 0.015485 0.001409 
280.5 0 0  0.367212 0.09953 -0.02279 0.050379 0.017856 
281 0 0  0.324735 -0.0058 0.003545 0.050455 0.045598 
Continue… 
 
 
        
539.5 20.66285 23.07464  7.437742 7.550364 6.369598 6.613636 5.541341 
540 22.25237 16.15177  7.273098 7.197061 6.391705 6.284962 5.59453 
 
Regions AP I APII FA-like SMPs-like HA-like Total FRI 
FRI value 21442.5989 104743.065 670935.1308 118673.64 996467.6682 1912262.1 
Percentage (%) 1.121321123 5.47744292 35.0859398 6.2059297 52.10936649 100 
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Rapid resin fractionation 
 
Rapid resin fractionation was used to separate the organic matter into hydrophobic (HPO), 
transphilic (TPI) and hydrophilic (HPI) fractions using the non-ionic resins DAX-8 (Supelite, 
Supelco) and XAD-4 (Amberlite, Supelco). Prior to fractionation, resins were cleaned with 
0.1 N NaOH followed by Milli-Q water until no DOC was detected in the eluate. Samples 
were pre-filtered (0.45 µm cellulose acetate) and then acidified to pH 2 using 2N HCl before 
passing through the DAX-8 then the XAD-4 resin at 3 mL/min. DAX-8 resin adsorbed the 
HPO fraction whereas the XAD-4 resin adsorbed the TPI fraction, so that the final effluent 
contained only HPI organic compounds. The DOC concentrations of the HPO and TPI 
fractions were calculated by mass balance (HPO = DAX-8 influent-DAX-8 effluent; TPI 
=DAX-8 effluent-XAD-4 effluent). The flowchart of the fractionation procedure is shown in 
Figure A2. 
 
Although resin fractionation has been widely used to separate the organics based on their 
hydrophobicity, there are some limitations of this technique which include physical 
alterations of organic molecules from exposure to the pH extremes, irreversible adsorption to 
the resin and contamination from resin bleeding. 
 
 
Figure A2: EfOM fractionation procedure (Lee et al., 2004) 
DAX-8 
Sample 
pH 2 
0.1 N NaOH 
HPO 
TPI + HPI 
XAD-4 
0.1 N NaOH 
TPI 
HPI 
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Size exclusion chromatography 
 
The apparent molecular weight distribution of the organic matter in the water samples was 
determined using size exclusion liquid chromatography with UV detection and organic 
carbon detection (LC-OCD). The LC unit separates organic compounds according to their 
molecular size which is then equated to apparent molecular weight and the separated 
compounds are detected by the online detectors. The system was designed based on the 
Gräntzel thin-film UV reactor which developed by DOC-Labor, Dr. Huber 
Karlsruhe/Germany (SEC column: Toyopearl HW-50S weak cation exchange gel filtration 
column, Tosoh Bioscience, Tokyo/Japan). 
 
The sample injection volume was 1 mL. The mobile phase was phosphate buffer at pH 6.4 
(22.5 g/L KH2PO4 and 1.5 g/L Na2HPO4. 2H2O) and run at a flow rate of 1.1 mL/min. 
Potassium hydrogen phthalate was used to calibrate the DOC detector.  Prior to analysis, 
samples were filtered (0.45 μm cellulose acetate) and diluted with Milli-Q water to DOC 
concentrations below 5 mg/L. Suwannee River humic acids and Suwannee River fulvic acids 
from the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS) were used as reference samples.  
 
The ChromCalc software (DOC-Labor, Karlsruhe) was used for data acquisition and 
processing of the chromatograms (Figure A3). ChromCalc divided the chromatograms into 5 
different areas corresponding to biopolymers (proteins, protein-like substances, 
polysaccharide and polysaccharide-like substances, MW >> 20,000 Da), humic substances 
(MW = 1,000-20,000 Da), building blocks (breakdown product of humic substances, MW = 
300-500 Da), low MW organic acids and low MW humic substances (MW < 350 Da), and 
low MW neutrals (mono-oligosaccharides, alcohols, aldehydes and ketones, MW < 350 Da) 
(Huber et al., 2011).  
 
Limitations of this technique are that individual compounds cannot be detected due to the 
complexity of water samples, and this technique separates the organics based on apparent 
MW rather than the exact MW. 
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Figure A3: LC chromatograms of the BTSE sample collected on 28
th
 April, 2013 showing 
traces for UV and OCD detection. 
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